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Construction .1s the largest single industry in the United States •. 
It is a very volatile industry 9 and firms that are directly and indi 00 
rectly engaged in construction 1n various segments need. accurate fore~· 
casts of the construction business. 
There are many ways to define or classify segments of the construc"" 
tfon marketo In this paper© the Engineering News=Record (ENR) reporting 
system is used •. This ~tudy was,conducted in cooperation with ENRID and 
the use of its reporting system facilitates the dissemination of the 
re~ults to the constrµction 1 ndustry •. A segment of the construction 
mark~t is defined .in the. ''Type of Work'' column in. Table I. Forecasts of 
construction contracts. for .the period 1974,=1980 are shown ·in Table L 
Econometric techniques .. are also used for forecastingo When mathe=. 
rnatics and statistics are applied to economic theory ID· ' 1econometric. 
models 11 can be created and used to forecast·future business volume. An 
econometric,model is an equation or a set of related equations usi11g 
mathematical and statistii.cal techniques ·to analyze economic da.tao To 
il 1 ustrate this technique 9 a simplifi eq econometric model of the .home= 
building segment of th~ construction industry will be providedo 
1 
TABLE I 
FORECAST OF 1974'"'1980 CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS BY ENGINEERING NEWS-RECORD 
~F Engineering News-Record 
1tnl McGRAW-HILL'S CONSTRUCTION WEEKLY . 
Forecast of 1974-'80 construction contracts so-State totals in millions of current dollars 1969-'80: 48 states excludin.g Alaska and Hawaii 1965-'69 
48 states 50 States t %Change Annu_al average, 
Annual compounded 
Type of work 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1980 73.•74 74.75 65-70 70-75 75-'80 
a 
Total constructlo-n* .......................•.... $34,644 $37,759 $40,403 $44,925 $51,354 $52,082 $52,484 58,620 63,344 72,330 81,350 83,100 113,150 +12 +2 +8 +9 +6 
Heavy construction, total ................... 10,805 12,929 14,511 14,283 16,545 16,710 19,201 19,993 11,362 22,980 31,195 31,525 48,400 +fl +1 +12 +9 +9 
Water use & control .......................... 2,939 2,945 3,140 3,183 3,080 3,100 4,877 4,322 5,239 5,785 6,575 7,800 12,300 +14 +19 +10 +9 +.9 
Waterw·orks . 724 849 970 887 899 904 1,107 734 900 1,025 1,125 1,275 1,750 +10 +13 +8 +2 +6 
Sewerage .. 992 995 1,179 1,386 l,530 1,545 2,169 2,728 3,363 3,750 4,300 5,000 8,000 +15 +16 +17 +17 +9 
Rivers, harbors, flood control .. 610 576 506 440 328 328 902 340 572 675 790 900 1,250 +17 +14 +8 0 +5 
Hydroelectric and multi-purpose ... 613 525 485 410 273 273 604 440 309 250 260 300 1,000 +4 +15 +3 -13 +27 
Irrigation .. C C 60 50 50 95 80 95 85 100 125 300 +18 +25 +5 +19 
Transportation ...................•...••......... 5,711 6,581 6,876 6,911 8,601 8,725 9,150 8,968 9,0Q 10,070 11,360 12,225 19,100 +13 +8 +10 +5 +9 
Highways .. 4,688 5,482 5,450 5,237 6.236 6,300 6,890 6,466 6,800 6,900 7,200 7,500 11,000 +4 +4 +8 +1 +7 
Bridges .. 646 780 830 708 1,330 1,337 1,027 892 1,000 1,575 2,075 2,200 4,000 +32 +6 +10 +15 +12 
Mass transit. i,iclud1ng subways .... e 135 150 330 300 301 301 271 365 500 700 1,150 1,500 2,500 +64 +30 + 15 +40 +10 
Airports (incl hangars & terminals) .. 127 b 146 _. 173b 600 734 778 605 1.010 750 850 · 900 975 1,500 +6 +8 +9 +9 
Space and missile bases .... 115 23 93 66 0 9 . 357 235 
Electricity, gas, communications .... 1,144 2,321 3,570 3,100 3,415 3,425 4,295 5,900 4,100 6,000 12,000•• 10,000 15,000 +100 -17 +30 +17 +8 
Electric light and power .... 762 1,837 3,000 2.600 3,000 3.000 3,795 
Gas ... .............. d 281 393 475 400 300 . 300 350 
Communications .. 10.1 91 . 95 100 115 125 150 
Miscellaneous he~vy construction .. 1,011 1,082 925 1,089 1,~49 · 1,460 879 803 960 1,125 1,260 1,400 2,000 +12 .+11 -6 +9 +7 
Nonresidential bulldlng ...........•..•.•..... 17,219 19,393 20,141 22,612 25,641 25,950 24,045 25,668 26,725 31,475 34,155 36,575 44,250 +9 +7 +7. +a +4 
Manufacturing ... 3,064 3.623 3.701 3,768 3,888 3,915 3,614 2.611 3,012 5,000 6,500 7,000 5,500 +30 +8 +3 +13 -5 
Commercial .............. , ....................... 5,457 5,835 6.081 7,744 7,684 9,786 9,091 9,658 11.457 13,250 13,930 14,900 19,250 +5 +7 +11 +9 +5 
Offices ................................ 2,229 2,358 2,822 3,677 5,315 5,338 4,606 4,748 5,315 6,100 6,600 7,000 10,000 +8 +6 +15 +8 +7 
Stores, shopping centers .. 2,255 2,275 2,189 2,787 2,927 2.961 2,936 3.230 4,293 5,000 4,800 5,200 6,250 -4 +8 +5 +11 +3 
Educational .......................... 4,164 4,939 5,216 5,347 5,486 5,543 5,234 5,661 4,782 4,925 5,125 5,375 6,500 +4 +5 +4 +1 +3 
Hospitals, medical, -health ... 1,515 1,721 1,873 2,114 2.784 2,817 · 2,823 3.206 3,5,18 3,500 3,925 4,300 6,000 +12 +10 + 13 +8 +7 
Government service· .. 842 939 960 1,112 1,140 1,154 1,017 1,575 1,459 . 1,850 1,675 1,800 2,250 -9 +7 +4 +11 +4' 
Recreation, religious, other ... 2,177 2,336 2.310 2,527 2,659 2,735 2,267 2.957 2,487 . 2,950 3,000 3,200 4,750 +2 +7 +0.2 +6 +7 
Multiunit residential •..•.•...••.•••.••.••••.•. 6,620 5,437 5,751 8,030 9,168 9,422 9,238 12,959 · 17,257 17,875 16,000 15,000 20,500 -10 -6 +6 +9 +& 
Apartments .. 4,997 4,040 4,323 6,551 7,671 7,831 7,853 11.419 15,131 15,200 13,350 12,500 17,000 -13 -6 +9 +9 +5 
''Excludes homebuilding tENRestimatesfor 1971-'80. # Source of 1965- '70 building statistics: in airports starting 1968. c Irrigation included in hydro-electric and multi-purpose tor years 1965-
F. W. Dodge Division, M~Graw-Hi/1 lnfor~ation Syste~s Co. a Based on data tor 48 states, ex- '67. d Includes natt1ral qas and petroleum products pipelines. e Includes railroads 
eluding Alaska and Hawa1i.b Airport buildings included ,n nonresidential building for years 1965-'67; c*lncludes trans-Alaska pipeline valued at $4 billion. 
(Reprinted from Engineering News-Record, January 24, 1974, copyright, McGraw-Hill, Inc., all rights reserved.} 
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Example of an Econometric Model 
Th~re are· two types .of variables in an, econometric .model. · Th~ 
first is an exogenous or independent variable whose value 1s determined 
outside of the econometric modelo These values are supplied to the 
model as input data. The second is an endogencius or dependent variabl.e 
whose values are determined within the model. An econometric: model may 
be comprised of any number of equations 0 exogenous and endogenous vari= 
ables •. In this s1mplif1eq example~ there will be .one equation ID .one 
exogenous var1abl~i and one endogenous variable •. The postulate of this 
particular model is th.at houses are built. for people, therefore© the 
volume of .residential constr~ction is a function of population. The 
value of residential construction is reported by the U. s. Department of 
Commerce as fixed investment in residential structures •.. The variables 
are defined as shown below: 
RESTRUCT = fixed investment 1n residential structures in b1lp 
lions of cqrrent dollars.· This is the endogenous 
or dependent variable (Y} •. 
POPULATE ""· popul atfon of the .United States in mil 1 ion,s •· This 
is the exog~nous or independent variable (XL 
RESTRUCT = f(POPULATE)o 
A linear. f1rst,order model in which Y = f(X) would b~ written 
In this equation ID which is usually called a ''regression'' requationi 
Y is the endogenous or dependent variable~ B0 is the Y intercept of the 
straight line~ B1 1s the slope of the 11ne. Xis the exogenous or 
independent variable, and E is the residua.1 or the distance from any 
individ.ual . Y to the reg.res~ion .1 ine. In this· example, the regression 
I • 
equation .is:-
RESTRUCT = aa + B1 (POPULATE) +_E 
Hist9ric::al data for both the endogenous and exogenous variaQles, 
is required in 1 order to compuie the values of B0 .and B1• ln Table IIID 
these values through 1973 are presented, in addition to the forecast 
values ·for POPULATE for the period 1974-1980. 
By minimizing th~ sum of the squares ,of the deviat:i;on from the 
fitted line~ linear regression uses a technique known,as·the method of 
least squares for ,determining th~ equation for a'straight 11n~ that-
best fits this dat.a (1966-1973). · A detail,ed- explanation of this tech= 
nique is .presented 1n any statistics .textbook (16). The slope of the 
regression ,equation is ·determined by either of the fol lowing formulae: 
where 
I(X. - X)(Y. = f) 
B1 - . 1 1. 
- I(X;,=10 2 . 
n = number of observation~ 
X = · a verag.e value of X 
V.= average va1ue of Y 
X2 ·c X )2 I . .., · I , 
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(Col~ 2) · JCo.l. ·l) 
X ·t'imes. 
Populate· Col. 2 
196.5 4912.50 
198.6 4984~86 
200.6 6038.06 · 
202.6 6604.76 
204.8. 6389.76 








333052.46 - 0631.8) 2 
B: = 2.2426 l 
6 
(Col. 4) (Col. 5) 
y 2 x2 
CoL 1 Col. 2 
square;d squared 
625.00 38612.26 
630. 01 · 39441.96 
906.01 40240.36 
1062.76 41046. 76 
973.44 41943.04 
1823.29 42849.00 
2916.00 · 43890.25 
3364.00 45028.84 
EY 212300.5l EX2~333052.46 
The value of the Y intercept B0 is determined by .the formula~ 
B0 = 37.3375 - 2.2426(203.9750} 
B0 = -420.10 
The next item is to determine .if there i~ a linear relationship 
betwe~n the two variables and. whether the regression 1 ine is me.aningful. · 
The first step is to compute. the coefficient of correlation@ (RL which 
measures the. linear relatfonship between variab1.es •. If R = o~ there is 
no ,1 ine~r ·rel_at19ns-hip!I and if R = 1, there_ is a ,perfect 11near, rel a .... -
tionship., 
R = nEXY ~ (EX){EY) -
. -Y G•x~ " CrxJ~ G.•v~ " (rv;i~ 
fl = ~-====(a=>=' s=,:3=_a9=·==44=l=-=· c=1 =53=1,.=a=H=29=a=:~ 7=)=· ====== 
~) (333-052 .. 46) ·-: (~_531.8)~- fu>{l230Q,51 =. (298.7)~ 
In this ~xample~ ,R = 0.95, indicating tha'I; there is .a strorig 
linear. relc;1tionship between the two var..ial:>1:es •.. 
7 
To determine whether th~ regression 1 ine is mean.ingful~ _the coef=. 
ficie.nt of determinatiQnID (R2L -i~ computed by .squar,ing the coeffi.ci-ent 
' \ ' ' 
of carrel a ti.on •.. The cq~fficient of -determinC,.tion,, {R~), -is a mea,sure 
of perce~tage of varia~ion pf the dependent or endogenous variable that 
is explained .by the independen~ or exogenous .. variableq In this example, 
R2 =-0.90@ indicating that 90 perce~t ·of _the varia~ion ,of· RESTRUCT is, 
explained QY POPULATE.· 
The last step is to predict values:for the endogenous vartabl~~ 
which i ~ Y or, RESTRUCL The ,equat.fon µsed .1 s · 
wherei which is.read ny hat,n, denotes -the pred-.icte,d value. of Y for a 
given value pf X •. Po and. b1 ar.e ,nestimatesii of B0 and a1 •. In the 
example, _the equation would be 
~ 
RESTRUC.T = ~420.10 + 2.;2426 (POPULATE) 
It is important to choose: exog.enous ,variables that ca-n ·be ,forecast 
8 
more reliably than the endogenous variable. The forecasts of the exog-
enous variables are then introduced into the prediction equation to 
obtain the forecast values of the endogenous variable. Using the 
example model, the missing values in Table II can now be forecast as 
follows: 
RESTRUCT 
Forecast in Billions 






The model in this example was greatly simplified .in order to demon-
strate the technique. The example model can .be discounted na priori 09 
because there are many more variables that influence residential con= 
struction. Examples of additional variables to increase accuracy of 
forecasts would be interest rates, availab.le mortgage money;i housing 
starts, vacancies, personal disposable income:, unemployment rate, num-
ber of marriages, wage rate~, and appropriate price deflators. Several· 
equations and identities would be required to properly express the com= 
plex relationships between not only these variables, but also with the 
rest of the economy of the United States. In many econometric models, 
fixed investment in residential construction is a sector in a large-
scale macroeconometric model. This will be discussed further in Chap-
ter III. It is possible to have equations with several exogenous vari= 
ables which must be solved by multiple regression analyses. The 
solution of these equations is quite time-consuming if there are many 
; ' 
exogenous variables~ The computer has facilitated the solution of 
equations which requir~ multiple regression analyses~ and there are 
several sta,tistical programs available for this purpose. 
Preqicting Future Economic Activity 
9 
There are three principal methods used by economists to predict 
future economic activity. The first is the use of an informal subjec-
tive method~.as practiced to some extent by some business economists. 
In this approach~ an economist evaluates the status of the economy® the 
economic policies in effectID and those policies soon to be implemented. 
By using his experience and judgement~ he predicts the future economic 
activity of the economy.• An example of such a prediction ,would be that 
the GNP wil 1 increase five percent next year. This is obviously a very 
subjective approach~ and the quality of the predictions is dependent on 
the judgement of the economist •. The desired variable is estimated 
directly.· Depending upon who is making the prediction~ many of the 
· predictions made in this manner are very.highly re.garded. 
The second method used by economists is a structural econometric· 
model •. It shows the interrelationships .between the various facets of 
the economy., Of necessity~ these are large sophisti,cated models .in 
order to portray adequately the structure of the economy. These models 
can be used for policy analysis. By simulating an economic policy on a 
structural eco.nometriG model of ,the U. S. economy@ an economist can 
determine the impact of that policy on the many sectors of the economy. 
In ~conometric models@ there are exogenous variables whose values 
are measured outside of the model and introduced into the model as data. 
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Next9 the endogenou~ variables are determined. Their vaJ~es are gener-. 
ated within the. model. Th~ soluti,an 0f these variables is not normally. 
deterministic because of the complicated interacti.on between the var°" 
ious sectors .of th~ economyo Normally9 there are many simultaneous 
equatfons th.at are solved by an Jterative process. Structural econo":' 
metric mo.del s can be used forforecastiing purposes ID but because of 
their complexity9 a great deal of time and effort ·is required to ser:= ·· 
· vice and update these models~ 
The third method. used. by economists. is a forecasting ecpnametric · 
model o The model can be complicated or ver,y simple. The test of the. 
model is the accuracy of the results. The more endogenous variables to 
be determined ID the more complex the mode 1 wil 1 have. to. be o 
There are several large .econometr.ic models that are very u.seful in 
predicting the aggregate economic activity .of ,the Un.ited States. The 
primary object that the econometricians desire to predict is Gross 
· National Product (GNP}ID which is a measure of the value of all of .the 
goods.and services that are produced in the United States during a 
year. Consic;lering the complexity of the U.S. economy 0 the work in the. 
past has been focused on the problem of the pr0per int~raction between 
the various. sectors of the economy rather than attempting to disaggre,= 
gate the forecasts within the various sectors. Construction is gener= 
ally t}".eated as three sectors. Thes.e ·are~ 
1) fixed inve~tment in residential structures· (homebuilding) 
2) Fixed investment in nonresidential stru.cturesID and 
3) a part of government purchases of g:eeds and seryiceso 
The treatment of homebuilding forecasting ,is quite detailed in the 
literature, and is very useful to that sector of ,the construc:.:tion . 
industryo The aggregation of the rest of .the construction industry 
into two entries means that the forecasts are not directly useful to , 
the rest of the construction industry. 
Statement of .the Problem 
The problem is· to develop econometric ·forecasting mode.ls that will 
accurately forecast the various sectors· of the constructipn 1 ndustry •. 
The purpose of this study is to. devefop a methodology .for prepairing an 
econometric model of a segment >of the construction 1 ndu.stry ·Using 
selected output from large-scale macroeconometric models as part of the 
input •. In this manner ii the mod.el developed and· presented in thi!S paper 
can harness the power of th.e 1 arge-sca 1 e models. The compl ~x economic· 
relationships are incorporated in the large"".scale models~ and their 
forecasting capabilities lre used in conjunction ~1th .the present model. 
Objectives of an Ecqnometric Model to . 
Forecast Construction Volume 
There are three principal objectivs of a.good forecasting econo"" 
metric model~ 
l) use existing available data 
2) predict ,future construction volume. (current .dollar amount) 
of a segment of the .constrt.u:tfon ,industry with 00 acceptable 00 • 
accuracy ID. and 
3) require minimum servicing. · · 
The lack of existing available data proved to be an acute problem 
in this research. The subject of existing available data. is importantID 
and Chapter III .deals with sources.of data and the .lack of data. 
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What -is 1Uacceptable11 _accuracy? An econoll)~tric moqel that can pre= 
diet future construc~ion yolume more·accurately.than existing _pr~d1c= 
tions,.will _be considere~ to be acceptable. 
The question of-minimum amount of servicing ~nd updating of. the, 
econometric model is -difficl!lt to, quantify. The Bureau of Economic 
Analysis model requires approximately 45 percent of the time of-a-staff 
of eight, including th}'.'ee PhD economists, to servi~e and updateo -_ This 
level of effort is fa,r ·in .excess -of a rea~onable r~quirement to -update 
and service _this model. · In order to make a _prediction~ it would be 
desirable to reql!ire no more than four hours~ work of an econom_ist= 
stati~tician and _minimal keypunching and computer time. -
Canside.ring thes_e restrictions; the use. of a _pre=pragrammed statis"". 
t_ical package for -multiple -regression ana_lysi:s can be used to reduce the 
! . 
servictng an9 computer time c<;>nsid.erablyo , The 1 imitations -obviously 
imply a nonsophi sticated model whi,ch again makes a multi-pl e. regres~ion . 
package very desira.ble. The particulcH' -stati-stical package .used :wa.s the 
Statistical Analysis System IL (50), and_ it i~ discussed in Appendix A. -
The_ Selection of Offic;e .Su,iJdings· 
The objective of this dissertati-on is to, study -a segment,;of the . . 
construction market that had not been modeled ·previously. The .results 
of the _model developed wo~ld be compared to estimates .made. by ,subjec= 
tive means. These estimates are the best knawn forec.asts now 1:1va:ilab le. -;' . . : . . 
It was considered advisable to el imtriate_ fron1 consider.at ion at -:this time _ 
· segments _af the constructi-on marke·t that are controlled more ·by govern= 
ment contra 1 s than by mart<~t farces. Thus iii the segment o.f the con= · 
struction market sel e_cted ~ad to be. relatively fre.e of .direct 
13. 
governmen:t controli·and not-~ave been previously modeled.· 
Homebuilding was immediately el imi,nate~ from can~ideration because 
. . : i . . . 
the.re ar:e several econ6~etric ;models1 of the homebuilding ri,arke.t. 
The segments· of ,the constr:-llction industry shown, in Table I .corres= 
pond to the .same categories shown each week in The ,Engir:,_eertng Ne¥JS= .. 
I 
Record ·00Scorel;>oard 00 (see Appendix ·B for ari ;example). 
The .following. categor:ies o.f work were. considered to have, too much 
governmen:tal control to meet the crit~rion to be used: in t~b study~_ 
water use and control 
transportation 
educational ·build:iflgs, ;and 
government serv i ~e bu1iJd i l'lgs. ·• 
Thi-s 1 eft the foll owing ,cat.egories ~ 
electric· 11,ght-.anq power,_ 
gas 
commun i cat.i ans 
. . . • • , I 
manufa.cturi ng · 
' . 
cornrnerc.ial .building ,composed of offices and banks.~ storesID and . 
shopping :centers 
recreat1onali ,relig1ou~@.and others. 
With ttie cur.rent energy shortageID .the electric li_ght and power, and 
g~s 'segment,s -are consider,ed to., be in a state of flux and woul~. be better 
to study :at anather. time ••. 
\ After a preliminary 1nveStigat,ion,. office and ·ban_k ·buiJdillijS were 
selected as the .s~gment .of. the-.construct-ion market to .. be ·studied .• · 
1Interview - March, 1974; by the.author:with Mro Robe.rt,J. Shee= 
ha ns Director Economic Re.search~ Natiqnal !\ssociatton of Homepuilders. , 
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The objective of a large=scale model is to forecast dependent 
(endogenous) vari~bles which represent th~ state of the ,ent1~e United 
States economy. The objective of the model to be developed in this 
st,udy is ,to forecast only,.one dependent (endo.genous) .vari~bleID the cur=. 
rent dollar value of constructfon contracts 1for one segment of. the con=. 
structi on industry. · The current dollar va 1 ue of a contract on the da.te 
that the contract is obtained wi 11 .be used. 
CHAPTER I~ 
THE OFFICE BUILDING:INDUSTRY 
In this ch.apter11 trye genera1 nature of. the office buildi,ng industry 
will be examined .• · Which structures are clas~ifi~d as offiqe buildings,. 
! 
and who works in them? · The share of the experienced civilian labor 
force ·Who work' iry office buildi,ngs :~ill :be dev.eloped •. Any trend .in th1,s · 
share .of the .work force is very irnportant to the ,office buHdi,ng indus= 
try. The allocation ·of -space: in of.fice buildings, is _important to deter~ 
I i • • ' . 
mine how much space_ is o~cupied per employeeo. With ,the background in 
. . I 
the office :build,ing ,industr.y;. a general description ,of ·the ~conometric; 
Forecasting Mo~el develeped in this st.udy will pe presented •.. 
The term 81 ~ffice bui .. ldi"'g 11- in·this study·shall in.elude private,ly 
o~ned ~truc;ture_s ·that are used prif!l.arily fer. office floor .space for, 
banks,· savings, and lean ,assoc.iati;<:>ns,: professi.onal, adminis,trative® 
general ·purpose, and similar us~s. Te qualify as an effice b,utldif!gl> 
the structure ml!st be physically s~parated frem:a manufacturing. plant •. 
Structures ,at manufacturin~ plant· locations that ar:.e used for ~ffice 
space .are cl,assified un~er Plant and Equipment • ., Structures ·at colleges. 
and universities that are, used even exc.l usiyely for. office space are· 
· still classified as educa:t,ional .bu-i .. ldin!S •.. 
' . . ·\ . ·. ,· . 
Stores are, frequently -1 ocated in the .1 ower floors of office .build"". 
I, 
ings. · They -are not. reportkd in th~. tot,a 1 square fee~ ef of fie~ space 
avail~ble in that building~: 
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Using the definition .of office ,buildings described above,,the 
question of who works in office buildings will be addressed. 
Who Works in Office Buildings 
16 
The U. S. Bureau of Labor Statisti·cs (59) classifies employed per-
sons into four main categories~ · 
1) white collar worker$ 
2) blue collar worker$. 
I 
3) servi~e workersj and 
4) farmers ·and farm laborers.·. 
People who work in office build~ngs Would be cl~ssffied as. white. 
collar workers, but not all white collar workers work in office. build= 
ings •. In the 1970 Census (55), there were 261 white collar occupations, 
and many of these such as teachers, • food . store managers~ ·post, office 
mail carriers, and many more are not allocated space in office.:build= 
ings. · A careful examination of .. the 261 white collar occupations. 
revealed that there were people employed in 79 occupations that,,could 
be said to be allocated space in office buildings.· This selection was 
arbitraryil and obviously no.t·all of the people in the 79 oc;cu;pati.ons 
selected work·in office buildif1gs. Conversely, many of the people in 
the other 182 occupati.ons 'do work. in office buildings,~ so the end 
r~sult was consid~red acceptable •. A list of the 79 occupations 
selected is in Appendix C. 
During the rest of this study, the people with the 79 occupations 
Who are considered to be allocated space in office buildings will be. 
classified as people with selected office-type occupations, and the 
. ' I ' ' 










TABL.E 1I I. 
PEOPLE WITK SELECTED OFFICE-TYPE OCCUPATIONS 
Number of People Number of People With Share of Labor Force 
in the Experienc- Selected Office-Type With Selected Office-
ed Labor Force Qccupations Type Occupations 
in Millions in Mi 11 ions · in Percent 
42.206 4.275 10. 1 
48.686 5.783 11.9 
51. 742 7. 164 13.8 
58.999 9.550 16.2 
67 .990 11. 782 17.3 
80.071 17. 156 21.4 
84.409 19.377 23.0 
Sources: U. S; Bureau of the Census: 
Historical ~tatistics of the United Statesi Colonial 
Time t,o 1957, Series D 123-572. 
Gensus of the Population: 1960, Volume I, Characteristics 
of the Population, Part 1, United States Summary. 
1970 Gensus of the Population, Occupational Character-
istics Final Report PC (2) - 7A. 
u. S. Bureau of Labor StatistJcs: 
E,mployment anci Earnings, Volume 20, No. 9, March 1974. 
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is.the share of the tetal labor force:with ,these_ selected office-type 
i 
occupations.,. These_ res4lts ,are graphically shown in Figures; 1 and 2. -
Allp~ation of Space 
There are three ·prin,cipal influences, on .the demand. for ,offiqe · 
space~, First., there h~s been an increase in th~. volume of. office activ=: 
i ti es.. Second~ there has been an i ncr:ease in tne number ef office , 
· -workers accommodated in office build11ngs, rather than in. other: types .of ._ 
structures. Third5l. there has been an increase in the allo~ation of .. 
floor. space ·per. worker in offke buildings •. 
The in'crease in the volume of. office activi_ty is attribu'!zable to 
both an inc~ease in pqpulati-0n and to an .increase 1n the shareiof the 
labor ·force with office'."type .occupations., This _increase .is shown 1n 
. Figure l; ancLis ·tabulat.ed in Table Ill.,. Many off.ice .warke;rs were 
fqrmerly housed in aqminfstrative buildings-at _the site of.manµfac~ur=. 
. ;, . ' 
,,,· . . 
ing plants and in· industr,ial .and otrer ~ommerciql str,uct4.res. The. 
• I 
shift, of office forces away from product.ion and clos~r to:the, marke~ 8 
according ,to Fisher.(26) 9 has caused many of,the office worker$ . .to be 
relocated into structures classified as office buildings.; There has 
been an i ncr:ease. in th~ ave.rage amo.uht of f'l oQr ·space per oc~upant in 
effice .buildings. Thi.s ·can be attributed to several factor~. · Room· 
. , I . ' , . . ' 
i 
must be provided .for more office macMnes. and equipment.; the incr,ease 
• , , ( I O ' 
in ma,nagement-level personnel who are provided more ·space, and the 
associated conference rooms; waiti11g rooms,reception areas11 display 
areas, etc., the general trend -to ma~e ·working conditions mere pleas= 
ant for the employee to attract and retain .capable wo,rker,s. R i pnen 
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Figure 2. Percentage of Experienced Civi lian Labor Force 








a 11 otrnents ·· are made more . generous • ." 
In newer buildings ,(le_ss than five years .old),. the allocation af .. 
space is larger. (166.9 square. feet per -employee Jn 197~) tnan the 
ave.rage allocation of space ·for buildings ,of :all ;ag,es (158.8 square 
f~et per employee in J972). 
The larger alloc~tion of space per employee in the newer bu'ildings, 
can be explained by two princi-pal c,auses. ··· First, the newer building~ 
·, 
are, ~eneral ly the prestigio_us structures,_ and the tenants are usually 
successful companies -and. corporations, that· a 11 ocate more space to 
' ' . . 
managers--more·prtvate offices,· ~nd thus:ther~ is more floor spac~ per 
employee~. Secand, most of th~ tenants :-in a new office building .moved 
because of overcrowded conditions at their ·old 1 ocation-. · Their idea is. 
to occupy office space where there is room.to grow·as,the company or 
corporation grows. In this manner:-., ·when -the tenant initia)ly _eccupie~. 
a new office -bull ding, the space per employee wil 1 :be gre.ater and. as · 
: . / . 
the number of workers -increases, the allocation of space per employee 
will decrease. This,appraaqh is.facilita~ed• .according to J~edicke 
(32) i). by the. intr.oduction of commercially available .movable part111;ions .• · 
When office :space, ~ecomes: overcrowded, .. the tenant either opta iris · 
additional pffice space in the~ame buildjng or moves to another build-
ing, and the cycle continues. Some firms:leasew on .a long-term basisi) 
. I 
more office space than they initia.lly _requi.re and sublet ,the excess 
space on a short-term lease. In this manner.@ the. firm ensures ;the 
option of expanding ,its office space at regular intervals when the· 
sh~rt ... term sub-1 eas_e · expires. -
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Office Building Occupancy 
There has never been a national inventory of office building spacei 
but Armstrong, (2) does present an estimate of office space in the 
United ,States for. several years, as shown in Figure 3. During World War 
II; there was very little office building with the exception of Jhe 3.7 
million square foot Pe.ntagon Buildingj because co.nstruction materials 
were al located to higher priority projects. · After World War Il~ there 
was a boom in office building construction to meet the ,backlog require= 
ment for office QU i l dJngs,. ·. During ,the Korean conflict in the early 
1950s~ there was a period of approximately two years when construction 
materials for major projects ·were controlled~ Sinc,e,1tihat time@ there 
has been an incr.ease ih the• construction of 0ffke buildi·ng,s. 
Figure 4 shows the number-of gross square feet of office building 
space started in t~e United State.s for the period 1957=1974 •. The source, 
of this data 1$ The Dodge Construction Potentials~ published by the F. 
W. Dodge Divisi.on of McGraw=Hill Information Systems ,Company~ and this 
proprietary data. is reproduced. in thi.s study with its consent .• ·• The 
importar:it·item to notejs the uneven rate of in.crease of offic,e build= 
ing space started during .1968 and 1969 •. · To find the impact of thi~ 
rapid rate of increase of office .buildings startedQ the ,occupancy of 
office buildings will be .examined. In Figure 5~ the occupancy rate for 
privately owned .office buildings is sh0wn; This occupancy rate. is the 
ratio of.the rented area to the total rentable area~ and does not 
include space occupied by the owner of the building.· This latter.cate= 
gory is classified as non=competitiv:e occupied area in the semi=annual 
survey of office space occupancy compiled by the Building Owners. and 
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SOURCE: ARMSTRONG, REGINA B. The Office Industry, 
CAMBRIDGE: THE MIT PRESS, 1972. 
Figure 3. Estimated U.S. Inventory of Office 
Space - 1930-1973 
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SOURCE: "SURVEY OF OFFICE SPACE OCCUPANCY" 
(CONDUCTED IN MAY AND OCTOBER OF 
EACH YEAR), SKYSCRAPER MANAGEMENT. 
Figure So National Average Occupancy of Privately Owned 
Office Buildings - 1962-1973 
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Management (51). The reason only the rentable area was used in this. 
study, is that it is a more sensitive figure and better reflects the 
demand for additional office space. 
26 
The building occupancy from 1963 to 1967 is relatively stead.y!) and 
is cl.ose to an.optimum occupancy of-rentable space of 92=93 percent.· 
By referring to Figure 4, this means that ,the rate of new office build= . 
i ngs. started during 1961-1965 was at the rate ·that the market could 
.absorb the completed buildings in 1963=19670 The average lead time from 
the .date that.the contra.ct is let .until the offic;e buildi11g is com= 
p 1 eted and man if es.ts itself in the occupal')cy survey is an average of 
two years. From Figure 5 it.is noted that the occupancy rate iricreas~d 
sharply during 1968 and 1969i indicating th~t not·enough office build=. 
ings were started during 1966 and 1967 i as shown in Figure 4. ·· Again 
referring to Figure 5, the rapid decrease in occupancy in 1970!) 19711) 
and 1972 indi~ates that an excess amount of office space was started in 
1968, 1969, and 1970, as shown in Fi,gure 4. 
During 1973!) the national market could apparently absorb the 
amount of office space that was ava11abl~. This means that the amount 
of office space started in 1971 was approximately correct. There is an 
excess of office building space on a national average!) and it will take 
several years to absorb the excess that.came on the market between 1970 
and 1972. 
The office building industry goes through periodic cycles of over= .. 
' ' ' ' . 
building ,and gradual ·assimilation .of this excess office .space!) and then 
another cycle of overbuilding 0 etc. The cl asstc example of overbuild= 
ing in the United States at this time is in the Central Bus1nes~ Dis~ 
trict (CBD) of New York.City. There is an excess of over 10 milli.on 
27 
, square feet of office space in new office buildings:at this time~ accord-. 
ing to the realty .brok~rage firrn of Jijlien J. Studley, Inc. (39)-•. 
Government tenancy in privat.ely owned office buildings .has remair;ied 
re.latively stable at the nati<mal level during th~ period .1962"'?1~73, as 
shown in Figure 6~ 
An Econometric,Forecasting Model. 
This i:nodel was\developed by studying the past,and determir:iing the 
economic v~riables that best.~xplain the one dependent variable whtch 
' 
is the dollar value of construction contrac~s for office bu11dtngs: 
(CONSTCONL The interrelattonships betwe.en the variables have been 
specified _as ·regression coefficients in a .multiple regression equation. 
The 1 ead and 1 ag rel at1onship between ea·ch. independer:it variable and the. 
rest of th~ model was_.also determined •. This.work,was_ done. using his-, 
torical data. In order to make. forecasts; estimates of future values· 
of the independer:ii variables are required. In the case where 1ndepen~ 
dent variables lead the model, v~lue~ ~re available for as ~an~ quar-
ters as the _particular variable leads th_e model. _ An example qf this 
type of rehtionship is il,lus~rated in Table IV, where_ the. date of the 
data for each observatton is shown. Any horizon.tal row is a set of 
data for one observation. The_selection of the actual independent var-
iables used in th.is mo,del is discuss·ed in greater detail in _Chapter IV.· 
The model developed in this study is a quarterly econometric.fore-· 
casting model. This means that there is one observation for each quar-
- ' ; . . 
ter, and that there. is a _forecast for each quarter in the future for 
six quarters. The reason that six _quarters in th~ future was chosen is· 
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Figure 6_ National Averageef Government Tenancy in 





-AN EX.AMPLE ,OF A LEAD RELATI©NSHIP BETWE~N THE. INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
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lead~ the model .and there are no reliable fa.recasts for this v~riable • 
. , , , • I. , , , I 
The availabi·lity of data. has·thus spe~ifieq the ho"rizon for this ·model. 
The co.nstrµction industry is said. by Kittides- {41) an,d" many others . 
to be the bellwe.ather indu_stry of _-.the economy.· The -general conditio,n · 
of the economy of ,.the Uniteq Sta~es- is pe-st. spe~1fied by the Gross ,Nat=,. 
1onal Product .(G~P). : The· investment in office buildings is in.eluded in 
: the IISummary of Income and. Product Accounts" as Fixed Investment in 
Non~tesidential Structures (FIXJNVST};. 
Supply and d~mand for.·office -space i~ obv1ously vital to this. model 
. . 
and. is accounted for by occupancy in percent· •. Note,thatthis -p~rticu=. 
lar variaQle is unique to, this modeJ and. is an essentia.1 ecqnomic var= 
: iable ~al this mod.el •.. Corpara.te Profit- (CORPROFT) is incorporated as. a· 
measure ·of the avail'abil ity of .. funds, far. investment. The -1ntere~t rate 
on Federal FundsJFEDFUNDS) is ,also .a mea~ure of the avai1a:b1;-lity of 
fu.nds : for~ 1 nve-stments. 
One unique. feature d~veleped here is the; use _of the output.,fr,om a 
large-scale structural and forecasting econometric·modelas input.to 
this mod·el. The futl!re state of the U. S. economy ,is .fore~ast:-by the 
large"'.'scale econometri.c ·model and selected variables from_ it. are used 
in the model developed in_ this study. In thi~ manner~ the; re?u.1ts of 
sophisticated econometric 1technique.s ·which use an .extremely larg.e data· 
I 
base ·are incorporated. into. thi~ .model. 
In, addition to vari"aQle,s ,from-.the large-scale econome.tric; model~ 
additional economic variable.s are intr;oduced to furnish ;the d~ta requir= 
ed for tt:tis mo,del to fore~ast acc;urately the one dependent. V(/.ri,able •. 
This :model. is, thus unique and is ·structu.red to forecast only one var= 
iabl .• , and that ts the dollar velum~ of construction contracts 
' ' . 
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(CONSTCON) for office buiJdings in the Un,itedi States •.. 
. The dollar volume of construc;tion contracts ·for office buildings· 
on a quarterly,basi$ is· ve,ry volati;le, ,and is illustrated·in Figure .7. 
The item rea1 ly ne,eded by th.e constru.ction industry is '.a ·good foreca~t 
of dolhr volume of constructiotJ con'l;rac'l;s for a year in :the ·future,· 
this 1s obtained 'by adding the estimates for four 'quarte.rs in .the 
future. It gen~ra1 ly takes six weeks af.ter _a quarter ends ,;to obtain 
the desired data from that quarter. It takes less tha.n a day to update· 
the rnode.l anq make forecasts® arid a month. :to· get the forecast publi.shed 
and in the.hands of the ult1mate,user. · Therefore,:the horizon of:this 
model of six quarters is .very.realistic to make predictfans a year 1n 
the. future on an annual , b~si s. , 
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Figure 7. Construction Contracts·(CONSTCON) for Office 




SOURCES OF DATA AND FORECASTS 
In the. model dev.eloped' in this stud,Y, historical data is rE!quired 
for both the dependent and the indep,endent variables~ With. this data.ID 
the regression co.efficients can be calculated. Forecasts .of thE! inde= 
pendent variable are required unles.s~ as explained in.Chapter II~ that 
particul~r independent varia~le leads the model. The indE!pendent var= 
iables selected for the final model should be variables .for whi<::h • , . · ,.r· , ,· · . · 
acc,urate forecasts are pvailable •. The term 11 ~ccuraten in th.is context 
means that the value of the dependent vari.able computed usir;ig the fore= 
.cast values of the independent variiibles in th.e regression equation .ts· 
more accurate than directly forecasting the dependent variable. 
· Sources of historical. data. will be treatec! initially to inc1.ude 
both government and private sources •. Next ID sources ·Of forecasts wi 11 
be examined. 
The names of the variables .chosen for. this study are abbrevia~ 
tions or contractions. of the variabl.e represente<;I. In .the Stiitistical 
Analy~i,s System n · (SASU) ~ a variable na,me may be .up to eight char= 
acters long. Table V includes, an explanation ,of all variables. use.d. 
Historical Government Data 
Gross National :Product (GNP) is the most. comprehE!n.sive single meas"' 
ure of the aggregate economi~ output of thE! United States.· Historical 
33' 
TABLE V 
EXPLANATION ·OF :VARIABLES 
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Biqding. volume f9r office ):>uild:ings, in mi.11 io_ns of, current . 
dollars-
. Bidding volume for ·office :build.ings, ;n mi_l 1 ions of, constant 
1958 dolla~s· · 
Cleri-cal emp,le~ent .in the, United States. in mi;llio,ns 
Va:lue 1of. construction ·con~racts awarded for offtce buildings .. 
in the. United States_ in mtll ions· of\ current dollar.s 
Va;l ue ,of co11stru~ti on co~,tracts awarded for offi-ce bui 1 dings . 
in the United· States in mi1lions of constant 1958 dollars .. 
< I ', , ( 'I ' ' , 
CORPBOND! The ·yield on corporate. bonds in p~rcel')t · . 
CORPROFT Corporate profit after ta~es in bi-11 ion~ of curre11t ·dollar~ 











Corpora:te profi ~ after taxes in bi-ll ions, of consta,nt 1958 
dolla~s (seasonal1y adjusted at annual rates) 
' ' . 
Rate of return on fe~eral fund~·in-,perc~nt 
Fixed-inve~tment·in .nonresidential strµctures.in .billion,s'of .. 
current dol lar,s {seasonally adjus'ted at ~nnual .· rat~s) 
! :- ., '• . . 
FixeQ inve~tmentin nonresidential struc~ures in bi~lions of 
constant 1958 dol l.ars . 
Gross 1nat1ona-1 ,-prbd4ct 1r:i bi-llions, ef currerit dollar~ (sea= 
sonally adj.usteµ at -,annual ra4es) . . •· · · · 
' ' 
Gros~ natipna 1 predµct ,,in ·bill i oris ·of -ccmstqnt J 958 ·dol 1 ars 
(seasonally adjusted at annual ra~es) , . . 
Th~-yield on: U.;r ·S. Government,,securities ,(taxa.ble), three= ... 
tooe:five year issues - · ·· 
New construc~ion _plans :for ·offi c;e bui-ldif!QS '1 n .mi.11,ions, of 
curren.t do 1. lars, · · · 
New constrµctton plans _for, offic~ _building~ ,in ,mil Hons .of 
coristant·l9q8 dollar~ · · 
©ccupancy. of -office -bui-1 d-i ngs tn percent . 
I 
/ 
data is available in many so.urces. The source:used in thi~ study is 
Table 1 of the Survey of Curre~t Bus.iness (58) •• GNP is. presented in 
both current dollars and. in cqnsta:nt 1958 dallars. The reason this 
source was selected wa.s · that the adjusted GNP figures ·are publish~d . 
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-- promptly _at .. the end .of each year ·in :.the Survey of Current Business. In 
: ' 
sever a 1 ·ot~er goverhmf;!nt pub 1 i cat~qns there· is a de 1 ay ,of . up to s 1 >,< 
. I . 
months before! the adjusted GNP figures ·-are pub11shed. For -th~ satne: 
reason_, ·fixed investment. in nqnresidenti'al structures (FlXINVSTJ is al.so 
obtained from Table J of the Survey ,of _Current Busi.nes~ .• 1 
Th~ source af data. on corporations i~ Business. Conditia.ns Digest 
(BCD), which is publishe,d monthly by the U.S. ·Bureau .of Economic 
f\naly~i.s (56) ~ Corpor:ate prafit -after taxes Jn current dollars .{CORPROFl) -
is .in Ser.ies ,16, and corparate profH after ta~es in 1,958 dollars __ 
(PROFIT58) is in Ser.ies ,18. · The rate of .return paid on carparate bonds· 
(CORPBOND) is in Table B6, Series 116. 
The Federal. Reserve Bulletin, whicry is published momtJ,ly~ .. ,is the 
source of both the. inter.est rate an Fed.eral Funds -(FEDFUNDS) and the 
interest rate·on the_ u~,'s. Gt:>vernment. securities three-:to=five year. 
issues (GOVSECUR). These are .. both. published in a table titled 11 Moriey 
Market Rates. 10 • C1eri.cal. employment is _published in Table A49 of 
Employment ar:id Earnings ::(5~). 
A se·arch for a:value .of constructierr contracts for -office .build= 
ings · (CONSTCON) in government publications. proved fut'i le. · The Survey 
of Current·-Business .(58) publishes data, frOIIJ the Bureau of :the.Census 
. '! . . . . ' 
on the estimat.ed value of canstruction put in place. The _value of con= 
struction _put in place in"a year may-be different frpm the value of 
i . . . 
construction contracts awarded during that year. - The data fQr 
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3) conmercia1® and 
4), public utnities., 
Offi,ce buildings .are included in Commerc~al Buildings ·with .stores 11, 
shopping centers; and garages.·. This d~gree:of aggregatton,and the fa~t 
that the data was not:ava11ab1e for 1965 11 1966~ and 1967 required that 
this data source be eliminated from furth~r consideration •. 
Construction Review (61) publisnes data on the value of construe= 
tion .contracts awarded each month. The data is quite aggregated® and 
again Office Buildings ·were included in Commercial Buildfogsll which 
again· included stores~ shopping centers Ii and garages •.. Of ·greater impor= 
ta nee was the fact· that· the source of thi ~ data. was. the F ~ w .• Dodge. 
Divis;ion of ·McGraw-Hill Information ,Systems Company~ Aggregate(! Dodge 
data was the source quoted for construction contract awards reported 1n 
the Survey of ,Curre.nt Business 11 Business .Conditions Digest© ·_a.nd 'fhe 
Federal Reserve. B(J11et1n. 
the obvious·conclus1oh 1s·that the government does not keep usable 
st.atistics on the value of construction contrac~s ·by category :Of cori= 
structfon •. When this data is desired1i a priva~e source :must be consult= 
ed.and the most·often quoted is the F. W .. Dodge Divisi.on@,McGraw=Hill 
' ' 
Information Systerns Company. Thi~ source is discuss~p in the next 
se.cti(lm. 
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Hist.orical Privat.e ·Data· 
Because construction is s~ch a large industry, ·there i~ a demand . 
for i~format1Qn about th,e industry. Engineering ·News=Record, (ENR) is. 
an excellent source ·of this :~ata •. The author had ready ac,cess to ENR 
data because this study was. proposed. ,by Mr., James Webber~ who. was. at· 
: 
that time manager of the Business Data Department. He is presen:t1y the . . 
Director of Planning an9 Development@ :and was. instr-umental·Jn ·obtaining 
access for the author to the Dodge Constrµction Potentiali for Offiqe 
Bui.l din,gs .• · The ENR -data is ,d ivid,ed into two categories 9. whic_h are New . 
Plans and Bidding Vo~umei. · Both 'categor1es ,are tabulated weekly in the 
categories shown in Table I .. ·and publ,ish~d in the 11 ~·coreboardu0 Section@ 
which ,appear each ·week in ENR (20) (example in, Append fa B) •.. The New . 
Plans category is the estimat.ed do.llat". value of projects when design is. 
started. _ This· information is obtained. fron:i information ,supplied _by 
designers. When the constructi.on contr~ct is awarded for a project that . 
had been previously reported in ,New. Plans ii' the value of the cons:t;ruction. 
contract is supplied as Building· Volume. In this manner® .an co.nstruc:= . 
. ' 
tion .contracts reported flow from New Plans. to Bidding Volume. Design 
is ini~iated on many more projects than contracts are .ever .awarded® and 
this fall~~ut accounts for th~, 1arge·differences in ~ata~. A plot of 
both New Plans and Bidding Volume versus time for Office ijuildings is 
included in Fi,gure 8. The time interval ·selected for thi~ plot was 
quarterly, because that mak,~ the data compati~le with the model. A 
regression analysis was.conducted between Biqding Volume and New. Plans~ 
and the optimum lead relations.hip determined. This lead relati;onship 
wa.s used in developing the model in th.is study. 
The F. W. Dodge Divis·ion of McGraw=Hill Information Sys.terns Company 
is,a private firm .that has been publishing. data on t~e ccmstruction 
industry for over 80 years. Dodge publ ish,es five proprietary reports 
' . 
and special reports as desired. There. are over J400 news reporters 
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nat.ionwide9 and the data i~ reporteq by ca,unty by category o~ cO'nstruc= · 
tion. · In this study/-th.E! value of contract constructton (CON.STCON) on . 
a 'quarterly basis for the entire ·.unite,d States was used. As ·stat~d · 
. ,. 
previously11 the term "Office Buildings'' also includes bank buJldings and 
buildings. used by savi-ngs •and loa~ associations,. Thfa ·propri~tary data 
was. published in Dodge Construc~ion ,Poten.tial.s~ and was prov.ided to the 
author by the F. W. Dodge Division of :McGrawcaHil 1 In.formation Systems 
Company. 
The Build.ing ,Owners and. Managers Associatfo n (BOMA) · International 
conducts surveys of -its members and periodically publish~s stati-stics 1 
on Office .Build.ings. - There is a 00 Survey of Qffice Space Occ.1wancy 00 . 
which. is co,nducted as ·of May 1st -and Octoper .1st of eac~ year .• · The 
results ;are published Jn °1Skyscr.aper Management1.1 J51). Alse,9 BOMA -
International publishes annually the Office Building Experience Exchange 
Report (8) ID which includ~s data. on space, allocation@, income® .co,sts on 
analyses by age of the buUdi,ng~ etc. 
Sources of Forecasts 
Six -eco,nometriG mode~ s wtll be investigated to determine their pur= 
pose, cha:racter~ and output •.. The treatment ·of .the ccrnstr1,.1ctipn industry 
' . ' :. 
by each model will be examined, a·nd .its relevance to this study will be 
evaluate,d. The six models are~ ,. ··:1 . 
Th:e Bureau of ·Ecqnomic Analysi.s Quarterly Econometric Model 
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The. Broe.kings Model 
The Wharton .. EFU Model, 
Th~ Fair, Model 
The NationalAsso,ciation ,of HolT)eot.ii,ldef".s Model 
The Data 'Resm.trces {ORl) ·Model.. ' 
These models general l.Y trea,t the Grqss 'Nationa 1 Product {GNP) of 
the United States as fou.r ·major sectors i 
1) Personal Consumptid~ Expenditure~ 
2) Gross Private Domest:ic Inve.stment. 
3) Net Exports of Goods,and·Servic;es 
4). Government Purchases of Goods and s.ervices.-
Of particular ir:iterest to. thi~ study is .the se~tor titled 00 Gross 
40 
Priyate Investment~ 00 . Note,that :all pr.ivate construction is .fnc.lu.ded in· 
only two entries@ Fix~d Investment .in Ncmresidential StructurQS1i an.d 
fixed Investment in Residential Structures~ The Gross National Product· 
• • ,' • ,. ,. t ', • ' • ' ' ' • ' 
' 
is generally presented as a summary ·of .national ,product accountsi ,whkh 
shows 'how the output of. the U. s. Eco,nomy was,distr,ibuted •. Thus~ 
National Product Accounts :is a group of accoL1nt.s showing the .market 
value of goods pur.chased by each of the four major sectors and se.lected 
subsectors of the.u. s. Economy. 
Charges .against Gr.oss :National Prodt!.lct are ·represented 9y a. ;summary 
of National Income Accaunts, which. is a group of ac.counts .showing the 
cost of producing .the currer;it ·output :Of the .U. s. Economy •. .The .summary 
of National Income Accounts; is shown .in .the, top .half of T~µ,1e VI,. 
A complete explanation of each acceunt is contained in the u. s. 
Departm~nt of Commerce Dictionary of Economic an,d Statistical, Term,.s (62). 
I 
With this ba,ckground, the ~ix econometr1c moidels.will be e)$amined. _ 
TABLE NI. 
SUMMARY OF. NATI,ONAL INCOME ANP PRODUCT. ACCOUNT~?, 1974 
IN BIL~lONS OF CURREN)" ·DOL.LARS 
Compensation ,of employ~es o • .; ·.; •••• 0 ••••••••• 
Wages and salaries .• .; .; • • . •••.•••••• -••. • •• 
Supplements tcLwages and. salaries ••••• ·.; • _. ~ •••• 
Employer contriputi.ons for sod al · insLiiran~e .••. ·• •••• 
Other labo.r income,,; •• ·.; •• ··• ·.; • .; -.; .; ••••. • ••• 
. Proprietor:s 8 ·income • : . ., .; •• :., -~ 01 .; · .• .; .; .; ••••••. • • 
Rental income of pe-rsons •. .; .•• · .; _· •••• · .•• ·• o .• ••••• 
Corporate ,pro.fits and-·inventory valuation -adjustment :• •••. • 
Profits . before ' tax • · ·• .; . • • • • .. • .. • . • • .•. • • • •. ·• .. • .. .. · 
Profi-t~ tax .liabi.lity .•. ·• ... • •. .; ·..; _.; • ·.; •••••••• 
Profits after.-.tax ..... • •.••. • •••.••••••••.•. 
Dividen.ds.· • · .. ~ ·.; ,; .; ••.••••. • •••. • • ·.; · • .;· ••• 
Undistrib4ted,profi,ts •• • -. -•. • .; .; ............ . 
In_ventory;,valuation adjustment • ,·.• • ·.; ·.; •••••.•••. • 
Net interest .. .; • ·.; • • .; ·• .; .• • .. • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • ... 
NATIONAL INCOME • .; .; .; .; ··.; • .; • , .; ·.; .; • ·• • • • • • . • • • • .•. 
Business .transfer. pa,¥Tllents t.• .; ·.; .; .; ·.; -. • _. • • • • ·.• • .•. 
Indirect business tax and nontax liabi,lity .; -.; .••. .; .; •••• 
Les~~ Subsidies,less_ curret1t .surp~us of g9vernmf:!:nt_~n;:t~rprises 
Cap1 ta 1 , consumpt 10n ~11 owance.s • • • ·• .; .•.• -. .; .; .; ·• ... ... ~ • 
Stati sti~al di scf'.'.epancy · •.•.• ·.; •.•• -•.•. • •••. • ••• · •• 
CHARGES AGAINST GROSS -NATIONAL· PRODUCT. • ·.; .; . .; .; • • . • • • • • 
Personal consumptfon expenc:li,tures .••• .; ·.; •.••••. • ••• 
Durable goods • • .; . • • .; ·.; .• • • • . • • -• ·.; . • • • • • • • • .. 
Nondurab:le goods,.• •• " .• • · ••. • • ·.; •. • ••••••••• 
Services- .; . .; • -.. ·,. •• ·.; ••• ·.; •••.•.•••••••••• 
Gross privat.e ·domestic. investment ..••••. • • ·• •••••. • • 
Fi .. xed :inve~tment •.•• -. · •.•• -••••• ·• •• -•••.••• 
.. Nonresidential .; .; • ·.; •.• .; ..••.• .; -.; •. • • ·• •. • • ·• •• 
Structures· · • . • · .; • .; .; ·.; .; . .; • • • . • • • · • • • ·• • . • • •.: 
Producers O ·du:r.abl e ~equipment. .. . • • .• • ·.; • . • • • • .• • • 
Residential str.uetu'res .•• .; ••• -•••••••••• 
Cha.nge in business• inv.entories ....... -. • • • • • • •. 
Net exports of goods ,and serviGes ••••••••••• ·· .••• 
Expor:.ts • ·" -~ ·· ~ e "e e ~ o .. • • ·· ~ • .. • • • • • • • Cl! • " • • • .o· 
Imp_ort·~- fl! •• o: ••• o - ;" • o ........ ·Q _Q • ·o: • o a: • 
Government purchases of'goods anfservices,.;.; •••••••• 
'Federal fl! 8 ,fl! " "o Q D •· G: fl! _II! • 11! G: ·• fl! 'I! ••• ~- 0 .. • fl! e ·O 
National: defense.,.; •••. • •••. • •••. • •••••••• 
0th er .. o o Cl! • '0 ~ 11! Q C! Q . Q 11! q GI _Q ct fl! ; o :~ e e o o 11! fl! ·Q 
State and .local ......... •· ••••.• .; ·ci ••••.. • •• 













































The Bureau of Economic An~lysis (BEA) 
Quarterly Econometric.Model 
· ·Th·e Bureau '·'ot····Eco·nt>mit ;Analys·is,.··wh'ictr·ts· ·part ·of· TheSocia 1 · and 
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·. Economic ··statist1cs· '.AdmlM.s'tratio:n '-of'\fhe ·u:.·s •. ·Department.of .Cornmercel) 
was· formerly known· as the Offi.ce of Busines~, ~cononiic~ (OE}E). · J;n ·much . 
of the literature, :the model is .referr;(~d:to as,the Office of Business 
Econoriiics (OBE) Quarterly Econometri~ Model. 
This is. a sophisticated la.rge=scale str.uctural :.econometricino.del of 
the economy of' the Uni'~ed States. ·. Because it is, a structu,ral model~ it . 
incorporates the interdependence of the many.diverse elements of th~ 
econO'l1Y·:. One of: its ,principal uses, accordfl')g to Hirs~h ·(30) ,,:th, analy=. 
sis of the impact on the U~ s. economy of,.alteY'.native ge.vernmental 
macroeconomic,policies. An example.of such ,an analysis was to study tJ1ec 
impact of a 1 O=percent increase in personal . incom.e · tax. The results of 
this analysis· indicated that a JO-percent increase i·n .persona.l ;,income 
tax would cause a major economic reC(j!SSion at:that!timeel 
The oth~r principal use of this model is tQ predict ,future economic 
activity. The results deteri0-rate as the forecast·horizon lengthens ii 
and Hirsch (30) states on page 25 thgt six ·quarters is the usu.al fore=. 
casting horizon for his model. On. page 241) Hirsch also state.s that 
In practice we .frequently devi_at~ from forecastjn.g .in this 
pure·sense by generating more than one set of outputs ·for a 
given time period based on alternative assumpt.iens,,for some 
of the inputs.. . . 
The outputs from this model are e~clusively for government use and they 
I , 
are not released to the.public because these forecasts cquld ,onflict. 
1 Interview~ Mar~h 11; 1974, by the author with Dr. aruc~ Grimm, 
Bureau of Economic Analysis, U. S •. Department, of Coinmerce. · 
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with the offici~l government.forecast,Pecause ot different-assumptions •. 
• : : • " ' 1 
In order, to have such a :powerful -.mod:el, it must ·.be rather .sophis= 
' : ,,,, . ' . ' . ' . ' : 
ticated. Th.is mo.del conta.in.s 163 -stQchastic -,equations: and their. general : 
relation~hip. is .exp.lain,ed by Hirs~h (3.0). · ..
• , ' • i I 
T~e ·s1mpTifled Flow Char,t of ;JlEA Quarterly :Model (Figure ~) il lu,s-
trat~s the int~ract1on .of the maj9r se~tors of the economy.· The top 
row or. rounded boxes. represents the exogeno,us· or ind~pendent vari~bles. 
T,his is fed iryto the model as data. because .,its value is determined put= .. 
side of the mode.1 • The -rec.tan~u 1 ar, boxe_s · .a 1 l represent endogenous · or . 
dependent va.ri a~ 1 es ,whose. va 1 ues are determtned . wi thi:n th~, mod~ 1. The · 
model is then solved by an algorithm .that )iccomplis_hed ·the fol lowing . 
steps~ . 
1) solve the identity ,equatfons. with _knoW.n values 
2) solve the independent equations· 
3) so 1 ve the . group s i mu.1 taneous. equations by . c) n i1u~rat i ve 
process ·until th,e convergence is satisfactor,Y (.01} 
4) ~olve the remaining independent equatic;m.s which ,use the 
out.put Jrom:the simultaneous equatipns. 
The.results are six tables which _give predictiens fa:r th~ GNP·in 
current and constant 1958dollars al')d th~. vartous .. components·of:the GNP 
to include employment,. income, _and interest rates~ Judgernent .must al so 
be ·pppl ied to·. the result.s provided by this :model. 2 A deter:minatton has. 
to be.made .whetl)~r or not:~he results are within t~e range of. the.model. 
Also, the predicted va.lues_ for -the endoge~ous. variable.s ·haye to .be 
compared with actua 1 values for the :past ~1 gh~ quart~r~. : When Ji 
2Intervi.ew, ,March 12, _1974i by the author ~ith ,Dr. Bruce.,~ri~[I 
Bure.au of Econom-ic;. Analy~is, u. s. Department ... of -Commerce. 
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divergence is noted, .future predictions must be adj.ustedo .. 
' . ' . ,•' . . . . ' -· ,, 
The servi~ing and updating of, such a ·sophisticat,ed model is ·a 
: ' 
major .task. A staff of; .~ightl) which .includes three. PhD economists~ 
spends_ appr,oximately 45 .percent o( its :time :s,ervici'ng and updat_ing ,the 
BEA Model and an additiona,1 35 percent of. its 1time making forecasts 
' ,... .· ' . 
. ; . 3 
with the model •. 
of ·major importance to this•stijdy is the fact'that in the BEA 
Quarterly Econom,etric :Model, the entire construction industry is re,p= 
resented by only three ·entrie~. · .. These entri~s -are Fix~.d Nonresidential 
Inves.tment~· Residentia.1 Str;uctures ~ and .a part of Government. Purchases -
of Boods and Services. 
Fix~d Nonresidential Investment includes both Nonre·s:ide"tial 
Structures and Producers' Durable .Equipment.· This degree 1oi aggreg~= 
tion makes the output -of this ,mod.el 1 imited to ~NP for ·the, purposes of 
this st,udy .. 
The W~arton ~,EFU·Mode1 · 
' ,, . . . . ' 
The Wharton = EFµ {Economic Fohecasti.ng Un~t} Model is co:nsidered 
to be the .best .known. of a11 econometric; forecasting ,nodel~Jl) .ac~qrding. 
to Fair {25). Th,is· ma,croeconomic, !flOdel has· ~s its: goal the .. f.or,ecastfog 
of the .Gross National Proc;luct-.of -the Uni,t;,ea States: and th~ summary of· 
' ' . . 
nati9nal -incon:ie and prod.uct Jiccounts~. The Jorecasts of this mopel are 
reported in Bu·si,ness Week. (9) and in the -Whartpn QMar.terly. 
This modeJ is :a cqmbination ,of ·two previou~ models •• One of; these 
models was comp1e:ted 1n ·1963 by .Dr. Michael K. :Evan~, and. ts k110wn as· 
31r1terview,. Marc.~ ·12,, 1974, by tne author with: Dr. ~rue~ ;Grimm11 
Burea4 of Ec9norr1.ic Analysis, ,U. ·S. ,Department 'of .Commerce~ 
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the Evans Mo~el. The 1other model was deve~oped by pr. L~wrence Ro Klein 
under a .grantfromLthe Rockefeller Fo4ndat,ion',. and .is ·knewn as the. 
Whartpn Model. The~e two.models and some·new. idea,s ·were combined into· 
the Wharton· - EFU M0del in 1965 •. 
I ' • ;' • •• 
Evans. (Z3) explai·ns_ that there ·are 47 behavioral; equa.tions~ 29 
identities·, .an'd· 1 ~p vari~bles. Of these varhbl es; 77 ·are jointly 
dependent (endogenous) var;1at> les·, and t~~re are 1 ~ i ndepend.~mt :'( exog ... 
enous} variables •. 
'There is a unique. approach: in t~e Personal Consumptfol') sector •.. 
. Instead of one.equation for Durable-Goods,'.one for ·Nonduraple ~oods@ 
' ' 
and. one for Servi~es, whic~: is the -standard approa~hi Nor,durab,es ·and 
Servic.es are .combined Jn :on.e ··equation,· automobiles ·are: hand.led ;in a 
second equation, :and. Othe,r Durables -are· il'lcl,uded, in a ,t~itd equation~ 
These equations :are u~ed· to determirye three vari'aQles,1 which are 
'1) M~nufa~turirtg :Investment ,in Plant al')d .EquipJ11ent1 
2) Regulated and Mining_ Investment ir:i Plar:it and: Equ,i_pment · 
3) Comm(;!rcial and Othe,r Industrial ,Inv-es;tment ·in. Pl~n~ and 
Equipment~ 
The Housing .subsector has :one princi_pal equation .to determine th~ 
Investment .in Private Non .. farm Resi_dential .Construc~ion., The Change· in .. 
. ' . . 
Busin.ess -Inventories is covered by two. equations; and, Imp~rts and. 
Exports· are determined py · fou.r 'equatic;>ns •. ·. ·Gover.nrnen_t ·Purchases of. Goods 
and Services are in~luped .in ·one. of. th.e identi{ies.: The·,remaining, equa.= 
tions cover \the charges ~against, Gros,s; NationaJ ;Pro;duct,.,' 
Of primary·. importance to .this. -study is t~e fact that ·Constru.ction 
. ·' ' ' . : ,• . . 
is, included. in Governmentlurch,ases of G'E16ds ,.and ·servic;e~'i>-··R'4sidential 
. ' 
Constrµctipn or Fix~d Investment,:·i,n -~lant'·and 'Equipment:' •. Because 
Equipment or Producers' Durable Equipment represent almost two=thirds 
of Nonresidential Fixed ;Investment~ the remaining portiqn., ;which ,is. 
Plant or. Structures~ is masked.to the, point where ii is of no use in .. 
' I ' • 
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forecasting coristrµctipn in any one segment of the constrµct1.on market. 
. . ' \ 
This latter category,1s-disaggregated to Manutatturing, Regul&ted and 
Mining Industrtes, .and Commercial and Other Industries °lnvest)Tlent$ but 
they all include Pl ant and Equ1ipment~ 
The Broo~ing~ Quarterly Econometric Model 
' . '.. .. ' , .. 
of the United: States 
Tn-is is a very sophisticated large-scale structu;ral ;ec.o.nometr.ic 
mo,del .of th~ economy .of the United States. ·· The Brooking,5 :Moqel develop"" 
nient s~arted as an ecoyiornicresearch·conference;~timulated by,the Social - ' ' ' 
Science ·Research .Council {SSRC) and .held in Ann Arbor ·in .,1959. From . ' . . : ' . ', ' . ' . . \ ·. : ' 
this conference, a proposal was .approved for the development. of· a Jarger. 
. . . : : 
seq 1 e econometri.c ·model to be sponsored , by ·SSRS. A· grant was, pr.ovid:!!id , 
by The National SciE!nce Joundation~· anµ work·was under way.·· Th~ , 
' ' 
approach was to .assemble more ;than ,twenty of ,the b~.st men in :the field' 
at a three..,,week conference· at Dartmouth in J962. A second .. ,conf~rence · 
for two weeks was .. held the. n~?<t year. 
Work. continued at The aroakings I.nstjtuteii: guiqed by the .advisory, 
committee chaired :bY Pro.fesS,or Jamesrpues,enber:ry an~ sponsor.~d by The. 
Natic;ma·l .sci enc~ Faundation .• · Th~ prelimirwry ,model: was ,. 9vaHabl e in 
1965 •.. The output of· years .of work by more ,Jhan twenty top economists· 
s1.1pported ·by researchers, .and programmers was compiled 'intp this la.rge= 
··. i 
scale econometric 1modet. >Fro.mm {28), states. that when. th~·mode1 WqS. 
expanded. froll) eight to thirty .. th.ree;sectorsID ,the fu.llblown .model 
contained 359 equations. Duesenbe.rry;, et al. ·(18) predict that the 
model will. eventually cons1,~1 of more than lOOQ equations; 
In the Broo~ings model~ one ·area is Nonbusiness Co11strµcti,on 9 . 
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whic~ was .developed by Maisel {l7)~ · This -is -divid,ed into three ,area~~ · 
1) New Dwel Hngs · 
2) Other Re.side.ntiq] Construction · 
3) Soehl and Qth~,r ·Nonresidential •. 
New Dwellings, are .orders ·for New Residential Construc·\Jon~. and. 
acco~nt for over 60 percent of Nonbusine~s. Construction~ ·~cc,ording to: 
Maisel (17). He further defines .. Qther Res·i.dential .Construction to '> • •' • '• ' • ' • I I 
inc 1 ude Addi :ti ems~· A 1 terat ions; or Other · Improv~ments · to . .Residential 
Stru~.tures. ·. 
Ma 1 sel (17) defines Socia 1 and· ~ecreatio.na·l , Const.ruc~i<.1n ,to· 
includ~ churches, private. schools,. hosp_ital;Si· un1ver,sit1~s$. recreati.onal: 
i 
buildingss an_d q small component. of other ~onstructfon.: If: .secit1 and/ 
or recreational buildi,ngs were built with public fu,nds~. then, they appear 
in the-Governmental sec-to.r.-l . . . 
Business Constrµcti,on is incl,uded in Fi.xed Investment_·.in Pla.n~ and . 
Equipmenti :and Government Cc;,nstr!,lcti.on is part of Government,,Purchases · 
of -_Goods and Ser.vtces. 
The ,use of a very large scale .s-tructural model for ·ecq.,nomic; pol icy, 
'' 
analysis .has not-been contested •. The use of .. such .a mode,1 fo~. shor.t""run · 
for.ecasting has been quest;ione.d by Fair ,(25) -who~ on pag.~ 6,,,~tates~ 
. ' ' 
It shou.ld perhaps be Jmihted out, th~t · U ,is .·net_ really com-
puter. restrdctfons that ;pre likely to hi,r-tder. the use of 
larg:e-scale models -fer short~run ,for_ecasting purJi)osesID but 
the large numb.er of>man:-hours, ir:ivo,lved. in c~:l'lecting"flew 
data , ..and ke.epi ng the ~ode] s updated. · · 
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The Fair Model 
! . ' 
Thi,s model was dev.elop.ed by Or. Roy C. Fair ~t Princ~ton University 
in ,1968 and 19~9 •. This .model; is fr,equently, ref~rreq to as the .Fair. 
(Pri".lceton Uni~ersity) Mode.l, a~d is·~ short--run ·fere~asting model of·. 
the UnHed, States economy. · Forec~sts Jor fo,ur quarters i ~ the ,futur.e 
made by .. this model appear. monthly· in J~e ;Conference. !loard Sta,tistical, 
!3ul 1etin (1'3}.: Fair (25) ·states ·on ·page 6 t~at 
The fact ·that industr,ial ;users want more, deta;il' than merely 
forecasts of the major component~· o'f .. GNP is, beyaod questi.on il . 
but forecasting th.e major compenents of: GNP is.:sttll the ... 
main problem of· ecor:iomic fo·recasting,, and accurp:j;e Jore=,· 
casts of these. components should go a· ,long .YJay in helping 
individ·ual users tq. forecast the particular ·economic vari,;; · 
ab,les :they are interested in. . · · ·· 
The Fa.ir Mo.del consi.sts .of ·14 .behav.iora:1 eq1.1ationsil .six .1d,enttti-esil 
: 
and. there ·are 19 dependent ·.(endogenqus) variables. and .16 ba.s.ii.c: in,depeno;, 
dent (exogenous) variabl.es •. There, are. seven equations explai~.ing ,Nat= .. 
ional Income Expenditur.e· components'!' The~e are ·further disag,gr,egated 
into three equations ,conc~rnir:ig per.sonc~.1 consumption expenditµ:re~il one 
I • • ;, . 
' : . . 
equation for ,each. of ·the fallowir;ig, .areas~ , 
1) Pl ant and Eguipme,nt Jn\/e~tment 
2) Housin9 ln,v~stment ., 
3) Inventory .I rrv:~s~ment 
4) Import: ,and .Expor:t. 
There Js ·one. very unique feature ·Of .. this 1T10del:""'4h.ere is -no sub= . 
jecti.ve .00fil'le tunihg 00 of ·this ··model •. Fafr·.(25) · states tha.t· 00 gi.ven .data 
. ' • • ~ .· . . ' • J. 
on the, exogenous var.iabl,es of the model' the, forecasts ·can be generated . 
in a determinis_tk wa.y. 00 Thi~ means that the publish~d forecasts are 
the actual values from the .model@ .-and. tha~ coefficients, have, not,,been .. 
re-instated by an econometri.cian to yield results that he believes,are 
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more realistic than those produced by the econometric,model. The fine 
tuning of the BEA model was explained ,to the, author by Dr. Gri-mm. 4 The 
prel imina·ry forecasts ·for the pa~t .several quarters (frequently eight 
quarters) ar~ compared with actual res4lts~ When a divergence is 
noticed between forecast and actual data~ -then future forecasts are . . ' .; . . 
modified by the trend discovered in the divergence. Another te.chnique 
to ·11 fine tune" ~n econometric model is :to compare immediate past esti= 
mates with actual fi~llres and adjust·either the.constant terms or the 
values of the exogenous variables. This is explained by Evans® et al. 
(24). 
Because of the comparative ,simplicity of .the Fair Mo_de1, it can be , 
' ) 
easily re~estimate~ and updated each quart.er. --This mode,1 was designed 
to be a forecasting modeli and that·is its forte •. 
National Association of:Homebuilders Models 
There are two econometric-models used by The National. Association. 
of Homebui.lders.- These models -and their forecasting capabiliti-es were 
explained by Sheehan. 5 The .first model is _somewhat ~ophisticat:ed@ and 
is cqmprised of·21 equations, with 39 vadab:les •. The .second model is 
much rnore, simple~ and has·only two equ~tions with 16 variables •. When 
using th~ ece>nornetric modeJs to. forecast residential construction@, 
Sheehan6 stated that.much petter forecasts were obtained from the 
4rnterview, March l.211 1974, by the author with Dr. Bruce Grimm@ 
Bureau of Economic A.nalysis, U. s. Departrnent·of_Commerce.· 
51nterview, March 12, 1974 11 by the author with ,Mr. Robert J. 
Sheehan; Director of Economic Research 11 The National Asso.ciation of· 
Home bu iJ ders. · 
6Ibid. 
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se.cond simpler .model. He furth~r stated that the most .,complete 1 ist . 
and discussion of econom.etri c ·models dealing wi.th residenti a.1 construe= 
tion can be found in Ricks (48). Here. were lis~ed in alphabetical order·. 
th~ following models: 
The Brady Model 
The Brookings Model 
The DHL. 1 II Mode 1 
The DRI Model 
The Fair Model 
The FRB=MIT=PENN Model 
The Huang Model 
The .Maisel ~odel 
The OBE (sic) Model 
The Wharton Annu.al and Industry Forecasting Model 
Th~ New Wharton Quarterly·Forecasti.ng Model. 
The point here is that there are several large-scale econometric. 
models with a sector dealing with residenti.al construction$ .forec.asting 
models with residential construction11. and some e~onometric mo_dels that 
address residenthl cor1strµctipn9', prin~tpal ly._ 
The Data Resource~,Model 
I 
. . 
Thi.s mod.el was ·developed by a corporation know,n as .00 Data Resource.s 
Incorporated,OB and it is fr,equently referred to as the DRI Model •. It is-
a large-scale quarterly ec.onometric ·model of the United States .economy. 
It is a structural model, because it accounts for the complex inter~ 
rel ati-onships between the various fa,cets of th.e eco~omy. Alternate 
economic policies can be analyzed using this model. The unique feature 
··(~~:·· 
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of this mo.del is that in spite of the large size (698 equations and 
identities) its first :Purpose is. accurate forecasting.. In additi.on to; 
' . 
the _model il DRI. maintains. a proprietary nationa,1 ecqnomi,c information 
system with over 13,000 time series of data7 which are updated. each 
working day. DRI uses a Burro.ughs. B6700 and 87700 computer to provide , 
its customers on 1 in~ access to the. model and, the data base. 
Another µnique feature of the DRI Model is .that ·one of; its ,obJec .. 
tives is. to provide sufficient points ·of -conta.ct .for sat~lHte models •. 
The philosophy i~ for ;the DRI Model to provide .data .and forec~sts to 
drive mo.del S for micrq=economic forecasting.· According tq WestJ 8 the 
DRI Model is the largest econometric;model of the United States ,eco.nomy 
. . t 
in use today. Over .300 client.sii· which ,include some '30 government ... 
agencies ID, , subscribe to .the DRJ -forecasts and sery ic~ ~ The mode 1 is 
updated monthly and revised1 annu.ally. · Thi_rty'.professional economists· 
are employ~d by,DRI to service the model and provide customer·se~vic~. 
The DRI ·Model was, developed in 1968-1969 prinqipa1,ly t.>Y Otto. 
Eckstei11s Edward .W. Gre,enil ,Allen, Sina_i Ii Ma,rtir:i Felqsteinil Samuel. Rea~ 
Lester Thurow, ·v. Sandarar~jan i), Pet~r Jones, Gary Fromrriil Ros.anne Hers.h,,. 
and Robert Lacey., ,, Th~ m,imber of pr;of ess i ona 1 pea1p 1 e involved is' pr,o= . 
v1.:deq as .a measure of tlie. massi.veness 'of the ~nder,taking wh,ich, res1.1lted ... 
I . ' I . 1_ · 
. in· the DRL ~ode]. ,· 
' •I' 
The DRI Model far.e~:as.ts were. selec~e~ for use in the mode\ 9~ve1~ 
' oped in 'this- stt.idy·becau~e of the. unique· features ,of the 'DRl .Mod.el •.. It 
· has the large~t, mos<t,complete datai base· _on th~. market today~ and ORI 
7Telephone.Interview - June 5, 1974s by the author ·with ,Mr. Robert 
Westiil Industrial Economist_, Da~a ·Resourc,.es,iil Jnc. 
8Ibid. 
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has solved the probl.em of updating over 13t000 time series of data. 
Frequent forecasts are made, and the mo.del is updated frequently. The 




The detailed develdpment of .the model using, the sources of data 
dev,loped in the last chapter will now be ex~lained~ The concept 1s 
to use historical data to construct the "best~ possible model and t~ 
compute the multiple regression coeffici.ents. Determinatip,n of the. 
11 best 11 model involves both judgemernt and statistical cal,culations. 
Statistical calculations are useful in. determining which independent 
variables contribijte significantly to the model. The appropriate lead 
time for each indep~ndent variable m~st be computed. If the independent 
variable leads. the .mode] by,a tim.e i:nterval equal to or great.er than 
the horizon of the model~ forecasts are not required for that partic-
ular variabl.e because histprical data can be µsed for that variable in 
conjunction .with forecasts of the other independer:it var.tables. An 
example of this lead relationship would be if .the horizon of,the,model 
were six quarters and if the 1 ead time for one of the independent. 
variables were four quarters. In this example~ the histqrica1 dat.a ·for 
each of the four quarters that the one.independent varia~le leads the 
model would be used in conjunction with forecasts of the other indepen"" 
dent varia~les. Forecasts would be required for the one independent 
variable for only·two quarters to be used in conjunction with.the fore-
casts of the other independer:it variabl.es for forecasts of the dependent 
variable five and six quarters into the future.• An evaluation of the 
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independe11t variables is required; te determine ;the ,reliaqilit,Y of the 
forecasts of that variabl~. I~ order-fof an independent variable to .be 
included in _the model~: it mu.st be. statisti,cally signi-fi~ant and .it must 
eitliler 1 ead ·the model or there must be a --source. of reliable forecasts ' . . . . ' . . . : ·, ' 
for a time interval equal to the horizon. of the mode,l. 
At the beginning -of this· re~earch, .it -appeared ·th~.t there should be 
a ~trong .rel atio_ns.hip between the two sources of ENR data ID which are BID 
_Vol and NEWPLANS. Eacn of these Vari ables is plotted versus <time .1 n -
Figure- 8. The methpd of campil in_g the data for these two variables is 
explained in Chapter III. It takes -time to de:5ign _an office ,building, 
therefore·NEWPLANS woLtld be expected to lead BID_VOL •. The 9ptimum ti1T1e. 
that NEWPLANS leads BIQ .. .,.VOL wa~ computed by a simple regres~fon analysis 
BID VOL= f(NEWPLANS) -· .. : . . 
, BID_VOL i:: B0 + B1 (NEWPLANS) + E 
The· results ·of this an'alysi-s :are sl':)own .in.J~qle VII. ·• The _optimum 
'' 
lead 'time is .determin«;!d to be two quarters_,:because the _best-statisti= 
cal indicators ·are in th,e column marked 10 2Q. 01 - The largest coe.ff1c1.ent . 
of determinati-on (R=SQUARE) of 0.3679 and the largest 18F 01 value of._ 
17.4600 are in .this column. The smallest standard deviati,on of,96.6574 
is als.o in -the 00 2Q 00 column.·· The 00 tli :ratio for NEWPLANS~ which js the 
ratio of the- estimated regression ,coeff ic i e.nt to its -.s tanda:rd error~ 11s 
the greatest in thi~ same column,, indicatir)g the best relJabflity _of. 
the estimated coefficient. for .a lead. time of two quarters. Surpr,stng1y, · 
there is a weak relationship between these two variable~. NEWPLANS 
explains only 37. percent of the vartability .in Blq_VOL using. the :opti= 
mum lead. time of two quarter:s. The. ·comput~d regression ,coefficie,nts 
TABLE VII 
THE EFFECT OF NEWPLANS LEADING BID VOL IN A SIMPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
.. ' . -- .. 
. . 
STATISTIC Lead Time i IJ Quarters 
OQ lQ 2Q 3Q 4Q SQ 6Q .. 7Q . SQ 
R:SQUARE 0.2053 o. 1615 0.3679 0.1405 0.2458 0.0490 0.0503 0.1019 -0.0621 -
.. ---· -
STD. DEV. 108.3757 111.3247 96.6574 112.7099 . 105.5786 118.5572 118.4747 115.2139 117.7350 
F VALUE 7.7516 5. 7779 17.4600 4.9040 9.7783 1.5459 · l.5898 3.4033 1.9880 
" 
t'fNTERCEPT 0.9072 · 1.5375 0.6362 1.9885 1.6211 3.2238 3.3044 3.3416 4.0593 
t NEWPLANS 2.7842 2.4037 4.1785 2.2145 3.1270 1.2433 1.2609 1.8448 1.4100 




















and the associated t-stati-st.ic.s ,(sh.own in parentheses)· are:. 
BID VOL = ;61.,Jll92.3::; +· ·0,42219381: NEWPLANS · . 
. - ' (({lf6:3JS:~n · (4'.1785) · 
The resu 1 ts of this ana lYs i-s i'nd i ca te that there, is a .very poor . . . 
1 ineq,r rel_ation~hip between NEWPtANS and BID_VOL even when the -optimum 
1.ead rel~tionship. is used. The reason for.this is tha.t planning,is 
started for many 'more office ,buildings, than those ·that ar~ actual1y con°" 
structed. · Thi.s large amount of fall-qut ov,ershadows the relationship 
between NEWPLANS and BID VOL. The sig_nificance of-this is that NEWPLANS· .. . - ., .' . . ' . . ' 
cannot· be used to forecast the va 1 ues of BID VOL. Both NEWPLANS and_ ' . . : . . ; - . ,, . . 
BID_VOL are used separately in .the development of the mopel •. Late·r ·in·. 
this .~tudy, there is an analysis which ,determines a differ,ent ,.optimum 
I I : ' \ ' ' • 
lead relati,onship between NEWPLANS and the comple.te ,model. 
Correlation Coeffic,ents 
Next, a preliminary regression ,analysi-s _was perfor;med for .a :model 
with all of the ,independer:,,t variabl_es •. 
CONSTCON = f(GNP, OCCUPNCY, _BID:. . .VOL, -NEWPLANS, .. CO.RPBOND, · 
CORPROFT, FIXINVST,, FEDFUNDS~ GOVSECUR, -CLgRKEMP) 
An evaluatipn of the signific~nce.level of each variable will:i~d1-
cate which vari.ables. are either insign,ific.ant or for whic,h there is a· 
possipl e 1 ead relationship~ 
An analysi~ of the correlation coefficients indi.cates the sequence 
of incorporating independent variables ,in the_ model. An ini~ial. indica-
tion of any lead relation~hips can.be determined at·this -stage of the 
model development. A computer calculati:on was ·made for. each quarter 
that one of the independent vari-ables ,led. the mod.el._ 
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The ·first :indep;endent variable tq be te.sted: for .a lead, relati-on= 
shi.p was. NEWPLANS. · Table VUI- shews .the e~fect of leadiryg NEWPLANS in· 
the model. The optimum l~ad time is seven qua.rter:s, and this·lead time 
. for NEWPLANS was,used for the remainder of. the calculati,ons. 
The initi,al model inve~tigated .inclu~ed ,all· ot]the. independent 
varia~les ,that .had be,en selec~ed for analysi;s .. 
CONSTCON =, f (GNP., -OCGUPNCY 51 BID_VOL, NEWPLANS, J@RPBOND i 
CORPROFT, ·FIXINVST, FEDFUNDS, GOVSECUR, CLERKEMP.) 
The. results pf computi:n9 the correl qt ion coeffi ci,ents ,,and t= -
statistic fo,r this ·equation are shown below, .where the-.t=.stati.stic is 
shown in.parentheses below.eac.h term~ 
CONSTCON =·- 6812.26 + 6.72299233 GNP· 
(-2.3537). (4.5631) 
. + 66.0015.8299 0CCUPNCY, - 0~889lt;i799JUD VOL 
(2.43~4) {,~ 1.1963) . -
+ ff •. 03970140 ~~PLANS - 211. 3580824.7 CORPBOND ·· 
(0.22$7) . · · (- ,1.0951) .. 
- 13~46722856 CORPROFT = 100.92685306 FtXINVST 
(- 13472} . (~4~4915) · . . 
I 
' 
+ 38.00440220 FEDFUNDS + 2·27~04990150 G0VSECUR 
( l • 3674 )· . . (], .• 99068} .. , 
- 13. 0.4 H9733 .CLti:R~EMP · 
(- , 01• 1 01 o) 
Where the t-stati.stic is b~l ow ;two,, the term i ~ not ,~on_s'idered sig= 
nificant i 01f the equatien., From this analysis, the variables NEWPLANS,. 
COR~BOffll, CORPROFT; FEDFUNDS, anq CLE~KEMP. are not signi~ican.t· in this· 
TABLE VIII 
THE EFFECT OF L_EADING NEWPLANS IN THE MODEL 
STATISTIC Lead Time in Quarters 
OQ lQ 2Q 3Q 4Q 5Q 6Q 7Q SQ 9Q lOQ 
R-SQUARE 0.9296 0.9295 0.9296 0.9275 0.9296 0.9296 0.9313 0.9349 · 0.9295 0.9294 0.9309 
STD. DEV. 103.1728 103.2727 103.1628 103.2681 103.2100 103.1648 101.9215 99.2431 103.2556 103.2743 102.2564 
F VALUE 27.7420 27.6844 27.7479 27.6870 27.7205 27.7467 28.4793 30.1521 27 .6942 - 27.6834 28.2793 
t INTERCEPT -2.5339 02.1340 -2.3909 -2.5633 -2.4335 · -2.3537 -2.4556 -2.2697 -2.5023 -2.1908 -2.4411 
t GNP 4.7704 4.7666 4.2433 4.6305 4.7741 4.5631 4.7045 4.5977 4.4763 4.7614 4.5480 
t OCCUPNCY 2.7093 2.4857 2.4012 2.7971 2.6980 2.4384 2.9335 2.4071 2.7100 2.5651 2.7816 
t BID VOL -4.1737 -4. 1191 -3.7866 -4.1884 -3.9400 -4.1963 -4.2723 -4.4987 -4.0617 -4.0617 -3.8557 
t NEWPLANS -0.2183 -0.0836 -0.2275 -0.0942 -0.1803 +0.2257 -0.7534 +9.3219 -0.1181 -0.0795 +0.6532 
t CORPBOND -1.5952 -1.4332 -1.2841 -1.5886 -1.2872 -1.5951 ..:1.4131 -1.6452 -1.5848 -1.5463 -1.4108 
t CORPROFT -1.3536 -1.3336 -1.2245 -1.3376 -1.2691 -1.3472 -1.3149 -1.2665 -1.2751 -1.3326 -1.0716 
t FIXINVST -4.5661 -4.5623 -4.4093 -4.4262 -4.5682 -4.4915 -4.6251 -4.6750 -4.4636 -4.5094 -4.3676 
t FEDFUNDS 1.3663 1.2564 1.3233 1.3377 1.3612 1.3674 1.3688 1.3225 1.2932 1.2696 1.4774 
t GOVSECUR l. 9951 1.8141 1.8465 1.9743 1.7438 1.9907 1.8794 2.2248 1.9365 1.9874 1.7015 
t CLERKEMP -0.1098 -0.1890 -0. l 051 -0.1819 -0.2191 -0.1070 -0.4830 -0.1779 -O.l446 -0.0902 -0.3814 
DURBIN- 2.3434 2.3455 
WATSON D 




equation.·. The next question is: . which. of these variables could have a 
lead relationship?. CORPROFT·and FEDFUNDS can logJcally lead CONSTCON. 
CORPROFT for one ·quarter could influence the construction of-office· 
buildings a certain number of quarters in the future. This se.emed 
logical II so a lead relationship was inve·:St.igated. The same logic . 
applies to the rate of return on Federal Funds •. The itii~ial ,determi- . 
nation of·lead ~tme for CORPROFT as shown in -Table. XXIII~ Appendix 011 
i rid i.ca tes tha.t CORPROFT l e~ds the mode 1 by seven quarter;s. This 1 e,ad 
time appears logieal.g ·so .it 'is incor,porated -in ·future calculati,ans. The 
best lead time ,for FEDFUNDS appears.to be six quarters 11 .as .shown in 
Table XXVi Appen~ix·D, an4 t~is also appears logical and was incqrpor-
ated in future calculations. This lead relationship must be verified in 
the final model. The.significance _level or t~statisttc of.these vari-
ables is now re-examined and is .shown. below: 
CONSTCON = ~ 8739.4640 + 6.b3781062 GNP 
. (-3.82930) , (4.90578) 
+ 91. 27123837 OCCUPNCY - 0. 55769183 ,JUD VOL 
(4.25223) . (- ,2~;28~05') ;-
+' 0.04554121 NEWPLANS - 28~65943770 CORPBOND 
(0.26356) . . ,{- 0.27819)' ,, 
- 8. 12798822 CORPROFT - 82 .·2693601,6 F.IXINVST 
(- L 01623) . . (,.,:3. 98406) 
- 40.1148.9566 fEDFUNDS +· 1'12.99071527 GOVSECUR 
(- .1.66.046) · . . (;1 .• ~5278) 
- 91.06667499 CLERKEMP 
(- o.~9460) 
At this ti,ne,, the nuinber of independent ·variabl,es in.,the, final, 
model can be considered. -
A multi~le r~gression analysis is next perfof:med on a11 possible 
' I '\ ' 
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regression model ss and the five mod.els with the highest -coeff1c;ient, of 
determination ,are tabulatedo There are five. models with or:te variable~ 
two va17fables 9 three variablesw up to ten variabl_es. _ This is.accom'."' 
plished by using _the R°'.'SQUARE procedures ef SASII -and is 1ncl,uded. in 
the computer printout· in Appen_dix E. • 
An analysfs-of the res4lts pf the various,multiple regressions 
. ' 
tapulated by the SASII R=SQUARE procedure suggests that a model with 
'. . . 
five independent variable~ could produce, the desired re.lattonship •. 
F-ive _models :were selected for further analysis: 
1 ) -CONST CON = f (GNP; OCCUPNCY il NEWPLANS, FlX lNVST il, FE . DFUNDS). 
2) CONSTCON = f{GNP, -OCCUPNCY; FIX~NVST, _ FEDFUNDS, CLERKEMP.) 
3) CONSTCON ·= f(GNP, OCCUPNCY, _BID.JOLil JIXINVST{ GOVSECUR} 
i 
4) CONSTCON = f(-<lNP!) OCCUPNCY, CORPROFTI) FIXINVST~ FEJ)FUNDS) 
' . . j 
5) CONSTCON = f(~NP.; OCCWPNCY, BID_VOL, ·FIXINVST,1FE.DF:UNDS). 
A detailed multiple -regres~ion .an,alysis .was computed for each 
mod,1 I) .and a ;summary of selected statisti~s is shown in Table ,IX •• A 
computer printout of this is, incl.uded in Appen9ix E. Equatien {1) and 
. ; 
Equation . (2) were el imi~atedil bec_ause they each centained an irldepen= 
dent variable that -is ·not statisti,c.ally sig.nifi.cant. - In _Equation .(1), _ 
' ' ' 
it is NEWPLANS and in Equation (2) it,is CLERKE.MP~ The ~valu.atJ~:m of-_ 
the three:remai.ning equatiens·is primarily judgemental. Better fore=_ 
casts are .available for ._the independent -variabl,es in EquaUon (4) than_ 
. for either Equation (3) or EqUatiqn {5). - The rea~on for this. is that_-
BID;_VOL is not -incluped -in Equation (4) but is inc_lud~d in. ,th~ ott,er 
two equati_onso The ,model sele_cted was~. 
CONSTC0N :::: ·f(GNP 11 OCCUPNCY; CORPkOFT ii FIXINVST~ FEDFUNOS) 
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TABLE IX 
MULTIPLE REGRESSION STATISTICS FOR ·FIVE ,SELECTED M0DELS 
STATISTIC Equation,Num~e.r 
( 1) (2) (3) (4): ( 5). 
R-SQUARE. · Q.8961 0.8964 0.9020 · 0.9102 · 0.9201 · 
STD. DEV. 112.6697. 112 •. 5022 109~;4028 104.7602 98.7822 · 
F VALUE 44~8467 44~9957 47.8802 52.689l 59.9076 
t INTERCEPT ..;6.7250, =7~7442 =4.4444 =8.5334 =9.;3004 
t GNP 6.1840 5.0404 6.9457 7.8ij99 8 .. 4061 
t OCCUPNCY· 6.5611 6.129_8 3.6479 7 .9412 8.957·2 
t NEWPLANS · 1.1064* 
t :FIXINVST · =3e3108 -j.6.473 . =4.·1675 ' =4.1292 =4.2503 · 
t FEDFUNDS ~4.0793 =4~0917 =4.1728• ... 4~2946 
t CLERKEMP · = l.1425* · 
t BID_VOL , -4.1522, =3.0687 · 
t GOVSECUR 3 1990 , 0 I 
t CORPROFT =2 .. 3431 
DURBIN= , 2.5802 2.4532 1.9193 2 .8016 2.,5583 
WATSON D 
* , Variabl,e' is .not signif'ican.t. 
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The regression .coefficients .are~ . 
CONSTCON.= - 10355.82 ·+ 5.23109761 GNP~ 
. ( = · 8. 5331} · (7 • 8599 )' 
+ 104~87361888 OCCUPNCY·- 15.01966058 CORPRQ~.T 
(7 ~9412) ( "'. 2.3431) 
- 63~71735715 .FIXINVST - 57~35181672 FEOFUNDS , 
{- A.1292) (- 4,.1728) . . . 
The. leaq time relc1tio11ships must·be .verif-ied .for the model selec~ed •. ·· 
The lead relati,onship was investigated for each 1nde,pendent vari~ble. 
The .optimum lead time for CORPROFT ·is ,seven quarters!) ·as .shown,in Fi,g= 
ure 10, and selected statistics of ·the effect of leading CORPROFT ar~ 
shown in Table X. The opt:i,mum lead time fo'r FEDFUNDS is si,x ~uarters; 
- ·' . ' . . ·. 
as. shown ·in .Figur.e 11 9 ang selected <stati.stics ·of :the effect of. leading · 
FEDFUNDS are show.n.· inJable Xl. . Figur.e 12 and Ta.ble ,XII confir!JI tha,t · · 
there is no lead time reJati:onsh:ip for .fI~lNVST. 
. . . 
Figure 13 shows.that·there,is defini.tely'no le.ad time relatipnship 
for ·OCCUPNCY; the, selected statisti~s are shown 1~ Tabl~ XIII. There .. 
is no .lead time .relations.hip _for GNP as,:-shown· in Fi,$ure 14 a~d con:"' 
firmed, by -the. selected stat.isti.cs in Ta-bl.e .XI\t. · 
The.residuals of -.the model were exami.ned ::to ensure th,t.;;there. was, 
no relationship in,_the data that had not been discover~d •. A'p,lot of 
. ; . . 
residual- versus time. is in.eluded in Ftg1,1re lij •. There is n<:>·dise~rnible · 
pattern in th.e plot of resid.ua-lsil -so the model .is .not reJected because 
, of thi,:~ test. 
The 11 best 00 model Jsi thJ!refore. 
CONSTCON = = l 0355. 62 + 5. 21lfl98 GNP · 



























o 1 2 3 4 s 6 7 a 9 10 
NUMBER OF QUARTERS CORPROFT 
LEADS CONSTCON IN THE MODEL. 
Fi~ure 10. The Effect of Leading Corporate Profit 
(CORPROFT) in the Model 
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TABLE X 
THE EFFECT OF LEADING CORPORATE PROFIT (CORPROFT) IN THE MODEL 
STATISTIC Lead Time· in Quarters 
OQ lQ 2Q 3Q 4Q SQ . 6Q 7Q 8Q 
R-SQUARE .8567 .8530 .8534 .8523 .8540 .8602 .8647 .8970 .8923 
STD. DEV. 132.32 134.06 133.82 134.35 133.54 130.68 128.59 112.15 114.70 
F VALUE 31.08 30.15 30.27 30.00 30.43 32.00. 33.22 45.31 43.09 
t INTERCEPT -2.84 -1.99 -2.65 -2.67 -2.96 -3.58 "-4.25 -5.66 -5.71 
t GNP 5.47 5.45 · 5.42 5.42 5.48 5.68 5.84 7.31 6.93 
t OCCUPNCY 2.70 · l • 91 2.56 2.65 3.06 3.62 ·4.07 ·s.44 5.27 
t CORPROFT 0.91 0.37 0.48 "".0.16 -0.58 -1.23 -1.55 -3.37 :-3.11 
t FIXINVST -2.98 -2.99 -2.92 -3.02 -3.10 -3.33 -3.48 -4.50 -4.59 
t FEDFUNDS 0.72 0.64 0.69 1.34 1.73 2.34 2.60 3.45 2'.60 



















































·NUMBER OF QUARTERS 
6 7 8 
FEDFUNDS 
LEADS. CONSTCON IN THE· MODEL. 
NOTE: Corporate profit (CORPROFT) leads 
CONSTCON by 7 quarters in all of 
these calculations. 
Figure 11. The Effect of Leading the Rate of 
Interest on Federal Funds {FEDFUNDS) 
in the Model 
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TABLE XI 
THE EFFECT OF LEADING THE INTEREST RATE ON FEDERAL FUNDS (FEDFUNDS) IN THE MODEL 
STATISTICS Lead Time in Quarters 
OQ IQ 2Q 3Q 4Q SQ 6Q 7Q 
R-SQUARE 0.8970 0.8604 0.8589 0.8500 0.8609 0.8895 0.9102 0.8939 
STD. DEV. 112.15 130.61 131.31 135.36 . 130.37 116.17 104.76 113.85 
F VALUE 45.31 32.04 31.65 29.48 32.18 41.88 52.69 43.81 
t INTERCEPT -5.66 -4.62 -3.90 -4.67 -5.81 -7.34 -8.53 -7.59 
t GNP 7.32 5.58 5.66 5.28 5.69 6.70 7.86 7.22 
t OCCUPNCY 5.45 4.53 3.79 4.46 5.44 6.86 7.94 7.05 
t CORPROFT -3.37 -2.39 -2.32 -1.66 -1.56 -1.80 -2.34 -2.68 
t FIXINVST .,-4.50 -3. 11 -3.08 -2.54 -2.72 -3.25 -4.13 -4.04 
t FEDFUNDS 3.45 1.39 1.28 0.07 .;, 1.42 -3.05 -4.17 -3.28 
DURBIN - 2.59 2.25 1.96 1.90 2.11 2.58 2.80 2.68 
WATSON D 
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NUMBER OF QUARTERS 
a 9 10 
FIXINVST 
LEADS CONSTCON IN THE MODEL. 
NOTE: Corporate profit (CORPROFT) leads 
by 7 quarters and the interest rate 
on federal funds (FEDFUNDS) leads 
CONSTCON by 6 quarter5 in all of 
these calculations. 
Figure 12. The Effect of leading Fixed Investment in 
Nonresidential Structures (FIXINVST) in 
the Model 
TABLE XII 
THE EFFECT OF LEADING FIXED INVESTMENT IN NONRESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES (FIXINVST) IN THE MODEL 
STATISTIC Lead 'Time in Quarters 
OQ lQ 2Q 3Q 4Q SQ 6Q 7Q 8Q 9Q 
R-SQUARE 0.9102 0.8722 0.8952 0.8668 0.8522 · 0.8549 0.8745 0.8599 0.8801 0.8780 
STD. DEV. l 04.76 124.98 113.15 · 127 .56 134.38 133. 14 123.83 130.82 121.05 122.07 
F VALUE 52.69 35.48 44.42 33.85 29.98 30.64 36.23 31.93 38.16 37.43 
t INTERCEPT -8.53 -6.71 -7.09 -5.69 -5.08 -:5.42 -6.43 -5.82 -7.24 -7.05 
t GNP 7.85 5.71 7.58 5.88 4.51 3.65 2.60 3.40 3.29 3.23 
t OCCUPNCY 7.94 6.26 6.72 5.40 4.80 5. l 0 6.03 5.38 6.77 6.58 
t CORPROFT .-2.34 -1.71 -2.04 -1.44 -1. 21 -1.43 -2.24 -1.74 -,2.08 -1.83 
t FIXINVST -4. 12 -2.06 -3.30 -1.74 -0.41 +0.80 +2.19 +1.26 +2.49 2.39 
t FEDFUNDS -4.17 -2.92 -2.60 -1.88 -1.92 -2.59 -3.69 -2.98 -3.95 -3.60 
DURBIN - 2.80 2.82 2.50 2.43 2.14 2. 21 · 2.35 2.45 2.65 2.63 
WATSON D 
Note: Corporate Profit (CORPROFT) ieads by 7 quarters in all of the above calculations. 

















































, . c 1.~ 
a 1 2 3 4 s 6 7 a 
NUMBER CF QUARTERS CCCUPNCY 
LEADS CCNSTCCN IN THE MODEL 
NOTE: Corporate profit (CORPROFTl leads 
by 7 quarters and. the interest rate 
on federal funds ffEDFUNDSI leads 
CONSTCON by 6 quarters in all of 
these calculations. 
Figure 13. The Effect of Leading Occupancy (OCCUPNCY) 
in the Model 
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TABLE XIII 
THE EFFECT OF LEADING OCCUPANCY (OCCUPNCY) IN THE MODEL 
STATISTIC Lead Time in Quarters 
OQ lQ 2Q 3Q 4Q 5Q 6Q 7Q SQ 
R-SQUARE 0.9102 0.8479 0.8552 0.7748 0.7669 0.7232 0.7176 0.6963 0.7065 
STD. DEV. 104. 76 136.32 132.98 165.87 168.77 183.87 185.75 192.62 189.38 
F VALUE 52.69 28.99 30.72 17~89 17 .11 13.59 13. 21 11.92 12. 51 
t INTERCEPT -8.53 -5.60 -5.85 -3.43 -3.19 · -1.94 -1.69 +0.47 +0.99 
t GNP 7.86 5. 61 5.69 4.00 3.53 2.82 2. 51 2.67 2.87 
t OCCUPNCY 7.94 5.15 5.41 3.09 2.88 l • 71 1.52 -0.59 -1.12 
t CORPROFT -2.34 ..:.o.63 +0.14 +0.84 +l.76 +l.87 +2.00 +0.26 -0.27 . 
t FIXINVST -4.13 -2.98 -3.03 -2.15 -1.63 -1.24 -1.04 -1.54 -1.82 
t FEDFUNDS -4.17 -3.68 -4.15 -2.67 2.64 -1.74 -1.62 +0.37 +0.75 
DURBIN - 2.80 2.79 1.82 1.78 1.42 1.48 1.29 1.25 1.33 
WATSON D 
Note: Corporate Profit (CORPROFT) leads by 7 quarters in all of the above calculations. 
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a , 2 3 4 s · 6 7 a g ,a 
NUMBER OF QUARTERS THAT GNP 
LEADS CCNSTCON .IN THE MODEL. 
·· NOTE'. Corporate profit (CORPROFTl leads 
by 7 quarters and the interest rate 
on federal funds !FEDFUNDS) leads 
CONSTCON by 6 quarters in all of 
these calculations. 
Figure 14. The Effect of L~ading Gross National 
Product (GNP) in the Model 
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. TABLE XIV 
THE EFFECT OF LEADlNG GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT (GNP) IN THE MODEL 
STATISTIC Lead Time in Quarters 
' 
OQ lQ 2Q 3Q 4Q . 5Q 6Q 7Q 8Q 9Q 
R-SQUARE 0.9102 0.8848 0.8863 0.8767 0.8827 0.8757 0.8814 0.8917 0.8840 0.8860 . 
STD. DEV. 104.76 118.64 117 .84 122.72 119.73 123~23 120.36 115.04 119~07 · 118.01 
F VALUE 52.69 39.93 40.55 36.98 39.12 36.64 38.66 42.80 39.61 40.42 .· 
t INTERCEPT -8.53 -7.06 -6.85 -6.49 ~6.64 -6.50 -6.68 -7.19 -6.76 -6.71 
t GNP 7.86 6.51 6.59 6.16 .6.42 6.11 6.36 6.84 6.48 6.57 
t OCCUPNCY 7.94 6.51 6.30 6.00 6.14 6.0.3 6.19 6.67 6.19 6.07 
t CORPROFT -2.34 -1.93 -2.08 -2.22 -2.35 -2.25 -2~25 -2.37 -1.67 -1.19 
t FIXINVST -4.13 -3.24 -3.22 -2.86 -2~82 -2.38 -2.49 -2.70 -2.32 -2.18 
t FEDFUNDS -4.17 -3.52 -3.69 -3.90. -4.46 -4.65 -5. 15. ~5.80 -5.52 '.'"'5.49 
DURBIN - 2.80 2.86 2.56 2.55 2.50 2.52 2.56 2.65 2.70 2.60 
WATSON D 
Note: Corporate Profit (CORPROFT) leads by 7 quarters in all of the above calculations. 
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+ 104.87362 OCCUPNCY - 15,019661 CORPROFT. 
(7.~421) (- 2i3431) .. 
- 63.717357 FIXINVST·.- 57~35l817 FEDFUNDS 
(- 4.12~2) ,, (- f.1728) . . . 
A comparison of. forecast versus actual value~ of construction con-
. . . I ' . 
tracts for office building~ (CONSTCON) on an annual. basis from 1966 
··, I> ' ' 
througn 1973 is included in Tab.le xv .•. : The alternating ,signs, in the dif- . 
ference and percent difference: columns:_ind'icate thatthe model trac~s a 
very ve>lattle ff!arke~ and tends to smooth. out.the fl1,,1ctuations. 
TABLE XV 
COMPARISON OF FORECAST AND. ACTUAL VALUES. FOR. CONSTRUCTION (CONSTCON) 
ON AN ANNUAL BASIS IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS 
Forecast· Actual % 
Year CONSTCON CONSTCON Difference' Difference 
1966 2,427.0 2,3573 + 69.3 + 2.94 
1967 2,744.2 · 2,822.5 - 78.3 - 2 .77 · 
1968 3,834.;·3 3,677.l +157 .2 + 4.28 
1969 5,199.0 59357.4· .. ,sa.4 - 2~96 
1970 4;693.0 4,607.0 + ,86.0 + 1.87 · 
1971 4,657.8 4,748.0 - 90.2 - • 1.90 
1972 5,353.1 5,186.0 + 67 .1 + 1.27 
1973 5~673~0 . 5,72~.6 - 52~6 .. 0.92 
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Forecasts of CONSTCON for _each. quart_er for ·the next. six .quarters 
were computed .nexto The calculations .are shown in Table XVJt and sum."." 
marized in Table XVII. Thi~ forecast was.made with pata that was avail-
able_ so.on after the fourth ,quarter of 1973. Throughout the development 
of this model, the.re were a1:1alyses of the .model in both current dol.lars 
and in constant·l958 -dollars.· The analysis is more a~curate fqr cur- -
rent dollars, ·w~ich is the .figure of ~reaies~ interest to the construe- -
tion industry. Th.e for.ecast of the value of construction -contracts for 
office buildings ,in .the· Un,ited, Stat,es (CONSTCON} for 1974 is -
$5,426,.600,000.00 in current dollars, and $3.,611,700,000.00 :in constan.t · 
1958 dollars,.· 
Verification of.the Model 
The model was verified by recqmputing .the multiple regression coef- -
ficient,s ·with the data. that was,.,available in the fourth .quarter of 1971 .• 
Forecasts of the,_values of the indep~nde.nt variaQles .that would have, 
been availablJ in the, fourt~ quarter of ,1971 were used to forecast the 
va.lue .of CONSTCON for, each quarter .for six -quarter:s. For co111parison , 
purposes 11 the forecast values·of.CONSTCON for a,year were computed. 
Thi~ figure was ,compared with the forecast made by two other agencies 
that forecast the value .of constructiqn contracts for Office .,Bu.ildingso 
The.ENR forecast is for one,year out of a·long=range-forecast· 
. . )(, 
'sho~n in Ta;bl-e XX (Appendix B). · Th~ results .are shown. in Tab_l~ ,XVIII • 
.... ,,;;,.~. ···' 
· In compar,ing .the 1972 ·'f.Qrec~sts, the date the forec~sts were made is· 
important •. The ENR forecast for 1972.was,made aft~r three·quarters of 
data ,.for 1972 were avai 1 able,_ and :the model's .forecast ·was made before 
ar:iy 1972 data would ha,ve been available. 
TABLE XVI 
QUARTERLY FORECASTS OF CONSTRUCTION (CONSTCON) FOR FIRST QUARTER 1974 
THROUGH SECOND QUARTER 1975 
CONSTCON = - 10355.82 + 5.231098 GNP+ 104.87362 OCCUPNCY - 15.019661 CORPROFT - 63.717357 FIXINVST - 57.351817 FEDFUNDS 
lQ 1974 = - 10355.82 + 7077.68 
1560.9 
2Q 1974 = - 10355.82 + 7250.30 
= 1402~2 
3Q 1974 = - 10355.82 + 7428.16 
= 1282.6 
4Q 1974 = - 10355.82 + 7647.87 
= 1180. 9 
lQ 1975 = - 10355.82 + 7820.49 
= 999.2 












- l 075.41 
- 1073.91 
Note: This forecast was made with Fourth Quarter 1973 data available. 
- 3275.07 ".'" 271.85 
- 3402.51 - 294.79 
- 3549.06 - 375.08 
- 3676.49 - 417~52 
- 3772.07 - 605.64 




FORECAST OF CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS. FOR OFFICE BUILDI~GS 
IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS 
l Q = 1974 l560.9 . 
2Q - 1974 · 1402.2 
3Q = 1974 1282~6 
4Q,.. 1974 1180.9 
Total = 19.74 5426.6 
1 Q - 1975 999.2 
2Q = 1975 1089.3 
Note~ .. This forecast was made with fourth, quarter 1973 
data available. • 
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TABLE. XVII I -
COMPARISON OF FORECASTS·OF·THE VALUE OF CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS 
(CONSTCON) FOR OFFICE, BUILDiNGS* . .. 
For-eca-ster 1972 1973 1974 
and Date Va1 ue . % · .Va1.ue % .. Naiue % .. 
ENR.. 
Nov. 2ii 1972 '4,800 -9.2 4,800 . -16~2 
ENR 
Jan. 25, 1973 4,800 -9.2 4,9500 -13.6 5,450 
E.NR 
Oct. 25, 1973 6,100 :+6.5 6,600 . 
ENR 
Jan~ 24!,) 1974. 6,100 ·:+6 •. 5 6,600 
NAHB 
Jan. 1974 3,758 N/A 3,844, N/A 3,700 
The· Model 
4Q 1971 5!i?36.2-+4~7 · 
Th·~ Model 
1 Q 1973 5,374~6 -6.l 
The Model 
lQ 1974 5,426.6 
Actual 5,286.0 5,725.6 lQ and. 2Q 1974· = 2,792~8 
* . . .. 
Values are .in milli~~s.:of current dollars~ .. 
% is the percentage error,compared to the ~ctual value •. 
(NAHB. is the National Association of .. Homebuilders.) 
The comparison of thel973 forecasts is very illustrative •.. The 
' ' ' 
January 25, 1973, ENR forecast and the models forecast for·. 1973 were· 
made w_i th the same data •.. The ENR forecast is in error by -13. 5 per= 
cent, while ,the model ,is -only 6. 1 percent in error •. Not.e that the 
ENR forecast of October 25, 1973, is not as -good as the forecast by 
the model which would have been prepared nine months. earlier., · 
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Only a cursory comparison can be made for 1974 because only the 
figures .for the first and second quarter ,actual CO~STCON are. available. 
The ot,her system of forecasts uses the buildi:ng permits issued .at 
14,000 permit-issuing places as the base. · The technique employed may 
be acceptable, but the results are not useful because they do ,not agree. 
with the most widely accepted base figures.as compiled and reported by 
the F. W. Dodge Division of the McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company. 
The results -of the analysis of. the forecasts that would have been 
made using the model indicate that more accurate forecasts are available 
many months earlier using the model. . ,,,. 
,. 
Updating the Model 
To update the model at the end1 of a quarters the historical data 
for-the past quarter is added to the data base!i and new regressi.~n ooef= 
ficients are calculated. 
Once a year~ the lead relationship of the selected _independent 
variables should be verified. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARYj CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purpose of this st,udy was to develop an econometric forecasting 
model for .a segment of the construction market. The same method used in 
developing this model shbuld be applicable to -0ther segments .of the con-. 
struction market._ The thre~ principal objectives of this modeJ were: 
1) to use existing available data 
2) to predict future construction volume of B segment of the con-
struction market _with 00 acceptable accuracy/ and 
3) to require minimum serv.icing •. 
The model was developed by formula ting a list of possi,bl e .economic 
variables that would logically explain the variattons. in the nne,depen= 
dent variable which was the value of-~onstruction contract~ for one 
quarter for office buildings.in the United States. Historical data for 
both the dependent and the. ind~pendent variables was assernb.led. This 
historical data was st.udied to be able to specify the interrelationships, 
between the economic variables in a multiple .regression analysis. At 
this stage of development of the model~ some preliminary multiple 
regression equations·which contained all of the likely independent var-
iables were e~amined. There were some independent variable,s thatlogic-
ally should lead the. mode.1 by a certain time interval.. The interest 
rate at the time the project is being financed is an example® becc1use 
the financing would be arranged some,time prior to the award of the 
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construction contract. The lead relationship for the selected inde-
pendent variables was determined. The model (or models) being investi-
gated at this time were preliminary;) so the lead relationship must be 
verified ,in the. final model selected •. 
Reliable forecasts were required for each independent variable 
used in the model for every quarter for the horizon. of the mod.el. For 
those. selected independent .variables ;that led the model by@ say, six 
quarters~ no forecasts were required. because this unique time relation-
ship permitted the use of historical data for that variabl~ in ~on-
junction with forecasts of the other independent variables. 
Forecasts of selected economic variables whic,h. are a part of the 
output of a large-scale macroeconometrtc model were used,as inp4t to 
the model developed in ad.dition to other independent variables •. This 
unique feature of this study allowed the complex .interrelationships of. 
the many factors of the Un.ited States economy to be captured ·and intro-
duced into 1the model developed. ·· The nbest 11 model was tentatively 
selected using both judgement and statistical cia1,culations. 
An evaluation of the independent variables was required to deter-
mine the reliability of forecasts and select the proper independent 
variables to be incorporated in the model. Statistical calculati,ons 
are required to determine that the iridependent variables are signifi-
cant in the model; that there is no systematic lack of:fit; and that 
the model explains adequately the variations in the dependent variable. 
As stated earlier, the lead-time relationship of the variables in the 
final model must be verified. 
The econometric forecasting model developed in this study provides 
a for~cast of the value of construction contracts for office bui.ldings 
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in the United! States for each qua,rter: for. six qu.arters into the future. 
in bot.h current and constant.,1958.·dollars •• Existing .available data was, 
used.. These forecasts on an annual, basi_s ·are. co~sider,aply more acc1,1rat~ 
than an,y method curren~ly av,ai 1 able. The-.model deve.loped can. be updated 
and serviced, by one ·person .in .a few hours any time a forecast is desired. 
The· objectives ·.of this study have, been_ accompHshedo 
Suggestions, for ,Future Investi..gations. 
In the. area of office buildings~ a .national inventory would pro=· 
duce very useful data. This should be updated periodicany._to indfoat;e 
office ;spacE:i. added to ,the inven~oryt office space qele,ted from th.e . 
inv.entorys .and office space under cor1str~ction •. Occupancy, of existi,ng 
st,ructures .and the leasing status of buildi11gs- under.q:mstruc~ion. ,should 
' . 
also be.inc.lu~ed. 
The, lead time rehtion~hip. could be irivestigated to determine if a 
multiple quarter ·lead time with ,an a.ppropr;iate. weight fQr ~a~.·quarter; 
would produce, better results. 
Econometric ·models .at the natipnal leve.1 ·for other sectors.,of the 
construction market should be developed. The ultimate obJec:tiVe wo . uld , 
be to have forecasting mode 1 s for an of the segments of I the censtruc.= · 
tion mar.ket. When models fo.r all segments. of the construc,tJon mar.ket 
as -del inea,ted ,bY Engineering· News.=Record (Tabl,e -I) have been .completed ID 
they cou.ld be used, to provide forecasts of: all .of the variou,s sector~ of 
'the construction market. These ferecasts would be-.e~tremely,ya-luable to 
. ' . . . : : . ' {. 
the construction ind.ustry. 
Models f'or .regional construction .markets should w.1so be deveJoped. 
A logical_ delineation of r~gians would· be the nine, regions.:used J~y the 
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F. W. Dodge Division of McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company. 
Models for more localized markets should also be developed. The 
available sources of local data would have to be examined carefully and 
the historical data assembled. The forecasts of local construction would 
be extremely valuable to the contractors, subcontractors, material suppli-
ers, engineers, architects, city planners, realtors~ and others. 
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Statistical Analysis System II (SASH) 
This is a computer pro~ram for per;forming .various statisti.cal .cal-. 
culations. · SASILwas· .. desig.ned and implemented by Messrs. Anthony J. 
Barr and James Howard Goodnigpt, ,both with .the Department of Statistics, 
Nor.th Caro 1 i na State University. The entire ,system is, explained, in ari 
excellent manual by Ms .. Jolayne Service (50). · The co!)1plete pr:6'gram has 
approximately 35,000 source statements. of which .one-third'is in FORTRAN, 
bne~thi~a is in PL/1 .•. and one~t~ird is in assembly language. The pro-
gram c~n be implemented on any IBM 360 or ·.370 computer operating ,under 
Operating System (OS) ·with at least 140K of core storage available to 
the user. SAS!! ·has been impleniented ·on the IBM 360-65 comput,er at ·the 
Oklahoma State University. 
The . data base .for this .st.Udy was constr.ucted by m,er,gtng eight . 
separate data sets .into one data set, as shown·infigur:,e 16 .•. Eight 
separate data sets were used, because it made the investiga;tion of ·lead 
relations.hips much easier.·.· A change of one·data·entry in one,data _set 
allowe.d the, intr;oductfon of one q~a.rter's lead time for that particular; 
independent variable without·changing any of the rest of the data base. 
Three SAS!! procedures .were used in thi~ study •• These were the. 
PRINT, R-SQUARE, and REGR procedures~ The • print proc.edure. permits 
printing in a tabular form of any or all of the var.iables_<il') the data 
base. In this study, the ability to print ·several ind~pendent,.variables 
and the date of the particular data entry was ·extremely us,eful when lead-
time relations were being ,iryv~~Ugated. 
The R-SQUARE procedure performs regress-ions of a dependent variable 









































DATA . PROFl12: 
DATA PROFIT4 
DATA PROFl13 
. Figur.e 16. Organization of the Data Base used to Devele:>p the Model 
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three independent variables, this procedure would .perform three simple 
regression analyses with. one independent variable, ,three multiple 
regression analyses with two independent variables, and one analysis 
with. three variables. The output is arranged in descending order of the 
coefficient af determination, R2 or R-SQUARE~ The .REGR procedure fits 
a linear model to th~ data using the principle of lea~t squareo Both 
simple and multiple regression ~nalyses ~an b~ calculated. In addJtiqn · 
to an analysis of variance,. table=related statistics are prov,ided •.. Ser-
vice (50) explains very concisely the results that appear on a printout~ 
' Analysis of variance table and related statistics:. For each 
dependent variable of each model considered, REGR prints, an 
analysis of variance table. The first part of the table 
involves three sources of variation: REGRESSION. (i.eq var= 
iation possibly attribu~able to the independent v.ariables in 
the model), ERROR {residual variation,' not accounte.d for by 
the dep.endent variab1e 0 s relation$hip to the independent var ... 
iables); and TOTAL. (corrected for the meanof y if an inter:'" 
cept is included in th~ model and uncorre~ted if th~t term 
is excluded). Statistics in th.e rtable include degrees of. 
freedom (11 DF 11 ·)· sums of .squares· mean squares.· an IIF 11 valu,:i, ·11 .. 
' . . , ' ·' 'I" ID ' 
the ratio of the REGRt:SSION mean square to the ERROR mean: 
square; ii PROB F, 11 • the signif'ican,ce probability of that F 
value: ''R-SQUARE iii the square of the multiple correlati,on 
coefficient of variability, expressed as a percentag,e. ·The· 
second part of the table deals with the sources of variation 
that together comprise ,the source called REGRESSION. There 
is an entry .for each effect in th.e model and for each inde= 
pendent nOn=classification SAS variable •.. Sta,tisti-cs for. 
each entry incl.ude the degrees of freec;lom; .. the sequential 
sum of squares~ the sum of· squares adjusted f<rn the effects 
and variables preceding that source:; an F-value and signif-
ican.ce probabil i~y a~sociated with 1the sequen;tfal sum pf 
squares; the partial sum of squares! a sum of ~quares ad.,, 
justed for ALL other effects and variables in :the model;. 
and an F=value .and significance probability associated with 
the partial sum of Squares~ 
To illustrate a SASII computer printout, the example ef an econo-
. . 
metric model used. in Chapter I has been included. 
RESICENTIAL STRUCTURES USINE REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
TITL'E 'R=SIDENTIAL STRUCTURES USING REGRESSION ANALYSIS• 
COMMENT 
13:26 WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1974 
* *** * * * ** **** **** **** ** *** ***** * ******* ***** ****"' **** **"',****** *"' * **** ** 
THIS FRCGRAM CCMPUTES ThE EQUATION.TO FORECAST FIXED INVESTMENT 
IN RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES AS A FUNCTION OF POPULATIOI'. USING 
SIMFLE LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS. 
*****************.*********************.***************·*************-***** 
EXPLANATJCN OF VARIABLES 
RESTRUCT FIXED INVESTMENT IN R=SIDENTIAL STRUCTURES IN MILLIONS 
OF CLRRENl DOLLARS. 
I SEASONALLY ADJUSTED AT ANNUAL RATESJ 
SOURCE - BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST TABLE A4, SERIE~ 244 
BLREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
US DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE. 
POPUPATE TOTAL U.S. POPULATICN II'. MiLLJCNS OF PEOPLE. 
DATA RESAl'.POP 
SOURCE - POPULATION ESTIMATES AND PROJECTILNS 
SERIES P-25 N0.470 SEPTEMBER 1971. 
BUREAU, OF THE CENSUS 
US DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE. 
INPUT DATERES 1-4 RESTRUCT 6-9 POPULATE 11-H 
CARDS 
8 CBSERVAT IONS IN CATA SET RESANPOP 
PROCEDURE PRINT DATA=RESANPOP 




RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES USING REGRESSIOJ',l·ANALYSIS 
OBS- DATER ES RESTRUCT POPULATE 
1 196b 25.0 19b. 5 
2 1%7 25. l 198. b 
3 1908 30.1 200. 6 
4 1969 32.6 202.6 
5 1970 31. 2 204. 8 
6 1971 42.7 207.0 
7 1972 54.0 209.5 
8 1973 58. 0 212. 2 
I.D 
01 
RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES USIN\i R=GRESSICN ANALYSIS 
FROCECURE nGR S C OATll,;,RESANPOP 
MODEL .RESTRUCT = POPuLATE I P CLI 





* PRCC REGR RES!DE~TIAL STRUCTURES USI~G REGRESSION ANALYSIS *· 
* * 
* CATA SET RES AN POP NUMBER OF VARIABLES= 2 ~UMBER OF CLASSES= -o * 
* * 





RESIDENTIAL STRLCTURES USING REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
N ; 8 SIMPLE STATISTICS 
VARIABLE SUM MEAN UNCORRECTED SS CORRECTED SS 
RES1RUCT 2 98, 70000000 37,33750000 12300,51000000 114 7, 7'i875 000 






















RES IDE NT lAL STRUCTURES US ING REGRESS ION ANALYSIS 
COR~ELATION COEFFICIENTS I PROB> (RI UNDfR HO: RHO=O 
\,0 
\,0 
RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES USING REGRESSION ANALYSIS 




















OF SLM OF Si;;UARES MEAN S!;;UARE F VALUE 
l 1036034146'>78 10360341.46978 5.5018863 
6 1 n 045120022 18 057621337 
1 1147 o 798750CC 
ClF SEQUENTIAL SS F VALUE PROB > F 
1 10360 34l46'l78 55078863 000003 
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SUM OF SQUARED RESIDU~LS - ERROR SS 






STD ERR B 
6lo 263012.15 
Do 30025277 







32 o 71688708 







R-SQUARE Co Vo 
0090289475 11054339 % 
STD DEV RESTRUCT MEAN 
4o 31001315 3 7o 33750 
F VALUE PROB > F 
55078863 
STD B VALUE'S 
OoO 
o. 95020774 
UPPER 95% CL 













ENGINEERING NEWS-RECORD SCOREBOARD AND FORECAST 
OF 1973-1980 CClNSTRUCTION CONTRACTS 
l 01 
LATEST WEEK 
COITINDUII """"' Chante troffllMI INR20-CH1eo -· monlll ,.., 1113•100 velue .. .. 
Construction Cost .... 1999.1 + 0.8 + 5.2 
Bulldlng Cost ....... 1199.2 + 0.3 + 5.3 
Common labor (CC) 3919.1 + 1.4 + 5.6 
S~lled labor (BC) . 1816.5 + 1.4 + 5.9 
MaterlaJ1 .. 622.4 1.0 + 4.4 
Cum. 24 week• 
60-ot ... lOloll Woolcol -... INR.,.porllcl Juno13 1174 . 73 7 4 
I mllllon1 .. 
BIDDING VOI.UME 
Total con1tn1ct1on• .. 797.7 2-4,58-4.3 + 71 
"""' I hlghw1y .. 403.2 12.118.4 + 92 
NonrMldonUII bldg .... 354.5 10,697.0 + 70 
Hou.Ing, muttlunlt ... 40.1 1,768.9 + 2 
NI WPI.ANI 
Totel con1truct1on• .. 1,460.3 47.308.7 + 38 
Hen,. hlghwly, lolll . 292.1 21 ,072.6 + 62 
Water use & control.. . 63.3 5,238.9 8 
Waterworks ... 29.7 928.8 + 21 
sewerage .. 48.9 2,668.5 • 26 
Treatment plants . 10.4 637.5 • 39 
Eanhwork, waterways . 4.7 1,841 .8 + 21 
Transportation ... 26.2 2,534.5 • 28 
Highways ... 7.0 1,173.9 10 
Bridges ... 0.9 319.9 + 10 
Airports .. 16.2 598.0. + • Terminals, hangars .. 4.7 274.8 + 65 
Elec, gas. comm .. 169.0 12,573.1 + 308 
Other heavy cons! .. 13.6 725.3 + 8 
Nonrnldentl• I bldg ...... 1,082.5 20,168.7 + 30 
Manufacturing ... 97.3 5,077.4 + 94 
Commercial .... 135.5 4,576.9 + 11 
Offices .. 44.0 1,899.9 + 23 
Stores, shopping ctrs .. 84.3 2,052.5 + 11 
Educational .. 439.3 4,185.7 + 26 
College, unlV9fslty .. 341 .3 1,551 .5 + 63 
Medical ..... 11 1.3 2 ,414.2 0 
Hospital .. 93.7 1,798.4 7 
Other .. 298.0 3,914.5 + 28 
Hou~ng, multluntt• .. 85.8 6,087.2 + 7 
Apartments .. 60.3 4.802.4 + 9 
•Excludes 1-2 fam~y houaea. Minimum lizes Included a!W: In· 
duttrlal plants, heavy and highway construction, $100,000: 
bulldlngs, ssoo.ooo. 






I mllllona ".It. 
Total newc• pltal .. 612.7 14,881 .1 + 15 
Corporatesecurities .. 227 .4 6.371.0 + 10 




INR COIT INDIXII IN 22 Cltl•Based on 1913 U.S. average-100 
CONITRUCTION COIT IUILDINQ COIT 
JUN74 
P-ntchlnge 
lromlut JUN7 4 
Porcentchlnte 
lroml••t 
Clly ...... month yur ...... month Y••r 
Atlanta 1567.72 +0.8 +4.4 1061 .49 +1.1 +3.6 
Bait Imo re 1771 .74 -0.5 +3.9 1172.80 -0.8 +1 .8 
Birmingham ... 1505.59 +0.6 +5.4 1041 .05 +0.9 +4.0 
Boston 2033.92 +0.9 +3.7 1237.28 + 1.5 +3.9 
Chicago . 2138.50 +0.7 +6.2 1272.32 + 1.2 +7.1 
Cincinnati .... 2225.43 +1 .0 + 7.2 1252.05 +1.9 +9.0 
Cleveland 2230.85 +0.4 +4.7 1277.37 +3.2 +6.9 
Dallas .. 1651 .85 +4.9 +9.5 1059.96 +3.1 +7.0 
Denver ..... 1663.85 +5.5 + 6.4 1162.83 +4.7 +7,3 
Detroit .. 2253.62 +0.4 +0.8 1273.30 +0.6 +1 .5 
Kansas City 2151 .89 +0.9 +3.0 1223.70 +3.5 +6.1 
Los Angeles .. 2131 .36 +0.5 +7.4 1224.72 +0.8 +4.1 
Minneapolis .. 2075.86 +4.5 +5.9 1175.20 +2.4 +3.9 
New Orleans 1559.38 +0.5 +6.6 1051 .72 +0.8 +7.7 
New York .. 2485.06 + 1.2 +6.0 1436.61 +3.7 +7.0 
Phlladelpllla .. 2179.68 +10.0 + 15.5 1298.02 +4.3 +6.7 
Pittsburgh .. 1946.47 +1 .0 +2.9 1249 94 +1.5 +3.7 
St. Louis .. 2162.92 +0.9 +1 .8 1147.79 +1 .7 +4.2 
San Francisco .. 2246.58 +0.2 +1 .0 1278.1 7 +0.4 +5.3 
Seattle .. 1686.85 +0.5 + 7.0 1087.71 +0.8 +6.4 
U.S .-20 CIUN ' IVg .••.•.• 1113.47 + 1.7 +4.1 1111.20 +1 .9 + 5.3 
Montreal .. 1800.56 +6.8 + 18.0 1077.96 +4.2 +21.8 
Toronto .. 1955.08 +5.7 + 13.6 1094.98 +3.3 +10.0 
INR WAOI, MATERIALS AND COIT IND1Xl8 IN 20 CITIES 
Based on each cJty's 1967 a~raoe-100 
COMMON LAIOR IK1u.lOLA90fl MATUIIALI PAICl!I Conoc = JUN 1' dl9 lr JUN 1'~1r JUN .. ~ 1 1r eooc cu, I- '73 lndll Index In .. Index 
Atlante .. 202.95 +5.8 180.53 +5.5 172.54 + 1.3 192.69 176.89 
Battlmort ..... 223.64 +5.4 185.68 + 4.7 180.60 -1 .5 200.85 183.44 
Birmingham ..... 188.24 +6.6 180.81 +4.6 186.55 +3.2 180.46 173.41 
Boston ... 189.41 + 4.2 177.86 +5.1 182.41 .... 2.5 187.53 179.90 
Chicago .. 184.37 +5.3 181 .34 .... 5_9 159.49 +9.2 177.33 171 .49 
Cincinnati ... 214.36 +4.4 194.97 +3.6 188.89 +1.7 209.43 194.72 
Cleveland ..... 183.44 + 4.7 189.71 + 8 .3 166.26 +4.7 178.03 179.69 
Dallas ... 233.67 + 12.5 183.35 . + 10.0 156.80 +3.2 209.04 175.47 
Penver .. 177.88 +8.7 191 .47 +8.4 165.21 +5.7 170.27 177.79 
Detroit ...... 188.80 0 186.09 0 153.53 +4.0 179.91 172.25 
~ ... City .. 222.71 +2.8 203.31 +8.1 1.73.69 +3.8 208.06 188.96 
LOI Angeles .. 181 .56 +7.3 178.21 + 1.8 185.45 + 7.8 180.77 177.90 
Minneapolis ... 189.51 +7.0 180.83 +4.7 173.44 +2.9 181 .03 170.57 
New Orleans. ... HM.73 + 4.9 174.91 +5.3 171 .78 + 10.5 186.45 173.42 
New York .. 175.18 +s., 177.19 +6.1 185.86 +8.6 178 .70 180.64 
Philadetptila ... 220.00 +20.4 193.68 +9.9 191 .90 +2.4 212.78 193.01 
Pittlburgh .... 180.78 +3.3 176.58 +5.1 182.39 +2.0 174.89 169.71 
SI. Louis ... 180.84 + 1.3 164.81 + 4.7 173.42 +3.4 179.08 168.15 
S.n Franclaco .. . 178.70 0 171 .87 + 5.7 171.81 + 4.6 177.49 171 .79 
SNttll .. 162.07 +6.8 163.91 +5.3 164.19 +7.7 167.14 172.07 
TRENDS TO WATCH 
Federalgrants, loans .. 39.1 351.0 + 16 
Federal projects .......... ... o.o o .o o Two-third, o l Aprll llffl booking, were earmarked for industrial construction. 
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TABLE XX 
FORECASTS OF 1973-1980 CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS BY ENGINEERING NEWS-RECORD 
~r EngineeringNews-Record 
1tnl McGRAW-HILL'S CONSTRUCT/ON WEEKLY-98TH YEAR OF PUBLICATION 
Forecast of 1973-'80 construction contracts . 50-state totals in millions of current dollars 1969-'80; 48 states excluding Alaska and Hawaii 1965-'69 
48 states 50 Stalest %Change Annual average, 
Annual compounded 
Type of work 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1980 .'72-'73 '73-'74 65-70 '70-'75 '75-'80 
a 
Total construction• ............................ $34,644 $37,759 $40,403 $44,925 $51,354 $52,082 $52,484 58,620 63,455 68,820 75,380 83,500 112,150 +9 +10 +8 +10 +6 
Heavy construction, total ................... 10,805 12,929 14,511 14,283 16,545 16,710 19,201 19,993 19,605 23,040 26,855 30,950 48,050 +18 +17 +12 +9 +9 
Water use & control .......................... 2,939 2,945 3,140 3,183 3,080 3,100 4,877 4,322 5,270 6,110 6,825 8,000 11,650 +16 +12 +10 +10 +8 
Waterworks .. 724 849 970 887 899 904 1.107 734 870 975 1,065 1,200 1,800 +12 +9 +8 +2 +8 
Sewerage .. 992 995 1179 1.386 1.530 1,545 2,169 2.728 3,330 4,000 4.500 5.400 7.500 +20 + 13 +17 +20 +7 
•=fivers, harbors, flood control. 610 576 506 440 328 328 902 340 550 700 800 850 1,200 +27 + 14 +8 0 +7 
Hydroelectric and multi-purpose .. 613 525 485 410 273 273 604 440 425 350 360 425 850 -18 +3 +3 -7 +16 
Irrigation ... C C 60 50 50 95 80 95 85 100 125 300 -11 + 18 +6 +20 
rransportation .................................. 5,711 6,581 6,876 6,911 8,601 8,725 9,150 8,968 9,275 10,005 10,955 12,550 21,900 +8 +9 +10 +6 +12 
Highways .. 4,688 5,482 5,450 5,237 6,236 6,300 6,890 6,466 6,855 7,130 7;550 8,200 15,000 +4 +6 +8 +4 +13 
Bridges .. 646 780 830 708 1,330 1,337 1,027 892 1,150 1,175 1,300 1.500 2,500 +2 +11 +10 +8 + 11 
Mass transit, including subways. e 135 150 330 300 301 301 271 365 500 700 1,020 1.500 2.500 +40 +46 + 15 +41 +11 
Ai·rports (incl hangars. & terminals) ... 127 b 146 173b 600 . 734 778 605 1,010 750 950 1,050 1,300 1,800 +27 + 11 +17 +7 
Space and missile bases .. 115 23 93 66 0 9 357 235 20 50 35 50 100 + 150 -30 +25 -32 +16 
~lect_ricity, gas, communications ..•. 1,144 2,321 3,570 3,100 3,415 3,425 4,295 5,900 4,100 5,800 7,800 9,000 12,500 +41 +34 +30 +16 +7 
Electric light and power .. 762 1.837 3,000 2,600 3,000 3,000 3,795 
Gas. ............ d 281 393 475 400 300 300 350 
Communications .. 101 91 95 100 115 125 150 
Miscellaneous heavy construction .. 1,011 1,082 925 1,089 1,449 1,460 879 803 960 1,125 1,275 1,400 2,000 +17 +13 -6 +10 +8 
Nonresidential building ...................... 17,219 19,393 20,141 22,612 25,641 25,950 24,045 25,668 26,650 29,580 32,775 37,050 43,900 +11 +11 +7 +9 +4 
Manufacturing .................................... 3,064 3,623 · 3,701 3,768 3,888 3,915 3,614 2,611 3.000 3,850 5,275 6,400 5,000 +28 +37 +3 +12 -5 
Commercial ...................................... 5,457 5,835 6,081 7,744 7,684 9,786 9,091 9,658 10,650 11,700 12,800 15,100 18,500 +10 +9 +11 +11 +4 
Offices .. 2,229 2,358 2,822 3,677 5,315 5,338 4,606 4.748 4.800 4,950 5.450 7,000 9,000 +3 +10 +15 +8 +5 
Stores, shopping centers .. 2,255 2,275 2,189 2,787 2,927 2,961 2,936 3,230 4,350 5.400 5,800 6,100 6.500 +24 +7 +5 +16 +2 
Educational ...................... 4,164 4,939 5,216 5,347 5.486 5,543 5,234 5.661 4,900 4,800 5,000 5,250 7,000 -2 +4 +4 0 +6 
Hospitals, medical, health. 1,515 1,721 1,873 2,114 2,784 2,817 2,823 3,206 3.400 3.900 4,300 4,500 6,000 +15 +10 +13 + 10 +6 
Government service· ... 842 939 960 1,112 1,140 1,154 1,017 1,575 1.700 2.030 1,800 2,000 2.400 +19 -11 +4 +15 +4 
Recreation, religious, other ... 2,177 2,336 2,310 2,527 2,659 2,735 2,267 2.957 3,000 3,300 3,600 3,800 5,000 +10 +9 +0.2 +11 +6 
Multlunlt residential .......................... 6,620 5,437 5,751 8,030 9,168 9,422 9,238 12,959 17,200 16,200 15,750 15,500 20,200 -6 -3 +6 +11 I +s 
Apartments .. 4,997 4,040 4,323 6,551 7,671 7,831 7,853 11.419 15.200 13.950 13,325 13,000 17,500 -8 -4 +9 +11 +6 
*Excludes homebuilding. tENR estimates tor 1971-'80. #Source of 1965-'70 building statistics: in airports starting 1968. c Irrigation included in hydro-electric and multi-purpose tor years '1965-
F. W. Dodge Division, McGraw-Hill Information Systems Co. a Based on data tor 48 states, ex- '67. d fncludes natural gas and petroleum products pipelines. e Includes railroads 
eluding Alaska and Hawaii.b Airport buildings included in nonresidential building tor years 1965-'67,· 





SELECTED OFFICE-TYPE OCCUPATIONS 
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Appendix C is a list of the 79 selected office-type occupations 
out of the 261 white collar occupations. reported by the Bureau of the 




Computer systems analysts 
Computer specialists, n.e.c. (not counted elsewhere) 
Aeronautical and astronautical engineers 
Chemical engineers · 
Civil engineers 







Operations and systems researchers and analysts 
Personnel and labor relations workers 
Chiropractors, 
Dentists 






Urban and regiona.l . planners 
Social scientists~ n.e,c. 
Draftsmen 
Designers 
Editors and reporters 
Public relations men and publicity workers 
Research workers, not specified · 
Professiona,1 technicah and kindred workers--a11oca.ted. 
Bank officers .and fi nanda l 0 managers . 
Managers and superintendents; building 
Office managers, n.e~c. 
Officials of lodges, societies, and unions. 
Wholesale trade managers and adminis.trators, n.e.c. salaried 
Finance~ insurance, and real estate 
Business and repair s~rvides 
Personal services 
Wholesale trade managers and adminstrators, n.e.c. self-employed 
Finance, insurance, and real estate 
Business and repair s,ervices 
Personal services 
Advertising agents and salesmen 
Insurance agents, brokers:i and underwriters 
Real estate agents.and brokers· 





Clerical. supervisors, n.e.c. 
File clerks 
Messengers, including telegraph, and office boys .. 
Bookkeeping and billing machine pperators 
Calculating machine operators.··. 
Computer and peripheral equipment operators 
Duplicating machine operators 
Keypunch operators 
Tabulating machine operators 
Office machine operators~ n.e.c. · 
Payroll and timekeeping clerks 
Proof readers· 







Clerical .and kindred workers--allocated 
l 06 
APPENDIX D 
THE EFFECT OF LEADING THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES . . . 
IN A PRELI~INARY REGRESSION ANALVSI' 
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TABLE XXI 
THE EFFECT OF LEADING FIXED INVESTMENT IN NONRESIDENTIAL {FIXINVST) 
IN A PRELIMINARY REGRESSION ANALYSI~ 
Lead Time · 
in . Value of .the Coefftci-ent of Determination (R-SQUARE) 
Quarters _ for Differ~nt Number~ of Variables · 
3.Var. 4 Var S·Var. ·. 6 Var 7 Var 8 Var. 9 Var· 
OQ 0.8604* 0.8916*. 0.9253* 0.9281* 0.9298* . 0.9344* 0.9356* · 
lQ 0.8397 0.8642*· 0.8850* 0.8908* · 0.8937* 0.8939* 0.8941* 
2Q 0.8638* 0.8844* 0.9021* 0.9050* 0.9065* 0.9072* 0.9075* 
3Q 0.8512* 0.8856* 0.8930* 0.8937* 0.8960* ·0.8963* 0.8966* · 
4Q 0.8403* 0.8699* · 0~8820* · 0.8850* 0.8874* 0.8887* · 0.8896* · 
SQ 0.8397 0.8512 .0.8623 0.8646 0.8655 0.8658* · 0.8658* 
6Q o.e~97 . 0.8512 · 0.8635*· 0.8688 0.8693* ·o.8695* 0.8696* ,, 
7Q 0.8397 0.8512 .0.8623 0.8646 . 0.8655 0.8656* .0.8656 
8Q 0.8397 · 0.8629*· 0.8738* 0~8747 0.8752* 0.8755* 0.8755* · 
9Q 0.8397 · 0.8&18* 0.8909* 0.8914* 0.8925 · 0 .. 8941* 0.8956* 
lOQ 0.8397 0.-8849*' 0.8926* 0.8943* 0.8946* .. 0.8949* 0.8950* 





























TABLE XXII . 
THE EFFECT OF LEADING THE OCCUPANCY RATE (OCCUPNCY) FOR OFFICE BUILDINGS 
IN A PRELIMINARY REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
Value of the Coefficient of Determination (R-SQUARE) 
for Different Nu~bers of ·Variables 
3 Var· 4 Var 5 Var· 6 Var·. 7 Var, 8 Var 9 Var· 
0 .. 8604* 0.8916* · 0.9253* 0.9281* · 0.9298* 0.9344*· 0.9356* 
0.8098 0.8630 · 0.9125 0.9163 0.920.6 0.9232 0.9240 
0.8098 0.8630* · 0.9147* 0.9178* 0.9206. 0.9238* 0.9263* · 
0.8164* 0.8630 0.912.5 0.9173*· 0.9206 0.9233* 0.9265* 
0.8098 0.8630 0.9177* 0.9193* · 0.9206 o.~232 0.9245* 
0.8098 · 0.8630 . 0.9125 · 0.9163· 0.9206 0.9232 0.9240 
0.8098. 0.8630 0.9125 0.9170* 0.9206 0.9.232 0.9240 
0.8098 0.8630 0.9125 0.9163 0.9206 0.9232 0.9253* 
0.8098 0.8630 0.9125 0.9163 0.9206 0.9232 0.9240· 















THE EFFECT OF·LEADING CORPORATE_PROFlCT {CORPROFT) 
IN A PRELIMINARY REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
Lead Time. 
in Value of the CQefftcient of Oetermina~ion {R-SQUARE) 
' Quarters for Different Nui:nbers .of Vari~bles 
3 Var· 4 Var· 5 Var· 6 Var·· 7 Var· 8 Var 
OQ 0.8604 0.8916 0.9253 0.9281* · 0.92~8* 0.9344*-
lQ 0.8604 0.8916 0.9253 0.9303* 0.9310* • ·0.9329* 
2Q 0.8604 · 0.8916 0.9253 0.928.1 0.9294 0.9298* 
3Q 0.8604 0.8916 0.9253 0.9281 0.9294 0.9296 
4Q 0.8604 0.8916 0.92~3 o. 9281 ·· 0.930~* 0.9315* 
5Q 0.8604 0.8916 0.9:253 o.92a1 0.9.301* 0.9312* . 
6Q 0.8604 0.8916 0.92~3 · 0.9281 0.9294 0.9299* 
7Q 0.8604 0.8916 0.9253 0.9363* . 0.9382* 0.9394,*-
SQ 0.8604 0.8946* 0.9253 0.9305* · 0.9328* 0.9343* · 
9Q 0.8604 0.8945* 0.9253 0.9294* · 0.9312* 0.9325* 
lOQ 0.8604 0.8944* 0.925_3 0.9290* 0~9304* · 0.9318* 





































SQ 0.8214 · 
6Q 0.8214 
7Q 0.8214 




THE EFFECT OF LEADING GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT (GNP) 
IN A PRELIMINARY REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
Value of the Coefficient of Determination (R-SQUARE) 
for Different Numbers of Variables 
4 Var 5 Var 6 Var 7 Var 8 Var 
0.8916* 0.9253* 0.9363* 0.9382* 0.9394* 
0.8717* 0.8997* Q.9032* 0.9075* 0.9089*, 
0.8555* ·. 0.8918* 0.;8972* 0.8982* 0.9000* · 
0.8402 0 .. 8688* 0.8812* 0.8928* 0.8951* 
0.8747* 0.8909* 0.9099* · 0.9189* 0.9208*· 
0.8402 .. 0.8571* 0.8728* 0.8859* 0.8948* 
0.8736* 0.8814* · 0.888_4* 0.8972* 0.9013* 
0.8656* 0.8802*. 0.8884* 0.8989* 0.9026* 
0.8521* 0.8660* · 0.874.7* 0.8870*· 0.8908* 
0.8812* · 0.8902* 0 • .8970* 0.9082* 0.9161* 











o. 9229* · 
0.9119* 
*The variable GNP is .included in this regression analysis. CORPROFT leads by seven 






























THE EFFECT OF LEADING THE INTEREST RATE ON FEDERAL FUNDS (FEDFUNDS) 
IN A PRELIMINARY REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
3 Var 4 Var 
0.8604 0.8916 
0.8604 0.8916 




0.8604 · 0.8916 
0.8604 0.9001* 
0.8604 0.8916 
.0.8604 0.8916 . 
Value of the Coefficient of Determination {R=SQUARE) 
for Differ.ent Numbers of Variables 
5 Var 6 Var 7 Var 8 Var. 
0.9253* 0.9363* 0.8382* 0.9394* 
0.9164 0.9251 0.9314 0.9321 
0.9164 0.9251 0.9314 0.9386* 
. o. 9164 0.9251 0.9363* 0.9419* 
0.9164 0.9251 0.9314 o. 9377* · 
0.9164 0.9251 0.9314 0.9321 
0.9263* · 0.9306* 0.9354 0.9393*· 
0.9173* 0.9252* 0.9322* 0.9359* 
0.9164 · 0.9251 0.9314, 0.9321 
9 Var 









The variable FEDFUNDS is included in th,is regression analysis. CORPROFT 1 ea.ds by seven 
quarters in all of the above calculattons. 












COMPUTER PRINTOUT OF THE MODEL 
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OFFICE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION VOLUME USING MULTIPLE REGRESSION 14:11 WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1974 
TITLE 1 CFFICE BUILOil'.G CCl'.STRUCTION VOLUME USil'.G MULTIPLE REGRESSION' 
CCMMENT -
************************="****************************************•*******·******* 
Tt11S HOGRAM PRECICTS FUTURE VOLUME ·oF OFFICE BUILDING CONSTRLCTION >· 
BY LSING MULTIPLE REGR~SSICN Al'.ALYSIS. 
···************************•········································*********•*** 
l'.EWFLAl'.S ANC PLANS58 LEAC BY 7 QUARTERS. 
FEDFUl'.DS LE~D BY i CUARTERSo 
- CCRFRCFT ANC FRGFIT5B LEAC BY 7 QUARTERS. 
ACJLSTED GNP AND GNP58DCL ARE USED IN THIS RUN.-
EXPLA·NATICN CF VARIABLES 
BIC_VCL BIDDING VCLUME FOR OFFICE BUILDINGS IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS 
SOURCE - ENGil'.EERI"G NEWS RECORD 
MCGRAW-HILL INC• 
BID58DOL BIDDING ~CLUl'E FCR CFFICE BUILDINGS IN 14ILLICl'.S OF 1958 DOLLARS. 
SOURCE - ENGINEERING NEWS RECORD 
l'CGRAW~~ILL INC. 
CURRENT DCLLAR AlolCUNT "1ULTIPLIEC BY TH 
ENR BUILDING INDEX 1~58=100 
CLERKEMP CLERICAL El'PLCYl'El'.T IN l'ILLICNS·. 
SOURCE - EMPLOYMENT AND EARNINGS TABLE A49. 
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTic·s 
US CEPART~ENT CF LABCRo 
CCl'.STCON VALUE Of CCNSTRUCTION CONTRACTS FDR OFFICE AND BANK BUILDINGS 
IN THE -U.S. IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS. 
SOURCE - DODGE CONSTRUCTION POTENTIALS 
F,W. DODGE DIVISION 
~CGRAW-HILL INFORMATION SYSTEMS CC. 
CCl'.58COL VALUE OF CCNSTRUCTION CONTRACTS FOR OFFICE AND BANK BUILDINGS 
I" THE U.S. IN MILLIONS OF 1958 DCLLARSo 
( SEASONALLY ADJLSTED I 
- SCURCE - COCGE CONSTRUCTION POTENTIALS 
F.h. OCDGE DIVISION 
MCGRAW-HILL INFORMATION SYSTEMS CO. 
CORPBCND RETURN PAID BY CORPORATE BONCS II'. PERCEl'.T. 
SOURCE - BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST TABLE 86, SERIES 116 
BUREAU OF ECONOMIC-ANALYSIS 
SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC STATISTICS ADHl'.ISTRAT ION 




OFFICE BUILDING CCNSTRUCTIOII; VOLUME USING ~ULTIFLE REGRESSION 14:ll WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1974 
CC~FRCFT CCRPOl'ATE FRCFIT AFTER TAXES IN BILLIONS -OF CURRENT DOLLARS, 
( SEIISONALLY ADJUSTED AT ANNUAL RATES I 
SOURCE - BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST TABLE B5, SERIES 16 
US CEPIIRT~ENT OF COMMERCE, 
PROFIT58 CORPORATE PROFIT AFTER TAXES IN BILLICNS CF 1958 DOLLARS. 
I SEASONALLY ADJUSTED AT ANNUAL RATES I 
SOURCE - BUSII\ESS CCNOITICNS DIGEST TABLE 85, SERIES 18 
US DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, 
FEDFUNDS FEDERAL Ft;t.DS RATE [N PERCENT• 
SOURCE - FEDERAL RESERVE BULLETIN 
TABLE - MCNEY MARKET RATES 
BCARC CF GCVEI\CRS OF THE FEDERAL l'ESERVE SYSTEM, 
FIXINVST FIXEC INVESTl'Et.T IN NONRESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES IN BILLICNS CF 
CURRENT DCLLARS, 
I SEASONALLY ADJUSTED Al ANNUAL RATES 
SOURCE - SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS TABLE! 
BLREAU OF ECCI\Cl'IC ANALYSIS 
US DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, 
FIX58DOL FIXED IN~ESTPEI\T It. NCI\RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES IN BILLIONS CF 
195E DOLLARS, 
I SEASONALLY ADJUSTED AT ANNUAL !>ATES 
SOURCE - SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS TABLE 1 
BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
US CEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, 
GNP GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT" IN BILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLAGS, 
I SEASONALLY ADJUSTED AT ANNUAL RATES I 
SOURCE - BLSHESS CONDI TI CNS CI GEST TABLE Al, SERIES 200 
BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
US CEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE. 
GNP58DOL GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT IN BILLIONS OF 1958 DOLLARS. 
C SEASONALLY ADJUSTED AT ANNUAL RATES I 
SOURCE - 8l.SI1\ESS CCNDITIGNS GIGEST TABLE Al, SERIES 205 
BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
GOVSEClR L,S, GOVERNPE"'T SECUl'ITIES ITAXABLEI, 3 TO 5 VEAR ISSUES, 
SOURCE - FEOERAl RESERVE BULLETIN 
TABLE - MCNEY MARKET RATES 
BOARD CF GOVENCRS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM, 
NEWPLANS VALUE CF NEW PLANS FOR CONSTRUCTION OF OFFICE BUILDINGS 
IN ~ILLIOhS OF CURRENT COLLARS, 
PLANS5e 
SOURCE - ENGINEERING NEWS RECORD 
,cGRAW-~ILL INC. 
VALUE OF NE~ PLANS FOR COI\STRUCTION OF CFFICE BUILDINGS 
IN ~ILLIONS OF 1958 DOLLARS, 
SOURCE - Et.GI,..EERI~G NEWS RECCRC 
MCGl'A•-HilL INC. 
CURRENT DOLLAR AMOUNT MULTIPLIED BY THE 
Et.R BUilOING INDEX 1958=100 
OCCUPNCY OCCUPANCY OF OFFICE BUILDINGS IN PERCENT~ 
SCURCE - SKYSC~APEP ~ANAGEMENT MAGAZINE 




OFFICE BUILDII\G CCNSTRUCTICI\ VCLU~E USII\G l'ULTIFLE REGRESS[ON 14:11 WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBEf.. 11, 1974 
DATA CFFSLDG ; 
INPUT DATE$ 1-7 CLERKEMP 21-25 3 CDN58DOL 57-62 CCRPBOND 64-68 
CCNSTCON #2 9-14 
DATERATE S #3 1-7 GC~SECUR #3 74-78 
ORCS 
32 OBSER~ATIOI\S IN DATA SET CFFBLDG 
DAU FEDRATE ; 
[NPUT DATEFED S 1-7 FEDFUI\CS 29-33 
CARDS 
32 OBSERVATIONS IN DATA SET FECRATE 
DATA CCCLPIEC ; 
INPUT DATEOCC $ 1-7 OCCUPNCY 14-19 
CAR CS 
32 OBSERVATIONS IN DATA SET OCCUPIED 
DATA BCThGNPS ; 
INPUT CATEGNP $ 1-7 GNP 9-14 GI\P58DOL 16-Zl 
CAR CS 






INPUT DATEPRFT $ 1-7 PROFIT58 9-13 CORPROFT 15-19 
CARDS 
32 CBS ERV AT IONS IN CATA SET PROF ITS 3 VARIABLES 
DATA F_lNVEST ; 
INPUT CATEFIX S 1-7 FIX58DOL 9-13 FlXlNVST l~-19 
CARDS 
32 OBSERVATIOhS IN CATA SET F_INVEST 3 VARIABLES 
DHA ENR_BID ; 




OFFICE BUILCl~G CC~STRUCT!O~ VCLU~E JSl~G ,uLTIFLE REGRESS10N 14:ll WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1974 
32 OBS ERV AT !CNS IN CATA SET ENR_B ID 3 VAP !ABLES 
CATA Ei,RPLANS 
INPUT CATEPLNS $ 1-7 PLAI\S59 9-14 NEWPL ANS lt:-21 
CARDS 
32 CBSERVATICNS IN CATA SET EN RPLA~S 3 VARIABLES 
CATA CFfBLOGl 
MERGE OFFeLtG FEDPATE 
32 OBS ERV AT IONS IN DATA SET OFFBLDGl 9 VARIABLES 
DATA OCCRATE 
,ERGE CCCUPIEO BOT~GNPS 
32 OBSERVATIONS IN DATA SET OCCRATE 5 VARIABLES 
DATA PROF 112 
MERGE PROFITS F_!NVEST 
32 OaSER\/AT!ONS IN DATA SET PRCFIT2 6 VARIABLES 
DATA PROF! T3 
MERGE ENR_BID ENRPLANS 
32 OBSER\/ATIC~S IN CAU SET PRCFJT3 6 VARIABLES 
DAH CFFBLCG2 
MERGE OFFBLDGl OCCRATE· 
32 OBS ERV AT !CNS IN DATA SET CFFBLDG2 14 VAR !ABLES 
OHA FFOF IT4 • MERGE PROFIT2 PROFIT3 
32 OBSERVATIONS IN CATA SET PRCFIT4 12 VARIABLES 
CATA CFFBLDG3 
~ERGE CFFBLOG2 PRCFIT4 
__, 
32 OBSERVATIONS IN CATA SET OFFBLOG3 26 VARIABLES 
__, 
" 
OFFICE BlJILD!NG CJNST~UCT!G~ VC·LUME usfo::, MULTIPLE REGRESSION 14:11 riEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1974 
PROCECURE PRINT CATA=QFFBLCG3 
VARIABLES DATE CO~STCC~ CATEG~P ENP DATEGCC CCCUPNCY DATEPRFT CORPROFT 




OBS DATE CONSTCCN 
l l C_l 966 558.0 
2 2Q_lS66 621.3 
3Q_l<;(:(: 603, S 
4 4Cl966 574.5 
5 1 Q_!Sl:7 599,4 
6 2Q_l967 786.6 
7 3Cl967 102.2 
8 4Q_l%7 734. 3 
9 1ClS68 666,4 
10 2C_lS68 944.2 
11 3ClSl:8 93 7. 3 
12 4Q_l9.68 1129.2 
13 l r;;_l 969 1318,7 
14 2C_l969 1568,4 
15 3Cl969 113 l. 7 
1(: 4Q_H69 1338, t 
17 1,_1970 1260. 5 
18 2Cl970 1094.2 
19 3Q_l970 1362 • .2 
20 41;_1970 890.l 
.21 H_lS7l 1257.9 
22 2Q_1<;71 llEl. l 
23 3 ,_l 97l 1226,0 
24 4Q_l sn l 083. 0 
25 lQ_l972 1204,9 
26 2i;_1972 1283.l 
21 3Q_lG72 1371.3 
28 41;_1972 1426.7 
2 <; lClS73 1427.4 
30 2Q_ l 973 1338.5 
31 31;_1973 1672 .2 
32 4Q_l 973 1287,5 
CFFICE BUILDING CCNSTRUCTICN VCLUME USING MULTIPL~ REGRESSION 
CATE GNP Gr,.p CHECCC OCCUPNCY DATEPRFT CORPROFT DATEFIX 
lQ_l 966 7 2c;. 5 lQ~l Sec 92. Cl 2Q_l 964 38.5 l C_l 966 
2Q_l96b 743.3 2Q_l S6b 92.65 3Q_l 964 39. l 2Q_l966 
3Q_l96e 1is=. S 3Cl S66 92.65 4i;._l964 39.0 3Q_ l %6 
4,l_l 966 11c.1 4Q_Hl:6 91. 57 Hl_l%5 43.8 4,._1966 
lQ_l 967 774.4 H_l%7 91.57 2Q_l965 43.8 lQ_l967 
2Q_l91:7 784. 5 2Q_l S67 91.58 3 Q_l 965 44.l 2Q_l967 
3C_l 967 800.9 3Q_lS67 91.58 4Q_l91:5 41:. 3 3Q_l 967 
41Ll 967 815 .9 4Q_l 967 91. 77 Hl_l 966 49,2 4Q_l967 
lQ_l968 834.0 lQ_lSl:8 91. 77 2!;_1966 49.2 1Q_l968 
2Cl 968 857 .4 2C_l 968 92.15 3Q_l 966 49. 4 2Q_l968 
3Q_l %8 875,2 3 Cl 968 92.15 4<._l 966 49.3 3Q_l968 
4Q_l 968 890.2 4Q_lS68 93. 61 lQ_l 967 46. 5 4Q_l968 
lQ_l 969 907.0 11Ll%9 93.61 2Q_l967 46. 5 1Q_1969 
2Q_l9t:9 92?. ~ 2Q_l S69 95.07 3Q_l 967 47.l 2Q_l969 
3Q_l969 941.7 3Q_l Sc9 95. 07 4Q_l 967 50.1 31._1969 
4Q_l%9 948.9 4Q_l 969 95.25 lQ_l968 49.l 4Q_l969 
lQ_l 970 c;s e. s lCLl S70 95.25 2C_l 968 50. 7 lQ_l970 
2Q_l970 970.6 2Q_l S70 94.00 3Q_l 9c8 51.2 2 Q_l 970 
3Q_l 970 987.4 Hl_l970 94.00 411_1968 52.8 3Q_l970 
4:Ll970 9n.e 4Q_lS70 92.97 lQ_l 969 49.5 4Q_l970 
lQ_l97l 10 27 .2 lQ_l 971 92.97 2Q_l969 49,7 l Q_l 971 
2Q_l <;71 1046.<: 2Q_l 97l 92.44 3Q~l969 47.9 2Q_l97! 
3i,J_l971 1063.5 3Q_l S71 92.44 4Q_l 969 4 7, l 3 Q_l 97l 
4Q_l 971 lO 84 .2 4i;_l sn 90.07 lQ_l970 44,c 4Q_l 97l 
lQ_l972 1112. 5 lQ_l 972 90.07 211_1970 43,9 lQ_1972 
2Q_l972 1142.4 2Q_l972 87. 77 3Q_1970 45.4 2Q_l 972 
3Q_l 972 1166 .5 3Q_l 972 87.77 4Q_l970 4!.4 3Q_l972 
4Q_l972 1199. 2 4Q_l S72 87.38 l 11_1971 43.2 411_1972 
lQ_l973 1242.5 lQ_l 973 87.38 2Q_l911 45. 8 lQ_l 973 
2Q_l 973 127 2. 0 2'Ll ~73 86 .23 3Q_l 971 46.6 2Q~ 1973 
3Q_l 973 l3C4. 5 3Q_l~73 86. 23 4Q_l 97l 48,0 3Q_l973 





28.2 2Q_l9e 5 
2 9. 0 3Q_l965 
27,2 4Q_l965 
27,7 1'Ll 966 
27,7 2Q_l 966 
29. 8 3Q_l966 
28. 9 4Q_l 966 
2c;. 4 lQ_l967 
30,3 2Q_l967 
32.6 3Q_l967 
32.3 4Q_l 9(:7 
35.2 1Q_l%8 
35. 1 2Q_l%8 
35.5 3Q_l968 
36,l 411_1968 
36. 2 lQ_l%9 
36.3 2Q_l969 
37,6 3Q_l 969 
38.3 4Q_l 9t 9 
38,7 lQ_l970 
38, 8 2Q_l 970 
41,3 3Q_l970 
4!.0 4Q_l970 
41. 3 Hi_l 971 
43.0 2Q_l971 
45,3 3 Q_l 971 
47, 2· 4Q_l971 
49,5 lQ.:_1972 





































OFFICE BUILDI~G CC~STRUCTIC~ VCLUME USING MULTIPLE REGRESSION 14:11 WEDNESDAY; SEPTEMBER ll, 1974 
PRCCEcuµ~ PRI~T CATA=CFFBLCG3 
VAR !ABLES GNP OCCUPNCV BID~~CL NEwPLANS CORPBC~D CORPROFT FIXINVST FEDFUNDS 
GDVSECU• CLERKE~F CONSTCON 
N 
0 
~.FFICE BL!LDl~G CCNSTi>.UCTIOI\ VCLUME USHG ~ULTIPLE REGRESSION 
OBS GNP OCCUPNC ~- aIO_vtL · NEIIPLOS CCRPBCNO CCFFROFT FIX INVST FEDFUNDS GOVSECUR CLERKE~P C ON~;c CN 
l 1·29.5 92.01· .229.9 281.7 5.12 38.5 2 0. 6 3.46 4.95 l ~ .471 558 .o 
2 74:!. 3 92. 65 190 •. 0 528~9 5.53 39.l 28 .1 3.58 !t. 94 11 .•. 635 · 621.3 
3 .., ~ 5. c; 9 2.65 -217.3 392. 4 t:. cc 39.0 28.9 3.97 5.47- .11.923 603.9_ 
4- 77C. 7 91.57 25b .• 9 483. 7 6.04 43.8 28.2 4. 08 5.29 12.220 574.5 
5 774.4 c;~. 57 230. e ~97. t 5.48 43.8 29 .6 4.07 4.~5 12.0.95 59·9.4 
6 784.5 gl.56 377.7 509.C s.as 44.l 21.2 4._17 4.70 12.238. 786.~ 
7 ecc. 9 91. 58 467.6 435.1 6.23 . 46.3 21.1 4. 56 5.20 12.343 702 .2-
B 815.9 91. 77 370. 5 538. e 6.78 49.2 21.1 4.91 5.66 12. 624 ·734. ?·· 
9 834.0 91.77 461.7 575.9 6.45 ·49. 2 29.8 5.34 5.63 · l.2.t:94 66b .4 
10 E 57. 4 92.1·5 543.9 619.4 6e94 49.4 28~9 5.57 s. 78 12 .• 816 944.2 
11 · 87~. 2 92. 1 !:: 4!4. c; 746.0 6. 71 49.3 29.4 4.82 5.35 12.823 937.3 
12 EI Co 2 93.bl 301.7 · ol4.o· 7.05 '46.5 30~3 3.99 5. 63 12.876 l! 29 .2 
13 <;'cl. C 93. t:l 286. 7 922.6 7.4-6 46.5 ?2 .o. 3.89 6.18 :13. l 71 1318. 7 
14 923.5 95.07 324.4 11:.1:. e 7.73 47.1 3·2.3 4.17 6.37 13.281 1568.4 
15 S41.7 95 .01 590.0 '926. 2 8.15 50.1 :!S. 2 4. 79 7.23 13.478 1\31.7 
lt: 94E.9 95.25 412. t 831. ~ a.01 49.l 35.l 5o98 7.67 . l3o655 1338.t:. 
17 958.S 95.25 476.7 544.C 8•95 so. 7 35.5. 5.94 1.11 13.906 1260·. 5 
1E S 7C.6 94.00 622.·8 698.9 9.44 s1.2 36. l 5.92. 7.77 -13. 748 1094.2 
19 'i87.4 94.00 4Q7. 8 697.4 9.06 52.-0· 36.2 6.58 7.46 .p.560. 1362.2 
2C 991.8 92.97 559.7 see.a e.75 49. 5 36.3 8.33 6.43 13-639 890 .1 
21 1027. 2 92.97 229.3 896.C 7.60 ·49._7. 37.6 8.98 s. 26 · . 13. 281 1257.9 
22 1041:.9 92 .44 40t:.4 ee4.7 0. os 47.,9 ~8.3 8 .9·4 5.93 B.2eo 118!., .. 
23 lCl:3 •. 5 92.44 530.2 1199.8 8.09 47.1 3e.1 a. 51 6.37 13·.5oi; ~'22t .o 
24 1CE4.2 90. C7 397.1 845.9 7.64 44.6 '38.8 1.·e0 5. 53 13 .. 69! l 083 .o 
25 1112.5 90.07 334.9 1065. 4 7.4'i 43~9. 41,3 6070 5 .53 14.117 1204.9 
u 1142._4 87.77 251.1 708.4 7.67 45.4 41.0 5. 57 5. 82 14;205 1283.1 
27 ll6t.5 87·. 11 . 289. 9 eec.1 · 7.68 · 41.4 4.1.3 3.86 · 5.98 -14. 338 1371. 3 . 
28 1199. 2 87.38 392.2 61:6.9 7.54 43. 2 43~0 4.56 6.07 14. 33.3 !4:26o7 
2S 1242.~ -87~38 289.8 744.5 T.68 45.B 45.3 5.48 6". 58 14. 3i!2 1427.4 
30 1272.0 86.23 374. 5 ·E47. 3 .:1. 71 ·46.6 47.2 4.75 6.76 14. 45i 1338.5 
31 1304.5 86.23 483 •. 2 1031.2 B.17 48.o· 49.5 3.54 7 •. 47 <14.630 1672 .? 
32 1~a1. ~ 87.61 528.9 122.0 7.97 5_5.2 51.7 4.30 6. 86- !4. 750 1287.5 
,, __, 
N __, 
OFFICE BUILDING CONS1~~CT!C~ VCLUPE USl~G ,uLT!FLE REGRESSION 14:11 WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1974 
PRCCECURE RS~UARE PRIH=S CAT~=OFFBLDG3 
VARIABLES G~P OCCUPNCY B!D_VCL NEWPLANS CORPBC~C CORPROFT F!X!NVST FEDFUNCS 



















CFF ICE BUILCING CONSTRUCT ION VOLUME US! NG MULTIPLE REGRESSION 
ALL PCSSIBLE REGRESSICN ~CCELS FCR CEPENCENT VARIABLE CCNSTCON 












c. 80641010 GNP CCCUPNCY CCRFROFT 
C.821:l1143 GCCUPNCY BID_VOL CLERKEMP 
3 0 .82243696 GNF OCCUPNCY ·Blt_VOL 
c. 82951:936 GN~ OCCUFNCY FlXINVST 
o.a421:;s1s GNP OCCuPNCY FEDFLNDS 
------------------------------------· 
4 C. 851 E'i55<; G~P B!D_VOL FIXIN~ST GCVSECUR 
4 0.85229280 GNP OCCUPNCY NEWPLANS FEDFUNDS 
4 c.e634767c GNP OCCUPNCY BIC_VCL FIXIIWST 
4 O.Bt:464027 GNP OCCUPNCY BID_VOL FEDFLNDS 
4 o.s912oso1 GNF OCCUPNCY FIXINVST fEDPUNDS 
----------------------------------------------------~~ 
0.89699694 GNP OCCUPNCY NEWPLANS FIXINVST FEDFUNDS 
c. 8%4C554 GNP OCCUPNCY FIXINVST FECFUNCS CLERKEMP 
0.90203494 GNP OCCLPNCY BID_VOL F!X!NVST GOVSECUR 
5 0.91017306 GNP OCCUPNCY CORPROFT FIXINVST FEDFUNDS 




























CFFIC"E BlJILDING CCI\SBUCTICI\ VCL.UME USII\G MULTIPLE REGRESSION 
JILL PO.SS IBLE REGRESS ION MuDELS FOR DEPENDENT VARI IIBLE CCNSTCON 
VARIABLES .IN MCCEL 
GN.F CCCUP'ICY SIC_VCL CCRPEOND FIXINVST GOVSECU~ 
GNP OCClJPNCY BID_VCL ctRPetl\D FIXlNVST FEDFUNDS 
GNF OCCUPNCY BIC_VCL CORPROFT FIXINVST FEDFUNDS 
GNF OCCUPNCY B.IC_VCL I\EWPLIINS F.IXINVST FEDFUNDS 
GNP GCCUPNCY BID_VOL F~XII\VST FEDFUNDS .GCVSECUR ·~~~--·-.--~-~-. 
GNP OCCI.PNEY liID..:VCL ~E!!PLUS CCRPBCNC FIXINVST FECFUI\DS 
GNF OCCUPNCY BIC_VOL CORPBOND FIXINVST FEDFUNDS GCVS.frUR 
GNP CCCUPNCY BIC_VCL CORPRC~T. FIXINVST FEDFUNDS GOVSECUR 
C-NP OCCUPNC V 8 ID_ VOL FI XI ~VST FEDFUNDS GCVSECUR CLERKEIIP 









GNF OCCUPNCY BIC_VOL NEIIPLANS CORPBOND F!XINVST FEOFUNOS CLERKEMP 
GNF OCCUPNCV BIC_VCL CCRP~CFT FIXINVST FEDFUNDS GOVSECUR ·CLERKEMP 
GNP OCCUPNCV BID_VOL NEWPLAr.S CORPROFT FIXINVST FEOFUI\DS G[;VSECUR 
GNF OCCUPNCV BIC_VOL ~EWPLANS CORPBOND FIXINVST FEOFUNDS GOVSECUR 
GNP OCClJPNCV BIO_VCL I\EWPLANS FIXIl',VST FEDFUNDS GCVSECUR CLERKEMP 











GNF CCCUPNCY B~C_VCL l\'EWPLANS CORPBDNC CORPROF'f F IXINVST FEOFUNOS CLERK!:MP 
GNP OCCliPNCY BID_VDL CCRPBCI\D CORPROFT FlXl~iin FECFUI\DS GOVSECUR CLERKEMP 
GNF OCCUPNCV B IC_VCL I\EWPLANS CORPBOND CORPROFT F DINVST FEDFUNDS GOVSECUR 
GNP OCCLPNCV BID_VOL NEWPLOS CCRPBONC FIXINVST FEDFUI\DS GOVSECUR CLERKEMP 
GNF OCCUPNCY BIC_VOL NEWPLANS CORPROFT FIXINVST FEDFUI\DS GCVSECUR CLERKEMP 
---------------------------~---------------------·--~~-




OFFICE BUILCl~G CONSTRUCTION VOLUME USING ~LL1IPLE ~~GRESSICN 14:11 WEC!lll:SCAY, S:PTEMBH 11, 1974 
PROCEDLRE REGR SC DATA=(FFBLDG3 
~CDEL CO~STCGN = G~P CCCUP~CY NEWPLANS F!XINVST FEOFUNDS IP CLI 
MOCEL CONSTCON = GNP OCClJPI\CY FIXINVST FEDFui'<CS CLERKE'4P I F CLI 
MCDEL COI\STCCN = GNP CCCUF~CY BID_VOL FIXIIWST GOVSECUR I P CLI 
nDEL CONSTCON = GNP OCCUPNCY CORPROFT FIXINVST FEDFUNDS IP CLI 
MODEL CONSTCON = GNP OCCUPI\CY BID_VOL FIXII\VST FEDFUNCS I .P CLI 
MODEL CO~STCON = GI\P cccuFr,,cy BIC_VOL NEWPLANS CORPBOND CORPROFT FIXl~VST 




********************************************************•******-******************************~* .. * .. PRDC -REGR OFFICE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION VOLUME USING ~ULTIPLE REGRESSIC~ * 
* * .. DATA SET OFFBLDG3 ~U~BER CF VARl.6eLES = 11 NUMBER OF CLASSES= 0 * • * 
* V.6RUELES CLERKE~F CCRPEC:NC CONSTCON GOVSECUR FECFLNOS OCCUPNCY GNP CORPROFT * 
* * 





OFFICE BUILCING CONSTRUCTION VOLUME USING MULTIPLE REGRESSION 
N = 32 S114PLE STATISTICS 
V bR !ABLE SUM MEAN UNCORRECTED SS CORRECTED SS 
UERKE~P 425.16 000000 l3.28f>25000 5b74.03670800 25045465800 
CORFBOND 235.88000000 7.3712~000 1111. 00940000 38.27 895 0.00 
CC~STCCN 34581.30000000 1080.b6562500 40547397.68999997 31 n~75 •. 51218750 
GOV S.ECUR 194. 31COOOOC 6.07218750 1205.45030000 25.56354688 
FECFU~CS l 11.25000000 5.~S1562SC 1000 .• 31C5CCCC 83. 85542187 
OCCLPNCY 2928.64000000 g1.52000000 268250.68880000 22l.55600COO 
GNP 31260.20000000 916. 88125COO 31495158.45999998 957655.20875000 
CCR FRCFT 14 94 • 00000000 46 .68750000 10224. 2cccoooo 413. C7500COO 
FIX INV ST ll36.80COCOOO 35.52500000 41856. 06000000 l.471.24000000 
B IC_VCL 12251.10000000 382. E4-6875C.C ~l336~8.23CCCOCC 443402. 87.968 750 









15 • 2 f0483 87 



























































































































o. 24c 1 













































0, 513352 · 
c. 0027 
CORPB01'10 
CONS TC ON 
0.195420 
c. 283€ 
CONS TC ON 
GO'IISECt!R . 
o.160982 
o. 3 788 











O. l 897 
GNP 
CORPROH 
o. 3.7832 7 
. 0,0328 
CORPROFT 












































































































































CL ERKE MP 
0.386689 





































































OFFICE BUILDING CCNSTRUCTICN VOLUME USING MULTIPLE REGRESSION 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE , REGRESSICN COEFFICIENTS, AND STATISTICS CF FIT FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE CONSTCON 
SCLRCE DF SUM CF s,uiRES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PROB> F A-SQUARE c.v. 
REGRESSION 5 284651 c;. 60! 04258 569303. 92020852 44.84665 0.0001 0.89609694 10.42595 
ERRCR 26 330055 .91114492 126',4. 458120<;6 
STD DEV CONSTCON MEAN 
CCRRECTEC TOT AL 31 31""/e57 5. 51.2 lE 7 50 
112.66968590 1080.66563 
SOURCE DF SEQUENT! AL SS F VALUE PROB > F PARTIAL SS F VALUE PROB> F 
GNP l 2 C5067C.95035426 161.54064 0.0001 485458.2946~656 38. 24175 o. 0001 
CCCUPNCY 1 475l78.53S33S32 :n. 431 c,1 0.0001 536513.98725320 42.26364 0.0001 
NE~PLA~S l 2573.19625154 0.20210 0.6563 l 5539. 58875063 1.22412 0.2787 
FIJIIN~ST l l0685e. 723S7577 8.41759 0 .0075 139147.15918492 10. 9cl25 0.0027 
FECFUI\CS l 211240. l 91122t8 16. 64035 o. 0004 211240.19112268 16.64035 0.0004 
SOURCE B VALUES T FOR HO:B=O PROB > IT I STC ERR B STD B VALUES 
INTERCEPT -8703.12092556 -6.72499 0.0001 1294.14694946 o.D 
GNP· 4.43397736 6.18399 0 .ooo l o. 71700697 2.43454870 
CCCUPN CY 83.09645597 6. 50105 o. 0001 12.78200729 0.69397635 
NEloPLANS 0.17227704 1.10640 0.2787 0.15570936 o.11164121 
FIX INV ST -54.60383981 -3.31C78 0.0021 16.49275074 -1.17512849 




OBS OBSERVED PREDICTED RESICUAL 
~UMBER VALUE VALUE-
1 5 58. oocooooo 446. (1095159 lll.98<;04841 
2 621.30000000 622.70898241 -l.40e9E241 
3 6C3.9COOOOOO 586.80368508 17.09631492 
4 574.50000000 6C9. 10268277 -35.2 0268277 
5 599.40000000 602. 67779775 -3.271H775 
6 7 86. 6 coco 000 725.01393959 6 l.58606041 
7 102.20000000 733.12345C71 -30. 92345071 
!3 734.30000000 811. 232 50604 -76.93250604 
9 666.40000000 756.11592212 -89.71592212 
10 944.20000000 933. ~92484le 10. 60151582 
11 937.30000000 .1054. 28433519 -116.98433519 
12 1129. 20000000 1222. 53042553 -93.33042553 
13 1318. 70000000 1230. 89826754 81. 80173246 
14 1568.40000000 13<;7.27686071 171.1231392<; 
15 1131. 70000000 1308. Cl 788014 -l 76.31788014 
16 1338.60000000 1269. 06182211 6c;. 53El nee; 
17 126 c. 5 0000000 1242.17728449 17.7227i551 
18 1094.20000000 1187. 14148183 -93. 54148183 
19 1362 • 2 0000000 1214. <;2584500 147.27415500 
20 ec;o.10000000 1065. C,5131282 -175 .a 5131282 
21 1257.90000000 1112. ~4979491 145. 5 502 C509 
22 1181. l coooooo 1118.00907282 63.09092718 
23 1226. 00000000 1247. 37034810 -21.3703.4810 
24 1083.00000000 1119.26385600 -36. 26385600 
25 12 C4. 9 0000000 . 1220. 40431500 -15.50431500 
26 1283.10000000 1187. <;3974818 95.16025182 
27 13 71.3 0000000 1416~78091839 ~45. 48C<;1839 
28 14.26. 7COOOOOO 13 54. 66658483 72.03341517 
29 1427.40000000 B76. 4669'i769 50. 93300231 
30 1338. 50000000 1371.66965815 -33.16965815 
31 1672.20000000 l4'i8. 11087551 174.08912449 
32 1287.50000000 1537. El991282 -250. 3l'i91282 
SUM OF RE SI DUALS = 
SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS = 
SUM.CF SQUAREC RESICUALS - ERROR SS = 
FIRST ORDER AUTCCCRREL•TICh OF RESIDUALS= 
CUR e IN-WATSON C = 





364 .4226026 8 
351. l '7443546 
480.36836645 
.486.78532359 


































































GFFICE Bli!LDING CGNSTRUCT!Ch VCLU~E USihG MULTIPLE REGRESSION 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE , REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS , AND STATISTICS OF FIT FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE CCNSTCCN 
SOLRCE OF SlJM OF SQLARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PROB> F R-SQUARE C • V. 
REG·RESSION 5 2847499.87923703 569499. 97584741 44. 99573 0.0001 0.89640554 10.41046 t 
ERROR 2c 329075.63295046 12656.75511348 
STD OEV CONSTCON MEAN 
CORECTEC TCTAL 31 3176575.51218750 
112. 50224493 ! OBOo 6656:' 
SCURCE OF SEQUENTIAL SS F VALUE PROB> F PARTIAL SS F VALUE PROB> F 
GNP l 205067C.95035426 162. 02186 0.0001 321552.83029027 25. 40563 0.0001 
CCCUHCY l 475178 .53933832 37.54347 o. 0001 4 755 74. 5 8545192 37.57476 0.0001 
FDINVST l l G9340.2 ll 80934 8.63888 0.0068 168368.35187217 13. 30265 0.00!2 
FECFUNCS 1 195790. 3l0190G2 l5.46n3 o. 0006 211903.94628497 16.74236 0.0004 
GLER~HF l 16519.86694508 l.30522 0.2637 16519.86694508 l.30522 0.2637 
SOLRCE B IIALUES T FCR HO:B=O PROB> IT I STO ERR B STO B VALUES 
INTERCEPT -9Hlo 5E67e399 -7.74421 0.0001 1239.84070820 o. o 
GNP' 5.76051262 5. 04C40 o. 0001 1.142868 21 3.16290486 
CCCUFhCY lOl.16205926 6.12983 o. oco l 16. 50325199 0.84485043 
FU INV ST -- 66. 61€33870 -3.64728 0.0012 18.26521365 -1.43369235 
FECFUNCS -63.74711351 -4.G9114 o. 0004 15. 57945248 -o .327 52655 




OBS OBS EFV I:'.: PREDICTED RESICUAL LCWER 95% CL UPPER 95 i CL 
fl.UMBER VALUE VALUE FOR. INDIVIDUAL FOR I f'<DI VI DUAL 
l 558.00000000 491. ~53'i8532 66. 5 4c01468 226.11483945 756.79:,13119 
2 621.30000000 642.89032289 -21.59032289 386. 4 8 806 85 6 899.29257722 
3 6C3. 90000000 604. E'i571578 -0.99571578 354.64815803 855.14327352 
4 574.50000000 587.08275536 -12. 58275536 339.37673033 834.78878040 
5 5'i9.4COOOOOO 569.81107587 29.58892413 321.54742721 Ill 8. 074 72452 
6 766.60000000 126. 44423477 60.15576523 482 .15945676 970. 7 2901278 
7 1c2.20000000 750. 92593423 -48 •. 72593423 507.32599456 994. 52587390 
8 734. 3 00 coooo 802 • 609915 09 -68.30991509 555.48190103 1049.73792915 
9 666.40000000 131. 68531416 -65. 2 8531416 486.98653811 976.38409020 
10 944.20000000 936.48365599 7. 71634401 690.14066737 1182 •. 82664462 
11 937. 300COCOO 1052. 13393546 .,-115 .43393546 803.88164591 1301.58622500 
12 1129.20000000 1273.E254622C -144. 62546220 1011.62509512 1536.02582929 
13 131 e.10000000 1190.54557473 128.15442527 946. 21141641 1434. 8 7973306 
14 1568. 40000000 1423. C4392047 145.35607953 1159 .93848741 1686.14935354 
15 1131.70000000 1272.99197865 -141.29197865 1021.55372978 1524.43022753 
16 1338.60COOOOO 1243.55418989 95.04581011 993.12777239 1493. 98060738 
17 1260.50000000 124t. 5Cl83'i81 13.99816019 986.20624742 1506.79743220 
18 1094.20000000 1168. 84193975 -74.64193975 919. 08559184 1418.59828767 
19 1362. 20000000 123 8. C4 734491 124.15265509 9%.76408217 1479. 33060764 
20 890.10000000 1C32. C84l3C74 -141.98413074 778.9264508.5 l285.24llH062 
21 1257.90000000 1148 • 26794343 109.63205657 888. 86898135 1407. 6.6690551 
22 1101.10000000 111:4. l 63 77105 16.93622895 901. • 71 759019 1421:.609951'10 
23 1226.00000000 12:n. 28588148 -5. 28581:148 976.8057363.4 1485. 76602663 
24 l (83. ocoooooo 1127.27208371 -44. 27208371 879.32675432 1375. 217413!0 
25 1204. 90000000 1151 •. 0142446 3 53.88575537 904.17503141 1397.85345784 
26 1283 .10000000 .1172.t:9415246 no. 4o~e41•;4 922. 55114527 1422. 83715964 
27 1311. 3 C:.000000 1385. 57236150 -14.27236150 1133.69395232 1637. 45077068 
28 1426.70000000 1311. 11t:63C7C 49. 52336<;30 1129.96793108 1624.38533032 
29 1427.40000000 14oc;. i2122116 18.17877284 1163. 2 5189995 1655.19055"-37 
30 1338. 5oooocioo 1375. (1299433 -36.51299433 1124.86911441 1625.15687425 
31 1672.20000000 l4t:5~ ~c;cc;1111 2 06. 20908229 1206. 84726174 1725.13457368 
32 1287.50000000 1587.17456577 -299.6745657.7 1320.6600%55 1853. 68903500 
SUM OF RESIDIJALS = 0.00000000 
SUM OF SQUAREC RESIDUALS. = 329075.63295261 
SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS - ERROR SS = 0.00000215 
FIRST ORDER AUTOCORRELATION OF RESIDUALS= -0.43662893 
DUR BI !\-WATS Cl\ C = 2. 45324368 
__, 
~ I 
OFFICE BUILDING CONSTRUCTICN VOLUME USING ~ULTIPLE REGRESSICN 
ANALYSIS CF VARIANCE TABLE , REGRESSIC~ COEFFICIENTS, AND STATISTICS OF FIT FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE CGNSTCON 
SCURCE OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PROB > F R-SQUARE C .v. 
R EGRESS ION 5 2 8653 8 2.10536052 573076 .42107210 47.88015 o. 0001 o. 902 03494 10.12365 :g. 
ERROR 26 :lll93o4CH26<;7 llS6B.977l8565 
STD DEV CONST CON MEAN 
CORREC 1EC TOTAL 31 3176575.51218750 
109 .40282074 1080.66563 
SCLRC E DF SEQUENTI.AL SS F VALUE PROB> F PARTIAL SS F VALUE PRCB > F 
GM l 2050670.95035426 171. 3321S o. 0001 577415.89818187 48.24271 0.0001 
OCCUPNCY l 475178.53933832 39.70085 o. 0001 15<;271.44613547 13. 30702 0.0012 
BIC_VOL l 8H,E:. t:13<;3H3 7.24236 0.0123 206349.16390786 17.24033 a. 0003 
F IXINVST l 130365.84370063 10. 89198 o. 0028 207873.81407509 17.36772 0.0003 
GGVSECUR l 122483.l58C2967 10.23339 0.0036 122483.15802967 10. 23339 o. 0036 
SCURCE S VALUES T FOR t,O: B=O PROB > ITI STO ERR B STD B VALUES 
INTERCEPT -5940.:3470€75 -4.44435 0.0001 13 36 .60236361 o.o 
GNP' 4.46706967 6.94570 o. 0001 o. 64314201 2 .45271858 
CCCUPNCY 51. CCl4C331 3.64788 0.0012 13.98111100 0.42593594 
B It_VCL -0.88322781 -4.15215 0.0003 0.21271587 -0.3299836? 
FIXI~VST -69.43151892 -4.16746 C. OC03 16. 66039499 -l.49423476 














































1 C2. 2 OCOOOOO 
734.300COCOO 
666.40000000 



























c32. E:3 846126 









ll 7f>. E:5946552 






1366. i5'l43l 70 
1058. 05212924 












SUM CF s,uA~EC RESICUALS 
SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS - ERROR S S 

































FIRST ORCER AUTOCORREL~TION OF RESIDUALS 
DURBIN-IIATSCI\ D 











































9 25 .0000 2 795 
919. 87582092 
















1524. 07t:81! 73 














OFFICE BUILCING CONSTRUCTION VOLUME USING MULTIPLE REGRESSION 
ANALYSIS OF VAR I ANCE TABLE , REGRESS I CN COEFFICIENTS , AND STATISTICS OF FIT FOR _DEPENDENT VARIABLE CONSTCCN 
SCURCE CF SUM OF SQUIIR ES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PROB> F R-SQUARE c.v. 
REGRESSION 5 2B91233. 453,;53e,; .578246. 69079078 52.68909 0.0001 Oo91Cl7306 9. 69404 !I: 
EHQR 26 285342.05823361 10'i74.6'i454745 
STD DEV CONSTCCN MEAi\ 
CORREC1EC TOTAL 31 317t5l5o 5121E7!:C 
104.76017634 1080.66563 
SOURCE DF SEQU!:NTI Ill SS F VIILUE PROB > F PARTIAL SS F VALUE PROB > F 
GI\P 1 2050670.95035426 186.8544<; o. COCl 678001. 70033230 61.77864 0.0001 
OCCUPNCY l 475178. 53933832 43.29766 0.0001 692090 • 735 36130 63.06241 o. 0001 
CC~PFOFT 1 35173o 1Cl72252 3o2596C 0.0826 60253.44166194 5.49022 0.0210 
FilCllli\ST l 138518. 42014225 12.62162 0.0015 181117. 54817579 17.04991 0.0003 
FECFUNCS l l910t;2. 4423<;654 17041210 0.0003 191092.44239654 17.41210 0.0003 
SGl:RCE B VALUES T FCR HO: 8=0 PROS > ITI STD ERR 8 STD B VALUES 
I I\T ER C EPT -10355.81779764 -8.53:42 o. 0001 1213.56031535 o.o 
GNP 5. 2310',761 7.85994 0.0001 0.66553922 2. 87222076 
OCCU.PNCY 104.87361888 1. 94118 0.0001 13.20629388 0.87584735 
CCRPRCFT . -15.01966058 --2.34:12 0. 027C 6.41010893 -0.18329285 
FI.lCINVST -63.11735715 -4.12915 0.0003 15.43109396 -1. 37126037 






































































16 72.2 0000000 
1287 •. 50000000 

















12 70. 59059819 
1280. 27448677 
1283. 26869669 
11 70. €7974590 
1190. S06 79404 
1048.33126103 
1110. 39693909 











SlJM OF SQUARED RES! C.UA LS 











53. 6232 0193 
-59. 04748552 





















FIRST ORDER ALTCCORRELATION Of RESIDUALS 
DURBIN-~ATSOI\ D 
LOWER 95% CL 




































-o. 4835432 5 
2.80160333 





































OFFICE BUILDI~G CC~STRUCTION VOLUME USING MULTIPLE REGRESSION 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE , REGRESSICN COEFFICIENTS, AND STATISTICS CF FIT FOR CEPENDENT VARIABLE CONSTCGN 
SCLRCE CF SUM CF S(;;UARES MEAN SCJUAR E F VALUE PROB> F R-SQUARE c.v. 
REGRESS ION 5 2922869. 602505«;7 584573. 92050119 59.907()4 0.0001 0.92013226 9. 14086 !Ii 
ERR CR 26 253705.90%8152 9757.919c:C314 
STD DEV CONSTCON MEAN 
CC~RECTEC TOTAL 31 3176575.51218750 
,;0. 7821826,2 1080.66563 
SOURCE DF SEQUENTIAL SS F VALUE PROB > F PARTIAL SS F VALUE PROB> F 
GNP 1 2(,50670.95035426 210.15452 0.0001 689524.32108606 70. 66305 o. 0001 
CCCUPNCY 1 475178.53<;33832 48. 6S67l 0.0001 782886.81616902 80.23v9l 0.000! 
Bl C_VCL l 86() 8 3 .61393763 a. 88341 o. co t2 '31889. 59021402 9.41692 0.0050 
FDINVST l 13C3 65. 84370063 13.36000 0 .oo 12 176274.50974412 18.06476 o. 0002 
FECFUNCS 1 179970. 65517512 18.44355 o. 0002 l 79970.65517512 18044355 0.0002 
SOL;RCE B \/ALUES T FCI< HO:E=O PROB> IT I STD ERR B STD B VALUES 
H1ERCEPT -10365 • 04254489 -9.30038 0.0001 1114. 4 7466627 o.o 
GNP 5. C6C98337 8.40613 0 .ooo 1 0.60205856 2.77881674 
CCCUf~CY l00.18411848 e.<;5117 o. 0001 llo l 8479450 o.83668320 
BIO_VOL -o. 52095467 -3.06870 0.0050 o.16976392 -0.19463440 
FD!NIIST -6lo06655S22 "".4025027 0.0002 14.36770196 -l.31421258 










































6 C3 • 9 0000000 
514.50000000 
599 .40000000 

























16 72. 2 ccooooo 
1287.50000000 














12 as. 59579443 
1246. 55537386 






995 • 96420368 
1231. ~3C04882 











SUM OF SQUAREC RESIDUALS 
RES ICU AL 
72.23985396 










-159 • 39579443 
72.14462614 
108.99632089 
-69 • 79727907 

















SUM OF SQUAREC RESIDUALS - ERROR SS 
FIRST ORDER A~TCCCRRELATICN OF RESIDUALS 
DURBIN-l<ATSON D 
LOWER -cs;;;, CL 











































































OFFICE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION VOLUME USING ~iULTIPLE REGRESSION 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE., REGRESSICN COEFFICIENTS, AND STATISTICS CF FIT FCR DEPENDENT VARIABLE CCNSTCON 
SCLRCE DF St..M OF Sf;;lJJ!R ES MEAi\ StUlll<E F VALUE PROB > F R-SQUARE c. v. 
REGRESSION 10 2985ll5.83C20l76 298511. 58302Cl8 32.74185 OoOOOl 0 .93972765 0. 83563 :i: 
EPP CR 21 191459.68198573 9117.12771361 
_STD DEV cor-.,s-rc ON MEAN 
CCFRECTEC TOT Ill 31 3l76575.5121E75C 
95048365155 1080.66563 
SOUPCE OF SEQUENTIAL SS F VALUE PROB > F PARTIAL SS F VALUE PROB> F 
GNP l 2C5067C.95035426 224.92511 Oo 0001 252088.26399337 270 64997 o. 0001 
CCCUPNCY l lt7517B. 53<;33832 52.11932 0.0001 126004.57368604 13.82064 o. 0013 
BIC_VCL l 86683.61393763 9. 50778 Oo co 56 71856066901892 7.68150 0.0106 
NEwPLANS 1 2820. 2 83435 E5 0.30934 o.5840 20184.90105587 2o 21395 Oo 1516 
CCFPECNC l l360l.Ot:9<;C67C i. 49182 o. 23 55 342.82103394 0.03760 OoB4Sl 
CORPROFT l 115.89187405 0 •. 01211 o. 9113 ;352. 92661656 0036776 0.5501 
FDIN~ST l 123165. 96631296 13.50929 0 00014 167135.47898982 18.33203 o. 0003 
FECFUI\CS l 197310.8203527"4 21. 64177 o. OOCl 32742.37322640 3059130 0.0719 
GOVSECUR l 28110.27316161 3.08324 0.0937 22047.69367120 2. 41827 o.1349 
CLERKEMP l 7458. 421521E3 Oo Bl 8C7 0.3760 7458.42152763 0.81807 003760 
SOURCE B IIALUES T FCP HO: E=O PROB> ITI STD ERP B STD B VALUES 
INTERCEPT -'7554. 75353825 -3. 29 229 Oo 0035 2294.67935421 o.o 
GNP 5. 7E528598 5. 25 832 0.0001 1.10021494 3.17650708 
CCCUFNCY 79 .56695870 3. 71 j(:l 0.0013 21.40270290 0.66449991 
BI c_ v CL -0.65330442 -2.80140 000106 o. 23270787 -0.244081 72 
N EIIPL-IINS c. 21106820 l.48194 0.1516 0014185300 0013677916 
CCFHCNC -18 .97171725 -ooi.9;91 o. 8481 97.83673082 -o .06585778 
CCRPRCFT -4o 5568 5115 -0.60643 o.5507 1.51418420 -0.05560966 
FIX INV ST -Bl. 50491t09l -4o 28159 000003 19.03612864 -1.7540667! 
FECFLI\CS -43.76519521 -1.89507 o. 071 c; 23.09419411 -0.22486137 
GO~SECUR l23o52E96801 1.55508 0.1349 79.43579555 o. 35042879 



























































89C. l 0000000 
1257.90000000 
1101.10000000 








lb 12.2 coooooo 
1287._50000000 

























1256. 97222 llb 
1110. 1e1 76454 
1175. 71343511 
1234~ 84040019 
1459. c;i 720505 
1341. 895 53087 




SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS 
SUM OF .SQUARE[ RESIDUALS - ERROR SS 
RESICUAL 
































FIRST ORDER AUTCCCRREL~TICN OF RESIDUALS 
OURBIN-loATSON D 
LOWER 95% CL 






































UPPEF1 95% CL 












·1488. 0574593 8 
1502.28797493 





















OFFICE BUILDING CO~STRUCT!Oh VCLU~E USihG ~ULTIFLE REGRESSION 14: 11 WEDNESDAY, SEPTEM.BER 11, 1974 
PROCEDU?E p;INT 04T~=OFFBLDG3 
VA~IAEL=S DAT~ CGh5aDCL CITEGNP ENP58CCL CATEOCC OCCUPNCY QATEP~FT PROFIT58 




CFFlCi: 6UlLCING C,JNSTF-UCTION VOLUM': USING MULTIPL~ REGQ,ESSION 
OBS DATE CCN5BDeL DllT EGNP GNP 5SCDL DA r wee OCCUPNCY DATE PR FT PR.OFIT58 DATEFIX 
lQ_196t 47(;.S l<;i_J. S66 c4S.l lQ_l'i66 92.0l 2Q_l96" 35.5 1Q_1966 
2 ZJ_l'-166 524 .8 2Q_l966 t55.0 2Q_ l S66 92.65 3Q_l 964 35. 9 2 Q_l 966 
3Q_1Stc 5 C4. 5 3 ;;:_l 9t:6 6t0.2 3 Cl Sb6 92.65 4Q_1964 35.6 3i.!_ l 'i66 
4 4Q_l966 476.3 4i;;_l96t: 6t:8.1 4Q_l966 91.57 1Q_l965 39.8 4Q_l 966 
lQ_l967 492. l 1(;;_1967 666.6 lQ_l967 91.57 2Q_l965 !g. 6 lQ_1967 
t 2,;:_ l9c7 639.5 ZQ_l967 671.6 2Q_l967 91.58 3iL1965 39 • 7 2Q~l967 
7 .oQ_l967 S6l.3 3Q_! 967 678.9 3Q_l967 91.58 4Q_l So 5 41.5 3Q_1967 
s 4Q_l'it7 581. C 4Q_l 967 683.6 4Q_l967 91.77 lQ_ 1966 43.8 4Q_l967 
·g 1Cl%8 52 5. 5 lQ_l<;t:8 f s2. 6 1Q_l%8 91.77 2Q_1966 43 .4 lQ_l968 
10 2Q_l9t:8 733.7 2Q_l968 705. 3 2Q_l968 9 2. 15 3Q_ l S66 43. 3 2Q_l 968 
11 3Q_l<;l:E 716. t. 3Q_l968 112. 3 3 iLl 968 92.15 4Q_ l 966 42.8 3Q_l968 
12 4Q_l9c8 849.7 4Q_l968 716. 5 4iLl<;c6 93.61 lQ_l 967 40.l 4(Ll 968 
13 Hl_l9c9 963.3 lQ_l969 722 .• 4 l'Ll 969 93 .61 2Q_l967 39.9 1Q_l969 
14 2Q_l91:<; ~-125.l 2Q_l969 12 ~. 8 2Q_l969 95.07 3Q_l967 40.0 2Q_l969 
15 3[,)_1969 796.4 3Q_l 9 69 729.2 3Q_l%9 95. 07 4Q_l<;67 42.1 3Q_l969 
le 4(;;_1 c:,e,c; 920.6 4Q_l969 725.1 4Q_l969 95.25 1Q_l96S 40.9 4Q_lS69 
17 lQ_l970 854. 0 lQ_l970 121.2 1Q_l970 95.25 2Q_l968 41.8 1Q_l970 
· 18 2Q_l970 724.6 2CLl970 122.1 2Q_l970 94.00 3Q_l<;6E 41.9 2 Q_l 970 
l<.' 3Q_l970 833.4 3Q_l 970 121.2 3Q_l970 94.00 4Q_l968 42.5 3Q_l970 
20 4!;_1970 574.0 4Q_l970 719.3 4Q_l970 92.97 lQ_l969 39 .4 4C_l970 
2 1 1c1c;11 779.3 1Q_l971 735.1 1Q_l971 92.97 2Q_l 96<; 39. 1 lQ_l 971 
22 2Q_ 1971 1cc;. 3 2Q_l 97l 740.4 2Q_l97l 92.44 3Q_l969 37.1 2Q_l971 
23 3 i;:_ 1971 715 • .:i 3Q_l97l 74f:. 9 3Q_lS7l 92.44 4Q_l 969 34.9 3 Q_l 971 
2" 4Q_lS71 621.0 4Q_l971 759.0 4Q_l97l 90 .07 1Q_l970 33. 5 4Q_1S71 
2: lQ_ 1972 676.l 1Q_l972 7f:B. C 1Q_l972 90.07 2Q_l970 32.7 1Q_l972 
2c 2Q_l972 711.3 2Q_l972 78 5. f: 2Q_l972 87.77 3Q_l<;7C 33.5 2 Q_l 972 
2 ~ 3Q_1<;72 761. C 3Q_l972 796.7 3Q_l972 87.77 4Q_l970 30.0 3Q_l 972 
28 4Q_l972 767.l 4.;)_1972 812.3 4Q_l'l72 87. 38 lQ_l971 30.9 4Q...:l972 
29 lQ_l973 748.5 u;;_1913 829 .3 lQ_ 1973 87.?8 2Q_l c:,71 32.4 l Q_l 973 
30 2Q_l973 690.3 2Q_l 973 834.3 2Q_l973 86.23 3Q_l97 l 3Z.7 2Q_l973 
31 3Q_l973 853.6 3Q_l973 841. 3 3Q_l973 86.23 4Q_l971 33.6 3 Q_l 973 
32 ,4Q_l'i73 656~.9 4Q_l973 844.6 4Q_l973 87.61 lQ_l 97 2 38.l 4Q_l<;73 
FIX58D0L DATEFEC 




25. 0 3!;._1965 
23.3 4Q_l 965 
23.5 1Q_l966 
23. 3 2Q_l 9f:f:. 
24.B 3Q_l966 
23.8 4Q_l 966 
24. 0 lQ_l S67 
24.4 2Q_l%7 
25.9 3Q_l 967 
25.4 4Q_l967 
27 .3 1Q_l968 
27.0 2Q_l968 
27.0 3(;,_ l 968 
26.9 4Q_l 968 
26. 7 lQ_l'JtO 
26. 3 2Q_l9f:C 
26.9 3(;._l 9t-C 
21. 1 40_1 Sl:9 
27 .2 lQ_l970 
21.2 2Q_l970 
28.5 3Q_l C.:70 
28 .2 4Q_l970 
28. 2 lQ_l 'i71 
29 .1 2Q_l971 
30.2 3Q_l 97! 










t. • ~ 6 
4.Sl 
s.~4 


























OFFICE BUILLHG CCI\STRUCTiCf\ VCL\J'',': :.JSI"lG MULTIPLE ,,EGf'-=SSIOc, 14:11 rlEDNESDAV, S~PT~MBEF 11, '.974 
PROCECURE SQUAR~ PR!NT=5 :ATA=OF~BLOG! 
VARIABLES GNP58DGL CCCLF~CY eI058CCL PLA~S58 CCRPBOND PRCFIT58 FIX58D0L 






















OFFICE 3\JILOING CONSTRUCTION VOLUME USING "ULTIPLE REGRESSION 
ALL POSSIBLE REGRESSION MODELS FOR OEP~NDFNT VARIABLE CON5@00L 
VARIA6LES IN MODEL 
Gt~P.SBDOL 
PLANSSS 
CL ERKE MF 
GOV SEC UR 
CORPSOND 
PLANS5e coaPBONO 





3 0.07230709 GNP5800L OCCUPNCV CLcRKEMP 
3 o.679!4E:ec GNP58DOL OCCUPNCV BID58DOL 
3 c.E:92S2o3e GIIP5800L OCCUPNCV CORP.BONO 
; 0.113<;4_272 GNP580CL QCCUP~CY FIX58DDL 
3 O. 74H~!;61 GNP5BD0L OCCUPNCY FEOFUNOS 
------. -------- . -------------
4 o. 7574152 7 GNP580Cl OCCUPNCY 8105SC0t FIX5800L 
4 o.1s9n41s - GNP58DOL OCCUPNCY PLANS58 FEDFUNDS 
4 o. ?,6700074 GNP58DOL OCCUPNCY 8105800l FEDFUNDS 
4 o. 7@\ 09@87 GNP5800L_OCCUPNCY FEDFUNDS GOVSECUR 
4 0.81886017 GNP58D0L OCCUPNCY F[X58D0L FEDFUNDS 
·--------------------·----------
5 o.e21se404 GNP58D&L QCCUPNCY CCRPIONC ~1X5BB0L FEDFUNDS 
5 o.az50B240 GNP5800L OCCUPNCY Fl)5ECOL FEOFUNDS CLERKEMP 
5 o.ez5t:l3e2 GNP58D0L OCCL.PNCY F IXSBOOL FEOFUfllDS GOYSECUR 
5 o.a4033Bbl GNP5800L OCCUPNCY PROFIT58 FIX5800L FEDFUNDS 





N= 3 2 (FFIC~ BUILDING CC~STRUCTIC~ VOLUME USI~G MULTIPLE REGRESSION 
ALL PCSSIBLE REGRESSION MCCELS FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE CON58DOL 
NUMeER IN P,-SQUAI< E ~ARIABLES IN MCDEL 
MCCEL 
C. e5g2169C GNP58DCL QCCUPNCY B1C58CCL FIX58DCL FECFUNDS CLERKEMP 
b C.85966290 GNP58D0L OCCUPNCY BID58D0L PLANS58 FIX5800L FEDFU~DS 
6 c. 85981821 GNP58CCL GCCUPNCY eIC5BCOL PROFIT58 FIX58DOL FEDFLNDS 
6 c. 8603ilB7 GNP58DOL OCCUPNCY B1C58DCL CORP8CNC FIX58DOL FECFUNDS 
6 0.86147268 GNP58D0L OCCUPNCY BIC58DOL FIX58D0L FEOFuNDS GO~SECUR 
--------------------------------------- ' -------------
7 0.86l.54178 GNP58DDL OCCUPNC'I' B1D580Cl CORPB0N0 FIX5800L l'ECFUMJS 'GOVSECUR 
7. c. 86245998 GNP58DGL OCCUPNCY BIC58COL PRDFIT58 FIX58DOL FEDFUNDS GOVSECUR 
7 C.81:328921 GNP5BDGL OCCUPNCY BIC5BDGL PLANS58 FIX58COL FECFU~DS GOVSECUR 
7 o.B633l934 GNP58D0L OCCUPNCY BIC58D0L FIX5BD0L FEDFUNDS GOVSECUR CLERKEMP 
7 o. 86417426 GNP58D0L OCCUPNCY B1C5BDCL CORPBCNC FIX5BDOL FECFUNDS CLERKEMP 
8 0.8643C802 GNP5BDCL OCCUPNCY eIC58COL CORPBOND FIX58DOL FEDFtNDS G~VSECUR CLERKEMP 
c.et:456111 GNP5800L OCCUPNCY B1C5BCCL PROFIT58 FIX5BDOL FECFUNOS GOVSECUR CLERKEMP 
8 0.86507199 GNP58DDL OCCUPNCY BID5,8DOL CORPBDND PRDFIT58 FU5EDDL FEDFLNDS CLERKEMP 
8 c.86543434 GNP58DCL DCCUPNCY BIC5BDOL 'PLANS58 FIX5BCDL FEOFUNDS GOVSECUR CLERKEMP 
8 O.B65'l257S GNP58DDL OCCUPNC't BID5BD.DL PLAl'<S58 CORPBCNC FIX58COL fECFUt.DS CLERKEMP 
------------------------------------------ ---------
9 C • 864'C4935 GNP580Gt OCCUPl'<CY B1D58D0L PLAt.S58 CGRP80NC PRufIT58 FIX58COL FEDFUNDS GOVSECUR 
9 0.86533079 GNP58DOL O(CUPNCY BIC58DOL CORPBOND PROFIT58 FIX5EDOL FEDFUNDS GOVSECUR CLERKE~P 
9 C.86615658 GNP580CL OCCUPKCY BIC58COL PLANS58 PRGF1T58 FIX58COL FEOFUNDS GDVSECUR C LERKEMP 
9 0.86634729 GNP58DOL OCCUPNCY 81058DOL PLANS58 CORPBOND FIX58CCL FECFUNDS GOVSECUR CLERKEMP 
9 0.86638704 GNF58DOL OCCUPNCY B1C58C0L PLANS58 CORPBOND PRDFIT58 FIX5800L FEOFUNDS CLERKEMP 
---------------------------------------------------------------- ------------





CFFICE euJL[lll,G CCNSTRUCTl(II, VOLUME USING MULTIPLE REGRESSION 14:!1 WECNESCAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1974 
PROCECURE REGR S C CATA=OFFi3LDG~ 
MODEL CCN58DOL = GNP58DO.L FIX58DCl OCCUPNCY CORPBOND FEDFUNDS I P CLI 
MODEL CCN58D0L = GNP58DCL FIX58DCL OCCUPNCY CLERKEMP FEOFUNDS IP CLI 
MODEL CON58DOL = GNP58DOL OCCUPNCY BID58D0L FIX5800L GO~SECUR I P CLI 
MODEL CCN58DOL = G11,P58DOL FRGFIT58 FIX58COL OCCUPNCY FEIJFUNOS. I P CLI 
~CDEL CON58DOL = GNF58DCL FIX58CCL Bl05800L OCCUPNCY FEDFUNDS IP CLI 
MOC EL CON58DOL = GNP58DOL CCCUPll,CY BID58DOL PLANS5B CCRFBCNC ·PROFIT58 




* * * Fl<OC REGR OFFICE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION VOLUME USING MULTIPLE REGRESSIOt. * 
* * 
* CATA SET OFFBLDG3 NU~BER OF VARIABLES= 11 t.UMBER OF CLASSES = 0 * 
* * 
* VARIABLES CLERKEMP CCt.SBDIJL CGRPBCND GCVSECUR FECFUNDS OCCUPNCY GNPSBDOL PROFIT58 * 
* * 






CFFICE BUILCII\G CONSTRUCTICN VOLUME USfNG MULTIPLE REGRESSION 
I\ = 32 SIMPLE STATISTICS 
\/AR IABLE SU~ MEAi'< UNCORRECTED SS CORRECTED SS VARIAI\CE STANDARD CEV 
CLERKEMP 42S.l60CCCOC 13. 28t:2S00C 5674. 03670800 25.25465800 0.81466639 o.<>1J25as11 
Ct:l\58DCL 22503.00000000 705.09375000 ll:627139.76CCCOCO 718109. 47875C01 23164.82189516 15 2.19994052 
C QRFBOND 235. aecoccoc 7.37125000 1777 .00940000 36.27895000 lo234804e4 1.11121 773 
GOVSECUR 194.31000000 6. 0721875C 1205.4503CCCO 25 o 56354688 0.82463054 0.90809170 
FEDFUI\CS 111.2 5 000000 5.35156250 l000.3105000C 83. 85542187 2. 70501361 l.64469256 
OCClJPNCY 2928~6400-00CC c;1. 52000000 268250.68880000 221. 55000000 7 o 14696774 2.6H38133 
G_NP58 DCL 23445 .60000000 732o675COCCC 17276988.51999999 c;eCJ83. 54000001 3193 .Ol 741936' 56.50679091 
PROFIT58 121e.oocccocc 38.06250000 46873.84000000 513 .11500000 16. 5714S1H 4. 07080479 
FIX58DOL 853.70000000 26.67812500 22967. 83 ccoooo 192 o 71468750 6.21660282 2.49331162 
BIOS6DCL 7766.70000000 243.33437500 2101219.23000000 206447.45218750 6659. 59S231 es 81.60634309 





































































































































CORP BONO GCVSECUR FEDFUNDS 
o.e790S3 1.000000 0.160982 
0.0001 0,0000 o.naa 
--------------
CORP BONO G09SECUR FEDFUNOS 
o. ~13352 o.11,09a2 1.000000 
0, 0027 0.3788 o. 0000 
OCCUPI\CY GNP58DOL PRDFfT58 FIX5800L BID58DOL 
0,08<;411 o. 504779 o. 085881 0.558416 0.30522s 
o.6265 0.0032 o.6402 o. 0009 0.0994 
_.,..---------- ' 
OCCUPNCY GNP5800l PROFIT58 FIX5800L 8105800l 
0 .194255 O,i29706 0.016694 0.082354 o. !39~5 l 




CL ERKE MP CQNS8DOL CORPB!JND GC"SECUR FEOFUNDS CCCUPIIICY G"IP58DOL PROF[T58 FIX58D0L Bl D5800L 
CCCLPf'iCY -0,490613 o. 211033 0,094152 0 ,089411 0,1<;4255 l,OCCCOC -o. 700933 0,722367 -0,641471 0,456667 




--------- - ----------- ---------
CLERKEHP CON58DOL CORP8CND GOVSECUR: FEDFUNDS DCCUPNCY GNP58DOL PRQFIT58 F 1X58DOL BI058DOL 
GNP ~8CCL o.9~1'4e! C, 4C<;4 71 o. 56 5825 0,504779 0,129706 -0,700933 1,000000 -o. ~83355 0,907317 -o. 2 87526 





CL ERKE MP CON58D0l CORP BOND GCVSECUR Fl:DFUNDS CCCUPhCY GNP5BD0l PROF[T58 F 1X58D0l B105800L 
PRCF!l58 -0,418795 0,056737 0,013189 0,085881 D,0166<;4 ci. 722367 -o. 583355 1, 000000 -0,615765 0, 706 297 





CLERKEMP CON58DOL CORPBCND GOVSl!CUR FEDFUNDS . OCCUPNCY GNP58D0l PRCFlT58 FlX5800l B1058COL 
FlX!80CL C, e3SS77 C,26432C o. 519530 0,558416 0,082354 -o ,641471 0.,907317 -O,H5H5 1,000000 -0,339293 





CL ERKE HP CON5800l CORPBOND GCVSECUR FEOFUNDS t;£CUPIIICY GNP58DOL PROFIT58 FIX5800L BID 580Dl 
B1D58DCL -0,109252 -0,005762 0,236146 0,305228 0, 139351 0,456667 -o. 287526 0,706297 -0,339293 1 ,000000 





CLERKEMP CON58D0l CORPBCND GOVSECUR FEDFUNDS OCCUPNCY GNP5800l PROFIT58 FIX5800L B1D5800L 
PLANs5·e 0,2418~1 C,412552 o. 440364 0,222542 0,485478 0,350908 0,109755 o. 110548 0,004171 o. 16133; 





l11 -. . . __, 
OF~lCE BUILClNG CONSTRUCTION VOLUME USING MULTIPLE REGRESSION 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE, REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS, AND STATISTICS CF FIT FCR CEPENDENT VARIABLE CON5SD0L 
SCLRC E CF SLM CF s,uftR ~s l'EAlli S<:UARE F VALUE PROB > F R-SQUARE c.v. 
REGRESSION 5 589987. 2Sc577C<; 117997. 45731542 23.94537 0.0001 0.82158404 9.95586 i 
ERRCR 2t 128122.192172q:: 4927. 776622C4 
STD OE V CON5BD0L MEAN 
CCFRECTEC TOTAL 31 7181C9.476750Cl 
70.19812406 705.09375 
SCURCE OF SEQUENTIAL SS F VALUE PROB > F PART I AL SS F VALUE Pll.08 > F 
GNP58DCL 1 120403. 06772709 24.43355 o. 0001 211460.86975403 42.91202 0.0001 
FIX58DCL l 46683.124(12'.:l 9.47347 0.0049 49266.98442299 9.99781 0.0040 
CCCUHCY l 345602.84364399 70.13363 O. CO Cl 179059. 2154481 <; 36.33672 0.0001 
CORPSONC 1 23150. 898 5704<; 4.69804 0 .03.95 1956.03650815 0.39694 o. 5 3"2 
FE C FU ~cs 1 54147.35U232C 10. <;8819 O. G027 54147.35262320 10.98819 0.0021 
SOi.;RC E 8 ~ALUES T FCR HO:E=O PROB> IT I STD ERR B STD B VALUES 
IIITERCEPT -8580.19839993 -6.00<;ll 0.0001 1427. 86451047 o.o 
GNP580DL 5.36445026 6. 55C73 0.0001 0.81890915 1.99164250 
FIX58CCL -38 .• 37447956 -3.161<;3 0.0040 12.13640372 -0.62864371 
OCCUPNCY 12. 88625199 6 .02799 o.0001 12. 09129413 1.26024193 
CORPSGNO -17.25868000 -C.63(03 0.5342 27.393315.82 -0.12600630 




OBS Sil SERVED PREDICTED RESlCUAL 
I\UMBE R VALUE VALUE 
1 416.90000000 434.14504272 42.15495728 
2 524.80000000 529.13592084 -4. 33592084 
3 5 ('+o 5 0000000 517.73110887 -13.2311C887 
4 476.30000000 508. (1741503 -31.71741503 
5 492.10000000 490.75608204 1. 34391796 
6 63 9. 5 0000000 574.08088570 65.419114.30 
7 561030000000 5870 CC704435 -25070704435 
8 581000000000 ol3o48072195 -32o48C72195 
9 5 25. 50000000 5'i6o 66239989 -71016239989 
10 733070000000 1150 :!2782854 18.37217146 
11 716.60000000 772025268465 -550 6 5268465. 
12 849.70000000 c.;050 5204354.8 -55082043548 
13 963030000000 8750 61012774 870 68<;87226 
14 1125.1 ccooooo 1006017438397 118092561603 
15 796040000000 9250 17463232 -l28o 7746i232 
16 920060000000 878016716121 4lo 83283879 
17 854.0COOOOOO 857069599631 -3069599631 
18 724060000000 H7. ~1232409 -42081232409 
19 833040000000 788.69460343 440 70539657 
20 514000000000 6380 C'll34727 -64009134727 
21 779030000000 699oE7056576 790 62943424 
22 7 C9o 3 0000000 675026202223 34003797777 
23 "1150 30000000 ll6o <;8884499 -1.68884499 
24 621000000000 638015745744 - llo l 5745744 
25 616 o l 0000000 675045061166 0064938834 
26 711030000000 6450 40485456 650 89514544 
27 761000000000 ·757 o 39802230 3060191770 
28 7670 lOCOOOOO 15 80 <;9649488 8010.350512 
29 748050000000 7770 2536393 5 -280 75363935 
30 690030000000 7110 50301785 -21020301785 
31 853060000000 7090 27540111 144032459889 
32 656090000000 815030092148 -1580 40092148 
SlJM OF RESIDUALS = 
SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS = 
SUM OF SQUAREC RESICUALS - ERROR SS = 
FIRST ORDER AlJTCCCRRELATION OF RESIDUALS= 
CURl!IN-WATSON 0 = 
LOWER 95:1: CL 





335. 5 8510026 





























Oo 00000050 · 
-Oo 39467922 
2049322767 
UPPER 95:1: CL 





645. 92 7063 82 






























OFFICE BUILDING CONSlRUCTICN VCLUME USING MULTIPLE REGRESSION 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE, ~~GRESSION COEFFICIENTS, AND STATISTICS CF FIT FCR DEPENDENT VARIABL= CON58DOL 
SOL RC E DF SUM OF SC.:LARES MEAN S<;;UARE F VALUE PROB > F R-SQUARE C. v. 
REGRESSION 5 592499.491E:25S2 118499. 89832518 24. 52 82 8 0.0001 0 .8 25082.40 9.85777 :l 
ERROR 2c 12 56C9. 98712409 4831.15335093 
STD DEV CON58DOL MEAN 
CCRRECTEC TOTAL 31 718109.47875001 
69.50649862 705.09375 
SOURCE OF SEQUENTIAL SS F VALUE PROB > F PARTIAL SS F VALUE PROB > F 
GNP58COL l 120403. Of7727Cc; 24.92222 0.0001 122663 .96575887 25.39020 o. 0001 
F IX580CL 1 46683.12401231 9.66294 o. 0045 53822.41516780 11.14070 0 .0026 
OCClJPr--CY 1 3456 02 • 843643 S9 71.53630 0.0001 311193.32845413 64. 41388 o. 0001 
CLERKEMP 1 16863. 50348043 3. 4905 8 0.0730 4468.24155699 0.92488 0.3451 
FECFUI\CS 1 62946.95276210 13.02938 o. 0013 62946.95276210 13.02938 0.0013 
SCURCE B \IALUES T FCR HO: B=O PROB > IT! STD ERR B STD B VALUES 
INTERCEPT -8341. 47743085 -0. 52 895 0.0001 978.01922569 o. 0 
GNP58DCL 6.00664356 5. 03E87 0.0001 1.19206180 2.23006757 
Fil<58CCL -40.00503956 -3.33177 o. OC26 11.98556537 -0.65535525 
OCCUPNCY 71.97785282 0. 02 583 0.0001 B.96828002 1.264285<;6 
CL ERK EMP -53.25755316 -C.96171 o. 3451 55. 37813165 -0.31583236 
FEDFUNDS -31.18843695 -3 .60962 0.0013 8.64035659 -0.33702635 
u, 
..i::,. 
OBS OBS ERV EC PREDICTED RESIDUAL 
t-<LMBER VALUE VALUE 
l 476.90000000 44lo l5<;25C57 35. 74C74943 
2 524.80000000 538.19094993 -13. 3909 4993 
3 ::C4. 50CCOOOO 521. S213!095 -17.42131095 
4 476.30000000 504. 3<;352433 -28. 09352433 
5 4 c;2.1 cccoooo 482.35011772 9. 7498 8228 
6 639.50000000 5 70. 37700751 69.1229<;249 
7 561.30000000 588. 46896411 -27.16€<;(:411 
8 5 81. 00000000 612.49566343 -3 l.49566343 
9 525.50000000 59c;. 4C883<;54 -63.90883954 
10 733 • 70000000 719.37907442 14. 32C92558 
11 716.6oooaaoo 176.44309629 -59.84309629 
12 849.70000000 913. 82040090 -64. 12 C4 0090 
13 963.30000000 876. 65990409 86.64009591 
14 1125. lOOOOCOO 1007. 58158390 117.51841610 
15 796.40000000 922. 166 02797 -125. 76602797 
16 92 c. 6 coooooo 875.95548787 44.64451213 
17 854.00000000 840. 40<;46961 13.59053039 
18 724.60000000 768.€8209888 -44. 2 620S888 
19 833.40000000 796. 94504057 36.45495943 
20 574.00000000 632. 57027248 -58.57027248 
21 779.30000000 702.26593704 11. 03406296 
22 7 C9. 30000 000 689. 25267304 20.0473 2696 
23 715.30000000 123. i9 E86689 -8.49886689 
24 621.00000000 637.55911696 -16.55<;11696 
25 616.10000000 t53. 72699555 22.37300445 
26 711. 30000000 636.45264169 74. 84735831 
27 761 o 00000000 749.37535784 11~62464216 
28 767.10000000 757. 43748111 9.66251889 
29 748.50000000 784.24189605 -35. 7418<;605 
30 69C.3COOOOOO 718. 58933927 -28.28933927 
31 853.60000000 116. €316796<; 136. 76832031 
32 656.90000000 El 3. B8992 97 9 -156. 9 8992979 
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 
SUM OF SQUARED RESICUALS = 
SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS - ERROR SS = 
FIRST ORDER AUTOCORRELATION OF RESIDUALS= 
DU'<B II\-WATS Cl\ D = 













754. l 9613994 
124. 78010<;42 
846.70714910 




























































OFFICE BUILDING CONSTRUCTiO~ ~CLUME USI~G MULTIPLE REGRESSICN 
A~ALYS!S OF VARIANCE TABLE , REGRESS!(~ COEFFICIENTS , AND STATISTICS OF FIT FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE CCN58DOL 
SCURCE OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQLARE F VALUE PROB > F P-SQUAR E c.v. 
REGRESSION 5 561855.26597451 112371.05319490 18. 69804 o. 0001 o. 78240893 10.99467 % 
ERROR u 151:254. 21217550 6009.77741444 
STD CEV CCN58D0L MEAN 
CORRECTED TOTAL 31 718109. 4 7 875001 
77. 52275417 705. 0937 5 
SOURCE OF SEQUENTIAL SS F VALUE PROB> F PARTIAL SS F VALUE PROB> F 
GH58CCL l 120403.067727(<; 20. 03453 o. 0001 2 3 097 5.3 9856875 38.43327 0.0001 
OCCUPNCY 1 350163,31980529 58.26561 0.0001 107405. 44145415 17. 871 78 0.0003 
B!C58COL 1 17278. 9Sl€6l SS 2.87515 0.1019 49108.83439961 8.17149 0.0083 
FIX58CCL l 56061.70646753 9.32842 o. co 52 73387.98213606 12.21143 0.0011 
GO~SECLR l 17948,18011261 2098650 o.0958 17948.18011261 2. 98650 0.0958 
SClJRCE e VALUES T FOR HO: B=O PROB > IT I STD ERR B STD B VALUES 
INTERCEPT -5450.81124562 -4. 06 EOO 0.0004 1339.92423442 a.a 
GIIF58CCL 4.23757160 6,l9S46 a. 0001 0.68353913 1.57326981 
OCCUPNCY 48, C3C34720 4.22750 0.0003 11.36139809 a.84364970 
BIC58DCL -0.68612363 -2.85658 a. 0003 0.24002239 -0.36788477 
F!X58CCL -57.70196944 -3.49449 o. 001 7 16. 51229188 -0.94526312 















































5 61. 3 0000000 
501.00000000 












77,;. 3 0000000 
709.30000000 
715 .30000000 






















722. C541 G369 
86 3 • 33742735 
845. 73549506 


















697 • 38683202 
SUM OF SQUAREC RESICUALS 















l 68. 04187792 
3.20029375 















198. 98t:l 6392 
-40.48683202 
FIRST ORDER AUTOCORRELATION OF RESIDUALS 
DURBIN- IIA TSCI\ D 
























600. 6136 5404 
540.80859749 
524.13318317 

















































OFFlC~ ~~ILCING CONSTRUCTION \/OLUME USING MLLTIPLE REGRESS!CN 
ANAUSIS OF VAHANCE TABLE , ~EGRESSICt\ COEFFICIEIIITS, ANO STATISTICS OF FIT FOR DEPENDEIIIT VARIABLc CON58DOL 
SCLRCE c~ SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F \/ALUE PROS > F R-S QUARE c.v. 
REGRESSION 5 603455.12448577 120691. 02489715 27.36893 0.0001 0.84033861 9. 41807 % 
EFFGR 2t 114654. 3542c424 440<;. 78285632 
STD DEV CON58DOL NIEAII 
CORR EC lEC TOTAL 31 71810<;. 47E150Cl 
66 • 406 l 9 59 2 705.09375 
SOURCE OF SEQUENTIAL SS F VALUE PROB > F PARTIAL SS F VALUE PROB > F 
GIIF58CCL 1 120403o067727C9 27.30363 O. OOCl 364219. 07419768 82. 59343 0.0001 
PROFIT58 l 95118. 75227030 21. 56994 a .0001 15423.87441683 3.49765 o. 012a 
f IX58CCL 1 20336.04424305 4.612C3 0.0412 64880. 08358273 14. 71276 0.0001 
OCCUPNCY 1 282712o l98407'l7 64 .11023 0.0001 3M:Ol 9. 26107496 83.00165 0.0001 
FECFUNCS l 84883. 061 €3736 19.24881 0 .0002 84883.06183736 19.24881 0.0002 
SOLll.CE B VALUES T FO t,0: E=O PPOB > ITI STD ERR 8 STD 8 VALUES 
II\TERCEPT -8298.67152093 -9.94113 o. 0001 834.27813521 o.o 
GNP5EDCL 5.22731491 9. 08 809 0.0001 o.57518284 l.94072869 
PROFll58 -8. 4<;<;71342 -1. 87C20 0.0728 4.54484641 -0.22733858 
F IX58 CCL -45.98967064 -3.83572 o. 0001 ll.98983486 -0.75339438 
OCCUPNCY i5.56C2E503 9.11052 0.0001 0.29373625 1. 32721113 




CBS OBSERVED PREDICTED RES ICUAL 
f\UM BER VALUE VALUE 
4l6.9CGGOOOO 448. 71646418 28.18353562 
2 524.80000000 5 5 2. 4263342 <; -27.62633429 
3 504.50000000 545.24459481 -40.7445<;481 
4 416. 3 coco coo 502.10212675 -25.80212675 
5 492.10000000 ~73. 32316195 18. 77683205 
6 639.50000000 573. <;7886612 65.521!3388 
7 561. 30000000 513. 12186497 -12.42186497 
8 581.00000000 589.E0385755 -8.80385755 
9 525.50000000 555.<;1864464 -30.41864464 
10 133. 70000000 689. 1:49533 76 44.05046624 
11 716.60000000 748.05975558 -31. 45<;75558 
12 849.70000000 914.50823278 -64.80823278 
13 963.30000000 881. t:3378146 81.66621854 
14 1125.10000000 1021.87648875 103. 2235112 5 
15 7S6. 40000000 912.29202077 -115.89202077 
16 920.60000000 885. S8710065 34.61289935 
17 854.00000000 859. 37835321 -5.37835321 
18 724.6000)000 774. C9535846 -49.49535846 
19 833.40000000 781. 2<;771151 52. 10 22 8249 
20 574.00000000 644.46351729 -70.4635172<; 
21 779. 30000000 678. 81309966 100 • 4 869 0034 
22 709.30000000 675. 70010713 33. 5c;c;0c;201 
23 715. 3 coooaoo 736. <;8327384 -21.68327384 
24 621.00000000 c 57. 1:8129119 -36.6 812 9119 
25 6 76 .10000000 693. 85388768 -17. 753EE768 
26 711. 30000000 659. 39210140 51.90789860 
27 761.00000000 808. 19341176 -47. l 9341176 
28 767.10000000 786.24791970 -19.14791970 
29 748. 50000000 1.78. S3970914 -30.43970914 
30 690.30000000 704.E9356384 -14. 59356384 
31 853.6CCOOOOO 694. 23776297 159.36223703 
32 656.90000000 759. 58609022 -102.68609022 
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 
SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS = 
SUM OF SQUAREC RESIDUALS - ERROR SS = 
FIRST ORDER AuTCCCRRELATICN OF RESIDUALS= 
DURBIN-wATSON D = 







428. 745067 88 
428.17862285 

























-o. o c coccoo 
114654.35426480 
0.00000056 
-o. 3715242 7 
2.61809985 
UPFER 95% CL 
FOR INDIVIDUAL 








703. 07066 ! 96 
837.72984338 












886. 52672 502 
805.72565925 











OFFICE BUILCING CG~STRUCTIC~ VOLUME USING MULTIPLE REGRESSION 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE , REGRESSICN COEFFICIENTS , AND STATISTICS CF FIT FCR CEPENDENT VARIABLE CON58DCL 
SCLRCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PROB> F R-SQUARE c.v. 
REGRESS ION 5 616871.99181865 123374. 39836373 31.68524 0.0001 0.85902221 s. 84988 %· 
EHCR 26 101237.48693136 3893. 7494<;7'.:t: 
STD DEV COfli5 8D0L MEIi N 
CCFRECTEC TOTAL 31 718lG9.47875COl 
62.39991584 705.09375 
SOURCE DF SEQU!:NTIIIL SS F VALUE PROB > F PARTIAL SS F VALUE PROB> F 
GNP5 8DCL 1 1204C3. 06772709 30.92214 0.0001 374188.57444652 96. 09981 o. 0001 
F IX58DCL l 46683.12401231 11.98925 0.0019 66081.48841492 16.97117 0.0003 
BIC5ECCL 1 3376.59854977 O. 8t:71E 0.36C3 2 6840. 74174971 7.40693 0.0!14 
OCCUPNCY l 373444. 2 9557273 95.90866 0.0001 445803.94745099 114.49220 o. 0001 
FECFUNCS l 729t:4.905<i5675 1E.738S8 0. 0002 72964.90595675 18.73898 0.0002 
SOURCE B ',/1\ LUE S T FCR HO:e=o PROB> IT I STD ERR B STD B VI\LUE S 
I N'TER C EPT -8371.49746955 -10.79928 o. oco 1 775. l',CH,434 o.o 
GNP58DOL 5. 27€75847 9.80305 0.0001 o.53848119 l.95982797 
FIX58CCL -45.11904216 -4.lHt:l o. 0003 10.95226560 -o. 73913191 
BID5EDOL -0.42972811 -2.72157 0.0114 o.15789725 -0.23041099 
DC CUPN CY 73.11945t:56 1C.70Cl0 0.0001 6.83352841 1.28433815 
















































733 • 70000000 



















6 90. 30000000 
8 53. 60000000 
656.90000000 
SI.Jr,! OF RESIDl.ALS 
PREDICTED 
VALUE 






























682. 'il 556852 
111. 51035372 
SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS 




















20. 7 5999507 
-44.35553321 






-30. 0 533E:536 
5.95050639 
-46.'l 94935 95 
-18.70277916 
170.68443148 
-120. 6103 53 72 
FIRST ORDER ALT[C[RREL~TIC~ GF RESIDUALS 
DURE!IN-wATSON C 




















































107 5. 6186043', 
1045. 39793021 






















OFFICE aU!LDING CONSTRUCTICN VCLUME USING MULTIPLE RFGPESSION 
A~ALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE, REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS, AND STATISTICS OF FIT FGR DEPENDENT VARIABLE CON58DOL 
SOl.RCE [;F SLM CF S(;:UARES l'EA~ 5(;:UAFE F VALUE PROB> F R-SQUARE C. v. 
REGRESSIC"l 10 622538.59463365 62253.85946337 13. 6791 8 0.0001 0.86691321 9.56767 ~ 
ERROR 2! 95570.88411636 4550.99448173 
STD DEV CCN58D0L MEAN 
CCRRECTEC TOTAL 31 718109.47875001 
67. 46105900 705. 093 75 
SCURCE CF SEQUENTIAL SS F VALUE PROB > F PARTIAL SS F VALUE PROB > F 
GNP58COL l 120403. 067727(9 26. 45643 o. 0001 86801.03071395 19.07298 0.0003 
CCCUF f'<CY 1 350163.31980529 76.94215 o. OOCl 78658.07675692 17.28371 o. 0004 
BID5EOCL 1 17278.99186198 3.79675 0.0648 14301.53625200 3.14251 0.0908 
FUNS58 1 27. 962C3959 o. 00614 0.9383 1136 .35249904 0.24969 0.6225 
CCPPBC~D l 15297.57277087 3. 36137 o.c010 543.34292134 0.11939 0.7331 
PROFIT58 1 5036.74690744 1.10674 0.3047 406.39614936 o. 08930 o. 76 80 
FIX58CCL l 48530.470324(6 10.66371 0.0031 39267.21956164 8.62827 0.0079 
FECFUNCS 1 62241.88687726 13 .67655 0.0014 21049. 75324471 4. 62531 0.0433 
GOVSECLR l 1502. 00909345 . o. 33004 0. 5717 377.84817924 0.08303 0.7761 
CLERKEMP l 2056. 56722662 o. 451 89 o. 5088 2056.56722662 0.4518'! 0.5088 
SOURCE B VALUES T FOR HO:B=O PROB> IT I STD ERR B STD B VALUES 
INTERCEPT -7029.69058393 -3.98134 0.0001 176 5. 65789067 o.o 
GNP58COL 5.60442717 4. 36726 o. 000 3 l.28328153 2.08073796 
CCCUPI\CY 63.83312372 4.15137 o. 0004 15~35421403 1.12122436 
B ID5EDCL -0.46112677 -1. 77 271 0.0900 0.26046349 -0.2475679<; 
PLANS 58 o.07483377 0.49<;69 0.6225 0.14975946 0.05929845 
CCFPBC~C 26.C5430706 0.34553 o. 733 l 75. 40422401 0.19022352 
PRCFI 158 -l.61444270 -0.29883 0.7680 6.07185819 -0.048529Bc 
F IX58DCL -51.33767432 -2. <;3139 o. 0079 17.47729713 -0.84100440 
FECFL~CS -34.21084434 -2.15C65 o. 043 3 15. 9071 B'l06 -0.36968688 
GOVSECUR lE.6195C328 0.28El4 o. 7761 64.61934901 0.11109214 




OBS CB SERVED PFECICTED RESICUAL LOW EP. 95% CL UPPER 95% CL 
NUMB!:'!< VALUE VALUE FOR INDIVIDUAL FOR INDIVIDUAL 
1 416. 9G00')000 435. S589ll 73 40.94108827 268.37281910 603.54500436 
2 524.80000000 !:73. 40027962 -48.60027962 414.E:8972114 732.11083809 
3 504.50000000 550.28437045 -45.78431045 392. 53943260 708. 02930830 
4 4i6.3COO'JOOO 525.15139694 ~49.45139694 372.16527687 679.33751702 
5 492.!000')000 490. 11595505 1. 98404495 328.67053265 651.56137745 
6 639.50000000 545 • 56176.916 93.9 382 3084 391. 8960'i049 699. 227441B4 
7 561.30000000 .539. 19065093 · 22.1 0934907 383.14165032 695.23965154 
8 581.00000000 618.32306312 -37. 3230c312 457. 71402718 778.93209906 
9 525.5COOOOOO 535. 86204730 -10 • 3 6204730 377. 2104513 7 694. 51364323 
10 133.70000000 ccc. 1-.039556 73. 5 096C444 501.11322917 819.26756196 
11 716 .• 60000000 757.18063570 -40.580635·70 601. 89758369 912.46368770 
12 849. 70000000. 9290 E701552.2 -80.17015522 767.15166907 1092. 588641 ?c 
13 963.30000000 917. 12395915 45.57604085 754.84381287 1080.60410543 
14 1125.10000000 1030.60209788 94.49790212 868. 89201345 1192. 31218230 
15 7%. 4000'.lOOO 870. 4664812 7 -74.06648127 703.06200851 1037.87095403 
16 920.60000000 899.19197645 20. 80802355 740.89959627 1058. 68435663 
11 854.0COOOOOO 828.83025241 25.16974759 653oOi938120 1004. 64ll23c? 
18 724.60000000 751. 25c09621 -26.65609621 581.37596331 921.13622911 
19 833.40000000 829.26414946 4. l 3!:85054 666. 27127 68 2 992.25702211 
20 5 74. ocoooooo 621. 03605389 -47.03605389 459.26974026 782. 8023675? 
21 779.30000000 721. C005633C 58.29943670 549.64007373 892.3610528c 
22 709.30000000 691.83654646 17 • 4634!:354 530.50206913 853.17102380. 
23 715. 3000'.lOOO 723. 52C37683 -B.22037683 552.26424219 894.77651148 
24 621.00000000 c45. !:3904556 -24. 53904556 492~64733562 798.43075550 
25 616.10000000 663.13510361 12. 9648%39 495. 59123%0 830.67696762 
26 711.30000000 6 79. 3540006 7 31.94599933 521.65544209 837.05255925 
27 761.00000000 · 801. :24522915 -40. 24522c;15 635.43810410 967.05235419 
28 767.l 0000000 757. 86766897 9.23233103 599.73824400 915.99709394 
29 748.50000000 799. t4558l 79 -51.14558179 636.05048437 963.24067921 
30 690.30000000 723.50876659 -33. 20EH65c; 565. 34063 706 881.67689612 · 
31 853. 60CCOOOO 700.54858094 153.05141906 532. 71803813 868.37912374 
32 656.90000000 745.13783863 -88.23783863 566 .97141964 923.30425763 
SUM Of RES !DUALS = o. 00000000 ....... :~. d 
SUM OF SQUARED RESIDLALS = 95570.88411713 
SUM OF SQUAREC RESIDUALS - ERROR SS = o. 00000077 
FIRST CRDER ALTCCCRRELATI(N GF RESIDUALS= -0.27748977 
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